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~1i~ FORE WORD

These Proceedings, published in four volumes, comprise the 45 papers presented at the
Tenth Navy Symposium on Aeroballistics held at the Sheraton Motor Inn, Fredericksburg, Virginia,
15, 16 and 17 July 1975.

-_ This symposium was the tenth in a series begun in 1950 under the sponsorship of the
then Bureau of Ordnance Committee on Aeroballistics, and currently conducted by the Naval
Aeroballistics Advisory Committee as sponsoring committee for the Naval Air Systems Command
and the Naval Ordnance Systems Command. The continuing purpose of the symposiums has been1 to disseminate the results of aeroballistics research and to bring the research findings of industry,
the universities, and government laboratories to bear upon the Navy's aeroballistic research and

development programs.

Over 160 research scientists representing 56 organizations attended this tenth symposium.
Session I covered the subjects of missile stability and performance; Session 11 was concerned with

missile stability and performance/launch dynamics; Session III dealt with heat transfer; Session IV
covered inlets and diffusers/gas dynamics; and Session V presented aero-elasticity and structures.

The papers in these Proceeding have been reproduced in facsimile. They appear in the

L- order of presentation except that all classified papers have been taken out of sequence and
grouped together as Volume 4, a confidential volume. Volumes 1 through 3 are unclassified. This

_ V is Volume 1.

Requests for or comments on individual papers should be addressed to the respective
authors.

'4 THOMAS A. CLARE
General Chairman
Symposi Committee
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GREETINGS

The Navy Aeroballistics Advisory Committee (NAAC) provides valuable assistance to the
Naval Air and Naval Sea Systems Commands. It is extremely active in promoting the exchange of
teclical information among Naval activities, Navy contractors, and other government agencies. It
also provides effective guidance by recommending aeroballistics resarch investigations and
identifying the new aeroballistic facilities necessary for future weapons development. We hope that
this Symposium, as in the past, will provide for a stimulating exchange of information and will be
of value to all participants. Best wishes for P successful Symposium.

it

1A

A. B. Mcaulley R. W. King
Captain, USN Rear Admiral, USN
Assistant Commander Deputy Commander
for Research & Technology for Research & Technology
Naval Air Systems Command Naval Sea Systems Command
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WELCOME

On behalf of thc Dahigren Laboratory of the Naval Surface Weapons Center, we are pleased
to welcome you to the Tenth U. S. Navy Symposium onl Acroballistics.I

The Navy Aeroballistics Advisory Committee, established jointly by the Naval Aii Systems
Command and the Naval Sea Systems romniand, has prepared an excellent program i-overing
diverse technical disciplines in the fi.lcd --lf aeroballistics. It is noted that the Symposiu'n brings
together speakers and guests with sp. cial competence in aeroballistics from the Navy, Air Force,
Army, other government agencies, univernitie,, 3nd 'fromx industry. It is our hope that w, can~
provide a pleasant atmospheic for yo,! duting .IzSymposium.

-IPA

CC- C. J. RorieI

CommainderI
Naial Surface Weapons Center
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THE IMPACT OF CONTEMPORARY FLUID MECHANICS

COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES ON MISSILE DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

I. Inviscid Methods and Rapid Design Codes

J. Xerikos, Chief-Aerodynamics Branch
Flight Mechanics Department

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West
Huntington Beach, California

SUMMARY

The computational methods currently used in the design of tactical and

strategic vehicles are assessed in terms of their application to specific

aspects of missile sizing. The relative success in treating slender

supersonic and hypersonic configurations (typically found in strategic

applications), as opposed to transonic and supersonic wing-body-tail

configurations (more representative of tactical vehicles) is discussed.

An attempt is made to characterize qualitatively the principal elements

of representative computational methods, pointing out the seemingly

subtle differences in analyses that can strongly affect the utility of

fluid mechanic codes.

The current status of sophisticated "rapid design" codes that rival

finite-difference codes in terms of the methodology incorporated is

discussed. The relationship between these contemporary aerodynamic

design computer programs and the so-called exact methods is indicated

by example.

Supporting computational processes which are peripheral to the fluid

mechanics numerical analyses but essential components of the total

I. r - -
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design process are identified. These range from geometric description

subroutines using parametric interpolation methodology to innovative

mechanizations of complex sizing exercises in which flow field analyses

are nested.

The paper concludes with a discussion of the applicability of current as

well as developing computational methodology in the design of contem-

porary vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

In a preface to a mathematical text on existence theorems in partial

differential equations which was published in 1950 (Reference 1),

C. Tompkins noted that l... it was apparent to a large and vociferous . "

set of engineers that the electronic digital calculating machines they

were then developing would replace all mathematicians and, indeed,

all thinkers except the engineers building more machines. "t Tompkins,

who advised the Navy during the post-World War II years on the

capabilities of and requirements for computational equipment, then

discussed

... problems involving partial differential equations. The

solution, in many cases, was to be brought about (according to

the vociferous engineers) by:

(1) buying a machine;

(2) replacing the differential equation by a similar

difference equation with a fine but otherwise

arbitrary grid;

(3) closing the eyes, mumbling something about

truncation error and round-off error; and

(4) pressing the button to start the machine."
2
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He provided an example of a numerical solution of a simple linear,

1second-order partial differential equation where (using the above

procedure) an arbitrary refinement of the finite-difference grid could

L lead from an accurate to an invalid solution. Tompkins concluded on

a positive note, conceding that, in the absence of exact mathematical

procedures there was a need for computations which amount to

I experimental arithmetic, " particularly when there is a reasonable

empirical basis for judging whether the resulting numerical solution

1. is an adequate approximation.

Tompkins' preface encouraged an intelligent use of the relevant

mathematical literature in formulating numerical methodology. In

the absence of this approach, he assumed that one would have to rely

on "luck, prayer or further thought."

During the past 25 years, the educational distinction between engineers

and applied mathematicians, to whom the text was originally addressed,

I has narrowed considerably. The mathematical prowess of engineering

graduates has contributed to dramatic progress in the development of

rational computational methods f6r the solution of engineering problems.

In particular, progress in the area of fluid mechanics has tended to

occur in quantum jumps as the result of concerted efforts dictated at

times by national priorities. For example, the recent NASA Conference

on Aerodynamic Analyses Requiring Advanced Computers, held at

Langley Research Center in March 1975, featured 50 papers on impor-

L tant computational fluid mechanics topics.

The time involved in the development of new fluid mechanic computa-

tional methods for a given problem area has decreased from decades to

-3
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years (and under highly favorable circumstances, even months). The

subsequent application of these methods to a specific missile design

study, however, remains a highly subjective process which varies

with parameters ranging from mission objectives (translated into

design constraints) to the design philosophy and resources of the

particular organization involved.

SOURCES OF AERODYNAMIC DESIGN DATA

The most significant change in missile design practice in recent years

has been an increasing awareness of the value of computational methods

which were previously regarded as useful but not essential elements of

the design process. The change in attitude has resulted from a combi-

nation of advances in computer technology and economic and data

accuracy considerations associated with experimental programs.

The extent to which computational codes have supplanted more tradi-

tional methods in contemporary configuration development design

studies depends largely on:

1. The accuracy requirements imposed by the totality of vehicle

design constraints.

2. The applicability and reliability of the codes over the GAMA

(geometry/attitude/Mach number/altitude) range of interest.

3. The inability of experimental facilities to provide adequate 4

simulation of all flight conditions.

4. The resources dedicated to the design study.

5. The degree of constructive interaction between technology-

and design-oriented personnel.

Since the cost of both computational and experimental data acquisition

is continuing to increase, economic considerations alone do not neces-

4 -[ ;
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sarily dictate the level of involvement of computational methods

r (e. g. , dominant versus supporting). It is not likely that a missile

configuration development program will proceed to flight-test status

without the design first being validated in ground-test facilities.

Consequently, from a practical standpoint, the determining factor is

• o likely to be the degree of uncertainty associated with experimental data

relative to the uncertainty bounds that are considered acceptable from

the standpoint of satisfying vehicle performance requirements.

These requirements may be translated into, for example, accurate

resolution of the vehicle static margin behavior as a function of angle

of attack at flight conditions that may not be fully simulated in con-

-. temporary ground test facilities. In spite of continuing development

of experimental facilities, typified most recently by the Naval Surface

Weapons Center hypervelocity wind tunnel (T9), the parallel and more

accelerated development of computer software and hardware has

already led to kotty design decisions involving conflicting computational

Uand experimental data with comparable uncertainty factors.

!i In the preceding discussion, the computational techniques were not

classified as to their level of analytical sophistication, e. g. , finite-

9 difference versus semiempirical codes. So-called rapid design codes

that employ combinations of analytical approximations and empirical

data have been used extensively to make aerodynamic predictions in

vehicle preliminary design. In view of the gap between the potential

and realized benefits of these approaches in obtaining aerodynamic

' {.design data, outlined in Figure 1, it would be useful to briefly review

the development and current status of both "exact" and approximate

computational methodology. The discussion of finite-difference codes
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Figure 1. Sources of Aerodynamic Design Data e

will be limited to solutions of the inviscid governing equations. Viscous

methods will be reviewed in Part II of this paper.

Inviscid Finite-Difference Codes

In 1947, the generation of the well-known "Tables of Supersonic Flow

around Cones" by Kopal represented a significant computational achieve-

ment which involved the solution of an ordinary nonlinear second-order

differential equation. While inconvenient to use in design practice, the

tables provided a definitive and unique source of pointed cone shock-

layer data. In 1953, the ubiquitous NACA Report TN 1135 provided

"Tables and Charts for Compressible Flow" which included a more

accessible graphical version of the Kopal cone data. The extensive use

of the NACA report in design activities for a number of years points up

the importance of accessibility and utility factors in evaluating the

6
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potential impact of new computational tools on design. In the past, the

prodigious computational fluid mechanics output of government, academia,

and industry has not been applied to vehicle design to an extent commen-

surate with the resources expended on these efforts. However, an

increasing number of organizations are realizing the potential of

advanced computational design methods.

Beginning in the late 1950's and continuing at an accelerated pace during
!; the 1960's, numerous computational methods were developed inan

attempt to provide tools for solving increasingly sophisticated design

problems which were previously approached on a more approximate or

wholly empirical basis. A significant number of these methods were

two-dimensional in their original formulation. The usual claim of a

straightforward extension to three dimensions was rarely realized.

Consequently, the impact of these codes on the design process was

minimal owing to their limited applicability to actual vehicle configura-

tions; however, the intensive efforts of many investigators in government

and industry are currently being applied to the development of more

definitive three-dimensional codes that include the successful fluid

mechanic modeling and numerical simulation features of previous

computational analyses. These codes have been particularly

successful - hen applied to slender configurations traveling at supersonic

to hypersonic speeds.

The schematic diagram in Figure 2 shows representative options which

are encountered in traversing the path from the governing inviscid,

supersonic steady three-dimensional fluid mechanic equations to their

Lfinite-difference analog. Starting with the selection of a coordinate

7U
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Figure 2. Supersonic/Hyporbonc Finite-Difference Codes, Representative Options{

system and the introduction of symmetry assumptions, if appropriate,

a choice must be made between use of conventional and conservative -

variables. The latter, for example, allows direct treatment of

-imbedded secondary shock waves within the vehicle shock layer since

I these variables are conserved across flow-field discontinuities. The

results are generally satisfactory given adequate finite- difference mesh

density to resolve the numerically diffused shock-wave description.

One or more transformations of the governing equations can be used

j to vary preferentially the mesh density as well as to effect geometric

simplifications~ which eventually can be translated into more tractable

finite- difference expressions. The selection of a given finite -di-1ference

9cheme (within even the restricted category of explicit, conditionallyI stable relations) can be made from a number of options, depending on
8
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their demonstrated success in treating related physical problems. The

surface tangency condition represents a particularly important element

of the overall numerical process. An improperly formulated finite-

difference relationship in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle surface

L
associated with nose bluntness (e. g., entropy layer phenomena) or

surface slope discontinuities. In some instances, special devices

have been introduced to improve computational stability or provide

4i better resolution of a portion of the flow field; for example, the afore-

mentioned blunt nose-induced entropy layer.

At present, several supersonic and hypersonic finite-difference codes
are being employed in vehicle design studies leading to flight test

programs. These include tho Shock Capturing Technique (SCT) code

developed by P. Kutler at NASA-Ames (Reference 2). The essential

features of the MDAC version of the SCT code are identified in Figure 2

by asterisks. The core size requirements are compatible with

'CDC 6500 equipment with typical run times ranging from 1 to 5 minutes

as angle of attack is increased from 0 to 20 degrees.

Rapid Design Codes
The computer provides two different types of design capability. The

more dramatic type just discussed encompasses the use of finite-

difference analogs of nonlinear partial differential equations to obtain

j detailed descriptions of vehicle flow fields. The direct type of capa-

bility makes use of the data handling and processing features of

contemporary computers in assembling design codes which can combine

approximate methods and empirical data to vield meaningful engineer-

ing solutions for vehicle aerodynamic characteristics. A rational

-p 9
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'combination of the two approaches is to use the results of validated

finite-difference codes to provide "benchmark" data while conducting

parametric studies using the more approximate (but more economical)

design methods. The design code can thus be calibrated over the range

of interest and deficiencies identified.

In some instances, extremely accurate design tools are needed from

preliminary to final missile dcsign. In these circumstances, use of

approximate screening procedures may lead to either a nonoptimum

design or to the conclusion that mission requirements cannot be met

employing a given generic configuration class, control concept, and

guidance logic.

The development of rapid design codes has followed two distinct paths:

(1) the "assembly of methods" approach characterized by the automated

USAF DATCOM code, and (2) the "unified methodology" approach typified

in its simplest form by Newtonian hypersonic codes. The former repre-

sents a programmed source of design methods for vehicle components as

well as for complete vehicle configurations; however, while the user

is relieved of much tedious computational effort, he must still exercise

considerable engineering judgment in selecting the combination of

methods that will yield meaningful aerodynamit: design data. In

addition, holes often exist in the GAMA (geometry/attitude (a, p, )/

Mach number/altitude (Re)) ranges for a given vehicle and mission

profile.

The unified methodology codes, on the other hand, typically concede

some degree of generality in terms of geometry and/or speed regime

in order to provide uniformly accurate aerodynamic predictions

10
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throughout their specified rante of validity. Since these codes are

often developed in response to a specific set of design requirements,

they are usually well understood within the originating organization;

however, because of their ability to generate data outside of their

validated GAMA range, nothing short of a fail-safe mechanism will

prevent their occasional misuse during subsequent design exercises.

An aerodynamic design code developed for the Mach number range from

0 to 3 is described in Reference 3. The theoretical and empirical

procedures employed allow a component build-up approach to the

prediction of the static aerodynamics of projectiles and missiles up

to 15 degrees angle of attack. The procedure used is shown in

schematic form in Figure 3. The code was developed to provide data

"accurate enough to replace preliminary and intermediate wind-tunnel

WD2533

e •NOSE WAVE DRAG *WAVE DRAG

* BOATTAIL WAVE DRAG * SKIN FRICTION DRAG
e SKIN FRICTION DRAG *TRAILING EDGE

GAMA BASE DRAG SEPARATION DRAG
DATA INVISCI*D LIFT*AND BODY BASE PRESSURE DRAG CD CN, XCP

INPT PICIDNG CAUSED BY TAIL FINS H
INPUT PITCHING MOMENT OUTPUT

VISCOUS LIFT AND a INVISCID LIFT AND

PITCHING MOMENTPICNGMET
__ _O WING-BODY INTERFERENCE

BODY ALONE •WING-TAIL INTERFERENCE
AERODYNAMICS ....

WING ALONE AND INTERFERENCE
~} v AERODYNAMICSI

Figure 3. NSWC Missile Aerodynamics Computer Code: 0 < Moo < 3
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testing." For those cases where this accuracy is realized, the code

is a highly cost-effective design tool.

An obvious advantage of the computational resources availible today

is the ability to include subroutines in design codes which represent

significant computational achievements by the standards of the previous

decade. This has led to the development of second-generation

supersonic/hypersonic aerodynamic design codes whose structure is

typified by the block diagram shown in Figure 4.

Computational processes which are peripheral to the fluid mechanics

analyses employed in this class of codes but which are essential

elements of the total design process range from geometric description

subroutines to innovative mechanizations of complex vehicle sizing

exercises. For example, in the field of multidimensional interpolation

methodology, efficient numerical procedures have been developed over

the past decade to describe vehicle geometries to almost arbitrary

levels of refinement and process multiparameter data in the form of

n-dimensional surface fits for use as special data access subroutir.

in a design code. For example, Figure 5 is a computer-generated plot

of aerodynamic data which has been processed for use by a 6 degree-

of-freedom trajectory code in order to avoid use of inefficient tabular

storage.

The utility of conterm porary interpolation methods can be illustrated by

considering a simple but widely used rapid design technique for

predicting invi&cid aerodynamic loads at supersonic and hypersonic

speeds. Using a combination of tangent wedge or tangent cone and

modified Newtonian methods, the pressure on the windward surface of

12
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an arbitrary body at angle of attack can be determined primarily on the

basis of the angle between the local surface normal and the free-stream

direction (hence, its classification as a "local slope" technique).

Using a parametric cubic geometry description method which can

accurately provide local curvatures as well as slopes, it becomes

possible to automate the method selection process by using longitudinal

and transverse body curvature data to distinguish between wedge-like

and cone-like body elements. Consequently, an expression for surface

pressures can be developed that uses the geometric data to combine the

elementary methods in a rational manner so that results are exact, for

example, in the limiting cases of a pure cone or wedge at small incidence.

For certain generic classes of vehicles such as blunt-nosed biconic

configurations, a more accurate prediction procedure can be 2
developed by using a blunt body/rotational method-of-characteristics

code to generate surface pressure distributions for blunt cones at zero

incidence as a function of axial coordinate, cone angle, and Mach

number. Four-dimensional interpolation surfaces developed from

these data can subsequently be used in a tangent-cone sense to provide

bluntness-induced pressures on a slender body of revolution at angle of

attack. This procedure is shown in schematic form in Figure 6 where 0

is an equivalent cone angle which varies circumferentially at angle of

attack. Figure 7 displays representative output from the subroutine.

The correlation parameter employed served to increase the efficiency

of the interpolation processes, e. g., for > 0. 4, surface pressures

closely approximate sharp cone values over a wide range of 0 and M0 .

For biconic configurations, additional logic in the form of exact

inviscid relations relating properties upstream and downstream of the

14
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cone-cone juncture can be introduced to treat conical frustrums. Results

generated by this procedure are compared witL those yielded by an

exact inv'iscid finite-difference code in Figure 8. In view of the

indicated uncertainty in the experimental data and the highly expanded

center-of-pressure scale, the SCT code predictions recently reported

in Reference 4 were considered quite reasonable. The excellence of

the superimposed aerodynamic design code predictions, which may

benefit from some degree of fortuity, gives ample evidence of the

potential of advanced design techniques that employ a logical

blend of analysis and empiricism. The design code results were

generated with the expenditure of approximately 1/70th of the computer

time required by the finite-difference code.

WD2533
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Vol. 3I, When validated for a specified range of geometric and flight param- F

eters, techniques such as those described above can play a highly

useful role in design studies requiring a sufficiently large number of

iterations to preclude direct use of finite-difference codes. These

techniques represent an extremely useful compromise between con-

ventional rapid design codes and finite-difference computer programs.

I. SUPERSONIC/HYPERSONIC VEHICLE DESIGN TOOLS

As speed and maneuver levels escalated for strategic reentry and

interceptor vehicles, requirements for simple geometric configurations

jdeveloped from the vehicle design. Thermal protection considerations

prevented use of conventional fin-like control surfaces while high

maneuver levels called for small center-of-pressure travel with X

angle of attack, As a result of the design constraints associated with

maneuvering hypersonic vehicles, the blunt cone and variations thereof

became a workhorse configuration. The variations include biconics

and elliptic cones., with the latter obviously having higher lateral

acceleration maneuver capabilities.

" A representative configuration development design cyclh for

maneuvering hypersonic vehicles is shown in Figure 9. The

indicated design activities involve a number of complex iterative

procedures which serve to vary parametrically the vehicle geometry

subject to a hierarchy of constraints. Contemporary strategic

! 1. mission requirements are generally satisfied only after the develop-

ment of highly innovative aerodynamic, guidance, and control design

concepts. Cost is not initially a driving factor (within reasonable

limits) unless the production of a significant number of vehicies is

anticipated.

17
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I Figure 9. Representative Configuration Development Design Cycle - Maneuvering Hypersonic Vehicle

The computational tools required for an accurate definition of the

aerodynamic characteristics as well as the inviscid shock layer

properties for blunt cones at arbitrary incidence have been developed

during the past 15 years. The development has been somewhat uneven

and has featured announcements of definitive methods which in retro-

spect appear to be either significant contributory milestones or

"computational millstones. " The failure of many promising analyses

proved again that seemingly straightforward applications of finite-

difference analogs of governing nonlinear partial differential equations

can lead to anomalous results.

The chronology of supersonic shock layer code development for slender

blunt-nosed cones is indicated in Figure 10. For zero incidence, the

18
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Figure 10. Development of Supersonic Shock Layer Codes

method of characteristics could be used to obtain downstream super-

sonic flow-field descriptions provided that a reasonable starting

solution was available. The development of blunt nose solutions

consequently became a principal activity of numerical gasdynamicists

for several years with both steady-state and time-dependent solutions

resulting. The computational difficulties introduced by increasing

angle-of-attack requirements were largely anticipated, if only in

[ terms of the three-dimensional bookkeeping involved. The effect of

decreasing nose bluntness was somewhat more subtle, since in some

instances nonconservative aspects of early numerical methods created

cumulative computational errors which only became evident as the

calculaLion progressed far downstream of the nose. Treatment of

nonspherical nose geometry including asymmetric nose shapes arising
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from passive nose-tip ablation processes is a more recent consideration

which will require further development.

During the development process just described, the lag between the

validation of a computational method and the subsequent application of

the method in missile design has decreased dramatically. In fact, in

some instances computer codes undergo effective shakedown tests

during their initial use on a design study. Under these circumstances, j
the true utility of the method is rapidly established.

TACTICAL MISSILE DESIGN TOOLS

Missiles designed for the subsonic through supersonic regimes range

from aerodynamically controlled wing-body-tail vehicles that fly at

moderate angles of attack to thrust-vector-controlled axisymmetric

configurations that may operate at angles of attack up to 180 degrees.

The highly configuration-dependent aspects of the three-dimensional

flow fields encountered make it extremely difficult to develop analytical

models which can adequately treat a significant portion of the tactical

missile GAMA range. For example, leeward flow fields, unlike in the

hypersonic case, are dominated by vortex phenomena which contribute

significantly to the generation of normal and yawing forces at angles of

attack in excess of 10 degrees. Fortunately, in many instances, the

leeward flow field can be modeled using an inviscid representation of

the shed vortices (e. g. , see Reference 5). This approach is not

uniformly successful in treating the leeward flow field of wing-body-

tail missiles since the predicted interaction between trailing body and

wing vortices and the tail surfaces may not quantitatively (or in some

cases, even qualitatively) describe aerodynamic forces and moments

resulting from, for example, pitch-roll coupling phenomena.
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Most of the aerodynamic prediction methods currently available are

represented by one of the categories given below:
IAA

A. Linear and nonlinear finite-element lifting-surface-theory

methods (analytical).

B. Inviscid-vortex-modeling methods (slender body theory) 1

1. Shedding from sharp leading or side edges of wingsL(analytical).
2. Symmetric and alternate shedding from smooth-contoured

bodies (semiempirical).

C. Superposition -of- compon ent- contributions method including

interference effects (semiempirical).

D. Viscous cross-flow methods (empirical). -'

E. Leading-edge-suction-analogy method (empirical).

Numerical analyses based on the first two categories can impose

computer storage and speed requirements that may tax current

computational resburces, depending on such factors as finite-element

density or the complexity of the vortex modeling.

Design activities that are characteristic of a tactical missile config-

uration development study are indicated in Figure 11. The design

requirements and constraints shown are a composite and include

consideration of more than one class of missiles. Unlike reentry

vehicles, for example, end-cost is a dominant factor throughout the

design cycle.

The superposition-of-component-contributions methods, based on a

blend of small-perturbation theories and appropriate empiricism

as well as viscous cross-flow methods, are key elements of contemporary

24. 21
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automated codes used to predict nAuisile static aerodynamic character-

istics during preliminary design. Finite-element or panel-type influence

V coefficient methods which treat both incompressible and compressible

potential flow about vehicle components have undergone significant

development during the past several years. An obvious advantage of

Hi these methods is their ability to provide more accurate surface pressure

distributions in addition to force and moment coefficients. Computational

analyses based on the inviscid-vortex-modeling approach have been

coupled to potential flow codes in both additive and interactive modes.

The prediction of nonlinear vortex lift for slender bodies and lifting

surfaces with sharp leading edges has been reasonably successful up

to moderate angles of attack (a-20 degrees). In spite of the progress

achieved, however, tactical missile design will continue to depend on

the availability of relevant experiment data for treating the highly

nonlinear phenomena encountered in maneuvering flight througb the

transonic flight regime.

[ CONCLUSIONS

Among current missile design programs, development of reentry

vehicle configurations involves rather extensive use of second-

f generation rapid design codes and three-dimensional inviscid finite-

difference codes, coupled with appropriate viscous analyses. The

combination of increased code efficiency and computer speed has

already advanced these finite-difference programs beyond the status

of benchmark codes that are used sparingly to establish the credibility

of more approximate methods. The extremely accurate prediction of

reentry vehicle aerodynamic characteristics required during design-U cycle iterations has server.. as a forcing function which has significantly
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extende1 both computational and experimental (hypersonic wind tunnel)

capabilities during the past several years. Although supersonic and

hypersonic three-dimensional inviscid codes have yielded impressive

results in terms of experimental daa comparisons, certain problem

areas remain in supersonic inviscid shock layers. Some anomalous

results continue to be obtained within the reentry vehicle GAMA range,

indicating the need for improved analytical modeling, particularly in

the presence of vehicle asymmetries and surface :iiscontinuitien.

In the area of tactical missile design, the most evident application of

the comput r has been to automate the more commonly used analytical

and semiempirical methods for efficient utilization within iterative - >

design exercises. Inviscid-vo rtex- modeling and finite-element lifting-

surface theoretical methods continue to show promise in treating missile

components; however, application of the more advanced computational

techniques to wing-body-tail configurations, for example, is still in

the developmental stage. In addition, the complex nature of transonic

flow will continue to be difficult to model analytically as well as to
i simulate experimentally.

In the future, there will continue to be problems whose complexity in 1
terms of the necessary mathematical modeling of the physical processes -

involved will not allow anything less than the full utilization of computer

capacities and speed; however, the computer should not be used indis-

criminate]y when a logical engineering approach can yield an adequate

solution utilizing modest computational resources. As these resources I
continue to increase, a real challenge will be to employ the computational

tools at hand as highly useful and sometimes essential elements of the

engineering design process rather than as a substitute for inventive thought.
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THE IMPACT OF CONTEMPORARY FLUID MECHANICS COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES ON

MISSILE DESIGN TECIiN OGY, Part If: Viscous Flows

Clark I. Lewis, Professor
Aerospace and Oceah Engineering Department

Viicgilia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia

A unified approach is presented based on an implicit finite-

difference method to compute two-dlmensional and axisynueteic first-

order boundary layers for both internal and external flows, three-

dimensional boundary-layer flows over sharp and blunt cones at angle of

attack, and two-dimensional and axisymmetric fully viscous shock-layer ..

flows over non-analytic and analytic shapes at zero angle of attack

in sup-rsonic and hypersonic streams. Examples are given of the applica-

tion of the finite-difference method applied to two-dimensional and three-

dimensional parabolic partial differential equations including effects

of gas chemistry and surfar.e mass transfur. The methods pre;ented are

applicable to a wide class uf problems in research and development and

in the complete vehicle design process. Accurate results are obtained

in reasonable computing times on currently available computing systems.

Current status of boundary-layer and v. Jcous shock-layer development is

reviewed, and the needs for further research are indicated.
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PREFACE

In recent years, finite-difference methods have become powerful
tools for solving viscous flowfield problems. This paper is a brief

survey of methods and techniques which have been developed in the Aero-

space and Ocean Engineering Department at Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia for the solution of viscous

flows. Results from some of the applications of these methods are

included to show the validity of the methods. The first technique devel-

oped dealt with laminar and/or turbulent two-dimensional or axisymmetric

flows of a perfect gas or reacting mixtures of gases in chemical equi-

librium. This method was later extended to include tangential slot

injection of nonreacting binary gas mixtures to turbulent supersonic

flows. The next development was directed toward the solution of three-

dimensional bxjndary-layer flows for either perfect gas or binary gas

mixtures. The latest technique developed has been a two-dimensional or

axisymmetric fully viscous shock-layer model for seven species air or

dissociating oxygen.
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NOMENCLATURE

Aq coefficient used in calculating the turbulent Prandtl number,
A = 34.4
q

Ao-A5  coefficients in the partial differential equation

Cf skin-friction coefficient

Cf skin-friction coefficient on a flat plate

C normal injection parameter, Cq = PwVw/PeUe

Ch heat-transfer coefficients

Ci  mass fraction of species i

Cp specific heat of mixture, ft2/(sec 2 - OR)

Cpi specific heat of species i

Dif binary diffusion coefficient, ft2/sec

E scalar velocity function used in the Van Driest inner eddy-
viscosity law

ECW denotes equilibrium catalyticwall

f stream function

FVSL denotes fully viscous shock layer

g function of transformed coordinates

Gi parameter in Wilke's mixture law

H stagnation enthalpy, ft2/sec 2

Hi  enthalpy of species i

h static enthalpy
h heat-transfer coefficient, -iw(T0 - Tw)

he reference heat-transfer coefficient based on a 0.21 inch

nose radius

If transition intermittnncy factor

Ji diffusion mass flux term of species i
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k thermal conductivity

kh coefficient in expression fo turbulent Prandtl number,
k - 0.44 + 0.22/(l + 0.42 z )

J km coefficient in expression f r turbulent Prandtl number,

km = 0.4 + 0.19/(l + 0.49 z?)

kq coefficient in Prt expression, kq 0.447

kt turbulent thermal conductivity

L length of the body

mixing length

Le molecular Lewis number

Let turbutent Lewis number
M Mach number

M Mi  molecular weight of species i

Li Mf molecular weight of freestream gas

Mf
NSS no shock slip

p, P pressure

Pr molecular Prandtl number

Prt turbulent Prandtl number

q heat-transfer rate

qheat-transfer rate at stagnation point

r body radius

rn nose radius

Re Reynolds number

s coordinate measured along the body surface

SS shock slip

T temperature

TVSL thin viscous shock layer

u tangential component of velocity
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u friction velocity,

V transformed normal velocity

v normal velocity component

species production term

w transverse velocity component

x surface distance in body coordinate system

x' axial distance in a velocity oriented coordinate system
y normal distance in body coordinate system

y' normal distance in velocity oriented coordinate system A+ 
I

y y uf/v

yk boundary-layer thickness as used in the outer uddy-viscosity
law

angle of attack

Y ratio of specific heat

Ceddy viscosity
+

Ci inner region eddy viscosity

.5 boundary-layer thickness

blowing parameter, p u /P eue

parameter in Wilke's mixture law

(P transverse coordinate

surface curvature

viscosity

density

0c cone angle

Tlocal skin friction

transformed streamwise coordinate
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transformed normal coordinate

Subscripts

Ie outer edge of boundary layer

f freestream species property

i species i

o stagnation conditions

s slot condition

t turbulent quantity -

w wall conditions

CO freestream conditions

.1
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INTRODUCTION

t The equations of motion of a fluid form a complex system of par-

tial differential equations which can be solved analytically for only a

few restricted cases. Numerical methods have existed for quite some time

which are capable of providing solutions for complex sets of equations.

Until the development of large-scale, high-speed computers, many numer-

ical methods were not feasible to use; however, with the computer hard-

ware available today, solutions of practical problems in engineering

are becoming common place. Numerous methods have been developed in

recent years which deal with the solution of various flowfield problems

by some of these numerical techniques. This paper is a review of work

that has been done in the Aerospace and Ocean Engineering Department at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in applying finite-

differenct techniques to the study of viscous flowfields. The first

method was developed by Anderson and Lewis (Ref. 1) and considered two-

dimensional or axisymmetric boundary-layer flows of either perfect gases

or reacting gases in chemical equilibrium. This method was later

extended by Miner and Lewis (Ref. 2) to treat slot injection flowfields

with nonreacting binary gas mixtures. The next step in the development

of techniques for solving boundary-layer flows was done by Frieders

and Lewis (Ref. 3) and considered nonreacting binary gas mixtures in a

three-dimensional boundary layer. In the approach most commonly used,

the flowfield over the body is treated in two parts, an inviscid outer

flow and a viscous boundary layer. Many methods have been developed for
4'

~i solving the inviscid outer flowfield, for example, the methods Inouye,

Rakich and Lomax (Ref. 4) Rizzi and Inouye (Ref. 5) and Kutler,

Reinhardt and Warming (Ref. 6).
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F his classical approach to the problem generally worked quite well.

It is, however, most appropriate for supersonic, high Reynolds number

flows. As interest in hypersonic, low Reynolds number flows increased

(for example, for reentry applications, including the space shuttle),

problems were encountered in applying first-order boundary-layer theory

to such flows. Some of the problems, such as displacement-thickness

interaction, were partially met by using second-order boundary-layer

theory, see e.g. Lewis (Ref. 7). Another problem of the boundary-layer

.I methods is determining the edge conditions. For supersonic, high Reynolds

number flows, in which the boundary-layer is thin compared to the shock-

layer thickness and more specifically the entropy-layer thickness, it is

generally adequate to consider the conditions at the boundary-layer edge

to be the same as given by the inviscid solution at the body surface.

For hypersonic, low Reynolds number flows in which the boundary layer is

not thin, determining the edge conditions for the boundary layer can be

most difficult. In the method of Blottner (Ref. 8), edge conditions were

optionally determined by tracking streamlines from the shock crossing

point to the boundary-layer edge or by entropy-layer swallowing.

Many of the problems (including those mentioned above) associated

with computing viscous, hypersonic flows over blunt bodies have been over-

come by the viscous shock-layer approach in which the entire flowfield

from the body to the shock was treated in a unified manner. Knowledge

of the shock shape was still required (to determine the flow properties

behind the shock), but problems such as those of streamline tracking

and displacement-thickness interaction were avoided. A viscous shock-

layer model was developed by Miner and Lewis (Ref. 9) which can solve

viscous flowfields over nonanalytic blunt bodies. This method was
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developed for nonequilibrium, multicomponent, ionizing air or for disso-

ciating oxygen. A separate shock-layer program was developed which used

a perfect gas model. These programs are capable of modeling two-

dimensional or axisymmetric, laminar shock-layer flows.

Two-Dimensional or Axisy metric Boundar-Lalyer Flows.

The governing equations for turbulent, 2-D or axisymetric boundary-

layer flows are:

Continuity:

3pur a

ax y [(Pv +r] 0()

Momentum:___I V
au eur auaPu p+ (V + p T) u 1 21 +PC+ a(

Energy: I
+

u aH H_ _ 3H p 2H+_ 1 1 (3)
a uvy ay Pr ay Pr ay Pr)

Species:
aCi + Ci

4 pun- + pv L j) (4)

where

j =0 for two-dimensional flow

j =1 for axisymietric flowji

These equations were nondimensionalized as proposed by Van Dyke (Ref. 10)

and expressed in Levy-Lees variables. The resulting equations were then

in parabolic form necessary for the solition procedure. The finite-difference
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scheme used to solve the boundary-layer equations was an implicit method

of the Crank-Nicolso'i (Ref. 11) type and has been used by a number of

other authors such as Davis (Ref. 12), Blottner (Ref. 13) and Harris

(Ref. 14).

This method has been used to solve external and internal boundary-

layer flows of perfect gases, reacting gas mixtures in chemical equi-

librium, or nonreacting binary gas mixtures. For the perfect gas solu-

tion, density was calculated from the equation of state and the viscosity

was calculated by Sutherland's formula. The transport properties were

defined by setting Pr = 0.71, Prt = 0.9, Le = 1.0 and Let = 1.0. For

the chemical equilibrium solution, tables of the thermodynamic and trans-

g' port properties were calculated using modified versions of a computer

program developed by Lordi et al. (Ref. 15). Local values of temperature,

density, viscosity, specific heat and Prandtl number were found by inter-

polation in these property tables. For the nonreacting, binary gas rix-

tures, property data were taken from Jaffe, Lind and Smith (Ref. 16) for

the enthalpy, specific-heat, viscosity and binary diffusion coefficients.

To close the system of turbulent bou:nary-layer equations, a tur-

bulence model must be specified. The model used was based on Prandtl's

mixing length concept given by

I. '= pk2Iau/ayl (5)

The mixing length was defined by one of three models. Two of these

models consisted of two lAyers and used an inner and outer law in these

regions, Both models used Klebanoff's (Ref. 17) modification of Clauser's

law in the outer region, but the first used Van Driest's (Ref. 18) inner

law and the second used Reichardt's law (Ref. 19) in thergion near the

'U wall. The third model was developed by Beckwith and Bushnell (Ref. 20)
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and consisted of a number of separate layers with the mixing length

defined in each of these layers as in Ref. 20.

Anderson and Lewis (Ref. 1) applied this method to flows around

various geometries including flat plates, nozzles, hyperboloids and

sphere cones. A few of the results obtained by the method are presented

in this paper. The first case considered flow through a nozzle as

reported by Boldman et al. (Ref. 21). The nozzle configuration consists

of a 300 conical convergent section, a circular arc throat section and

a 150 conical divergent section. The throat radius is 0.746 in., and

the stagnation pressure and temperature were 300 psia and 9700R, respec-

tively.

I The predicted heat-transfer coefficient using the present method

of solution is compared with the experimental data and the solutions

obtained using the Elliott, Bartz and Silver (Ref. 22) integral method .1

in Fig. 1. The present method of solution is in excellent agreement with

the experimental data in the throat region and downstream. Differences K
of up to 20% between the predicted and experimentally determined heat-

transfer coefficient are noted in the subsonic region of the nozzle.

The near discontinuous change in the experimental value of the heat-

transfer coefficient at z 1.97 is the result of the temperature tabu-

lated in this region, and also the experimental pressure data were not

smooth in this region. For the present calculations, these data were

smoothed in the region 1.9 z <_ 2.5. The integral method of solution

is seen to reflect a strong dependence upon the starting condition

assumptions. The two solutions presented using the integral method
differ from each other by as much as 50%. i

(i
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A 10 half-angle hyperboloid at an altitude of 100,000 ft. with

a wall temperature of 1400°K was considered for a freestream Mach number

and temperature of 20.178 and 226.980K. This case corresponds to Case A

li of the AGARD test cases (Ref. 23). A plot of the Stanton number distri-

fj bution is shown in Fig. 2 where the present method is in good agreement

with Adams' (Ref. 24) results for all s/rn.

For the equilibrium air solution, the present method is in excel-

lent agreement with Blottner's (Ref. 13) solution for the Stanton number

distribution. The maximum differences between Blottner's and Keltner

and Smith's (Ref. 25) and the present results are less than 5%.

Three flat-plate solutions are presented for air-into-air mass

transfer and one case with no mass transfer corresponding to the experi-

mental data referred to as run numbers 8, 11, 15 and 19 by Danberg

112 (Ref. 26). The freestream Mach number for these cases was approximately

p 6.3 and the temperature was approximately 590K. The injection parameter

cq PwVw/PeUe , varied from 0 to 25.8 x l0 4. The ratio of the wall-to-

edge static temperature was approximately 4.0. The predicted heat-

transfer distribution, shown in Fig. 3, is in good agreement with the

I, experimental data. It should be noted that the experimental heat-transfer

data were determined indirectly by the use of thermocouples imbedded in

the plate.

Calculations have been made with the present finite-difference

method as modified by Miner and Lewis (Ref. 2) for two sets of data for

LI supersonic flows with tangential slot injection; the experimental data

and the finite-difference predictions of Cary (Ref. 27) and the experi-

mental data of Kenworthy and Schetz (Ref. 28).
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Cary and Hefner (Ref. 29) reported the results of a series of

experiments in which air was tangentially injected into a Mach 6 turbu-

lent boundary layer. Also presented in Ref. 29 are finite-difference

predictions for six of the experimental cases using the method of Ref.

20. In the experimental investigation, three slot heights were consid-

ered (s = 0.158 cm, 0.475 cm and 1.116 cm or 1/16, 3/16 and 7/16 in.),

,.nd for each slot height the total enthalpy of the slot flow was varied j
over a range of values.. Additionally, the mass flow from the slot, A,

was varied from 0.0165 to 1.6. For these mass-flow rates, the ratio of

wall static pressure with slot injection to wall static pressure with-

out the slot present, Pw/P ranged from Pw/P 0.3 to P/P o2.8.w w,o w w 1o w w11

The finite-difference predictions given in Ref. 29 were for Pw /P 1.0 A I
and were made using initial velocity and total enthalpy profiles obtained

from the experimental data. The initial species concentration profiles

used by Cary were modified step functions with some smoothing of the

step corners.I

The predicted skin-friction distributions for Cary's Cases .iI and

IV are shown in Fig. 4. The Beckwith-Bushnell eddy-viscosity model was
+

used, and both wall and local properties were used in y . Also shown

for each case is the predicted Cf (flat plate) distribution, and the
0

experimental skin-friction distributions obtained by Cary.

When wall properties were used in y , the results predicted by

the present method consistently agreed well with the results of the

calculations Cary made with the method of Ref. 20 using wall properties I
+ +

in y . However, when local properties were used in y , the predicted Cf

was consistently 10 percent higher than the res0lts of Cary, and the

predicted Cf approached more rapidly the flat-plate value Cf. For
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these cases, predictions of drag reduction were strongly influenced by

the choice of flow properties in the Van Driest damping function.

In the experiments conducted at Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University by Kenworthy and Schetz (Ref. 28), air was tangen-

tially injected through a 0.25 in. slot into a Mach 2.4 turbulent bound-

ary layer. Two mass-flow rates were considered; for the higher mass-

flow rate X = 0.2027 and the Mach number of the slot flow was M = 0.66.

For the lower mass-flow rate, X = 0.0764, M. 0.31. For M. = 0.66

(matched-pressure injection), the wall-pressure distribution was nearly

constant and equal to the test section static pressure for M = 2.37.

For the low pressure injection, M. : 0.31, the wall static pressure
L dropped about 20% at the slot and recovered to the freestream value in

about eighteen slot heights.

Predicted and experimental Mach number profiles at Stations 3

and 4 are shown in Fig. 5 for low pressure injection. Good agreement

was obtained between the experimental and predicted profiles. At station

3, the predicted profiles were for x = 12.7 cm (5.0 in.) and at station

4, the predicted profiles were for x = 17.78 cm (7.0 in). For low

pressure injection, the predicted profiles agreed well with the experi-

mental profiles. Miner and Lewis (Ref. 2) included as an option an

iterative procedure for the pressure interaction effects. The pressure

L 5interaction model was a global iteration procedure which made the first

boundary-layer calculation with the initial pressure distribution. A

new distribution was computed from the calculated displacement-thickness

distribution using Prandtl-Meyer theory to calculate the Mach number

~ iiand the isentropic flow relations to calculate a p/po distribution. ,0
39i
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For the Cary slot injection cases, comparison between experi-

mental and predicted pressure distributions was not possible, but such

comparisons could be made for the Kenworthy and Schetz low pressure

injection case. The experimental and predicted pressure distributions

are shown in Fig. 6. The agreement was very good and the present

method correctly predicted the pressure distribution throughout the

interaction region.

40
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYERS

A three-dimensional boundary-layer computer program has been

developed to simulate the reentry of sharp and blunt cones. The program

includes the effects of surface mass transfer to simulate ablation dur-

ing reentry, and also includes laminar, transitional and turbulent

boundary-layer analysis. A program with these capabilities is necessary

because wind tunnels capable of duplicating the correct flight condi-

tions for reentering bodies at supersonic or hypersonic conditions are

nonexistent. There is also a need for validated computer codes, tested
at perfect gas wind tunnel conditions, which can be used for the accurate "

scaling of wind tunnel results to free-flight conditions including

I. chemistry and mass transfer.
The turbulent boundary layer has been modeled by using an invari-

ant model of three-dimensional turbulence which employs the two-layer

eddy-viscosity mixing-length approach. An intermittency factor has

been used through the transition regime to express the probability of

the flow being turbulent at each point.

The resulting boundary-layer equations are integrated using a

marching implicit fitiite-difference scheme.

Background

The three-dimensional, compressible, turbulent boundary-layer

equations have been presented by Vaglio-Laurin (Ref, 30) and by Braun

I .V(Ref. 31). In addition, the laminar, compressible three-dimensional

equations were presented by Moore (Ref. 32). The laminar three-

dimensional equations were integrated using a merching finite-difference

:1 L scheme by McGowan and Davis (Ref. 33) for sharp cones at angle of attack.
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The McGowan and Davis report puts the governing equations in similarity

variable form, reducing the number of independent variables from three

to two in the transformed equations. Therefore their method becomes a
1

two-dimensional scheme.

Adams (Ref. 34) extended the method of McGowan and Davis and a

transformation similar to that used by Dwyer (Ref, 35) to include turbu-

lent boundary layers with a variable normal grid spacing. The Adams R

method, however, was still a locally similar solution representing the

patching together of local solutions for sharp cones in hypersonic flow.

Adams presented detailed, hypersonic, three-dimensional, turbulent

boundary-layer profiles around a sharp cone at incidence which are com-

pared to the results of the present investigation.

Frieders and Lewis (Ref. 36) developed a computer program for

fully three-dimensional laminar boundary layers based on the method of

McGowan and Davis mentioned above and on the two-dimensional method of

Anderson and Lewis (Ref. 1). This program extended the two-dimensional

nature of the McGowan and Davis method to a true three-dimensional method

for use on blunt cones at angle of attack and for use in nonuniform flow-

fields. The Frieders and Lewis program (Ref. 36) used two different

I!', coordinate systems and transformations in order to patch together full

three-dimensional solutions for blunt cones at incidence.

[1 Mayne (Ref. 37) also used the method of McGowan and Davis to study

streamline swallowing on blunt cones at angle of attack. His study was

limited to the windward streamline and also involved the use of two

different coordinate systems. Mayne also split the solution method for

a blunt cone into three parts; 1) the stagnation point, 2) the axisym-

metric sphere where the cross-flow momentum equation is not solved
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and 3) the fully three-dimensional afterbody behind the sphere-cone

tangent point.

Mass transfer has been investigated for two-dimensional boundary-

layer flows over cones by a number of authors. Jaffe, Lind and Smith

(Ref. 16) investigated the binary diffusion of He, Ar and CO2 into air2. 2
as well as air-into-air for sharp cones at zero incidence. However, the

{ species boundary condition at the wall was incorrectly stated. The

correct wall boundary condition for the species equation was used by

Lewis, Adams and Gilley (Ref. 38), and by Mayne, Gilley and Lewis (Ref.

j-" 39). These two reports dealt with mass-transfer effects on slender

S!"blunted cones and sharp cones at zero incidence to hypersonic flow.

The results of these reports are compared to present results for zero

incidence cones.

L. Mass transfer in turbulent boundary layers was investigated by

Miner and Lewis (Ref. 2) for two-dimensional flow using a modified ver-

sion of the computer program reported in Miner, Anderson and Lewis

(Ref. 40). The species equation wall boundary condition is also

I. incorrect as reported in Miner and Lewis. The transformation of the

governing equations in the present paper is identical to that used by

Miner and Lewis. The present computer program can be thought of as

the three-dimensional analog of the program used by Miner and Lewis

with the exception of the species wall boundary condition.

Two recent papers by Adams (Ref. 41) and by Watkins (Ref. 42)

1_. make use of the Levy-Lees transformation to the governing equations.

Adams developed an implicit finite-difference analysis of sharp cone

windward streamline flows including transition and turbulence. Adams

used the suggestion by Moore (Ref. 43) for dealing with the crossflow
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momentum equation at the windward streamline. The same method is used

in the present investigation. Adams also develops the variable spaced

grid system for the normal coordinate which is also found in the present

program.

Watkins developed the full three-dimensional laminar boundary-

layer equations in a modified Levy-Lees coordinate system for use in

studying spinning sharp bodies at angle of attack. The form of his

transformed equations is very similar to the laminar version of the

transformed equations as described in this report.

A report by Blottner and Ellis (Ref. 44) describes a computer

program very similar to the present program in terms of numerical solu-

tion method but is limited to laminar, incompressible boundary layers

over blunt bodies.

The present analysis is the first to the author's knowledge to

express the full three-dimensional compressible, turbulent boundary-

layer equations including the effects of heat and mass transfer. The

equations have been transformed using the Levy-Lees transformation

equations. The finite-difference method follows the method of McGowan

and Davis, utilizing an implicit scheme similar to that used by Dwyer

(Ref. 35) as modified by Krause (Ref. 45).

Results of the present investigation have been compared to

available experimental and numerical data. The full three-dimensional

solution of a sharp cone at angle of attack with transition to turbu-

lence has been calculated. Solutions have also been calculated to show

the effects of using different turbulent Prandtl number profiles as

provided for in the program.
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The laminar compressible three-dimensional boundary-layer equa- -
tions were presented by Moore (Ref. 32). Following Moore's laminar

equations the governing equations have been developed for turbulent

compressible flows and are presented here without derivation in terms

of mean physical variables.

Continuity Equation:

(pur) + (pVr) + (pw) =0 (6)

Streamwise Momentum Equation:

1pu L + au w au w a2 r e a [ -u - pu'v' (7)

ax ay r T - = 5X a X + TIa

Transverse Momentum Equation:

Pu + pV1+ P + p  r  -1 re +a aw-PvI ' (8)

ax ay r a r ax r a y aJ

Normal Momentum Equation:

a P -0o (9)
i. ay

Energy Equation:

uH +PV2H+ wa9H a P H l-Pr ah
ax + - r yPr a

IL (Le-1) (hf-hi) T + hipv'C'j (10)

Species Equation:

pu C +pV- 2 -+ P w a_ + pv'C (11)
ax ay r a ay Pray aC (
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where V = v + p'v'/p. The equation of state for each species is:

Pi =  RT (12)

where R is the universal gas constant. Only one species equation is

necessary since in a two-component mixture the mass fractions sum to

unity:

Z C i =1 (13)
1

The viscosity and thermal conductivity are related by the Prandtl number:

Pr = /k (14)
p

where

i Pi

Similarly, diffusion and thermal conductivity are related by the Lewis

number:

Le = p Dif /k (15) .

The boundary conditions on the above equations are as follows: Al
Momentum Equations:

y =0 u= w =u'v =v'w' p'v =O, V=vw

y-~ 0 u uew we

UV =vW = pV = 0

Energy Equations:

y= 0 H = Hw, v'H' 0

H H ,v'H' =0

e
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Species Equations:

" y=0 ." : fCf (Di fv Cf w v'C 0

ay ='C V0'

y + : Cf 1.0, v'C = 0

In the derivation of the conservation equations the usual assumptions

regarding the fluctuating quantities have been employed. These are:

1) the turbulent level is small and therefore terms having the

mean square of the velocity fluctuation are dropped from the equations

2) molecular transport parameters are approximated by the mean

flow counterparts

3) the rate of change of mean flow properties in the normal

direction is an order of magnitude greater than the rates of change in

the streamwise and transverse directions.

The solution of the governing equations requires the expression

of the turbulent shear terms and the turbulent flux of total enthalpy

in terms of the mean flow quantities. A popular concept used to obtain

these expressions is the eddy viscosity, eddy-conductivity analogy with

the molecular viscosity and conductivity where:

-pu' v' ex au/ay (16)

-pv w C aw/ay (17)

and -pv'H' = kt aH/ay (18)

and where the dimensionless transport parameters are:

Prt = Cpe/kt (19)

Let PDtCplk (20)
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Windward Plane Conservation Eauations:

On the windward plane of a cone, the transverse (crossflow) veloc-

ity, w, and aPe/a vanish due to symmetry; however, the crossflow veloc-

ity gradient does not vanish and still appears in the continuity equation.
Under these conditions the transverse momentum equation would vanish

completely at the windward plane where initial profiles are generated

for the remaining integration of the governing equations. To avoid this

problem, Moore (Ref. 43) has suggested that the transverse momentum

equation first be differentiated with respect to , before neglecting

terms which vanish at whe windward streamline. This procedure results

i in the following transverse momentum ecauation at the windward plane:

_-I +P a (21)
a! + +  If +) P-i (12

-~a r al
r o2 ay [ P+f)yI

The remaining conservation equations are reduced to a quasi-two-

dimensional form at the windward plane where w = 0. The continuity

equation serves as the only coupling between the transverse momentum

equation and the remaining governing equations. For cones at zero angle

of attack the transverse momentum equation in either form vanishes iden-

tically leaving a completely axisymmetric problem.

A more convenient form of the governing equations for numerical / a

solution is obtained by introducing two stream functions defined as

1 I follows:

I(x,y) =V f(rn) (22)

I(x,y) =VF/Ir E ,n) (23)
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L where E, n. are the Levy-Lees transformed coordinates defined as ol.ow3
x

E(x P prIurr dx (24)

=~' Y Peuer/-\2E J Pe dy (25)

This coordinate transformation removes the singularity at x =0 and

strtcesthe normal coordinate. Accordingly, the transformed deriva-

tives become:

P 1Pr an a (26)

+ _; a (27)

a -(28)

ay per/ an

Satisfying the continuity equation with above stream functions the follow-

ing relations are obtained:

ii pur (29)4

pw =i (30)
ayA

pvr =i! -a 
(31)

;; uUsing equations 31, 26 and 28 results in the following expression:

PvrV' 2&+ 6rfV'+i 6g'+4.2&. Lf+ f+ 6 0 (32)

SPrurrr

or

V +2F, af/n + f +6 ag/a 0 (33)

Lilu4V
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where

V pvrV29/prurrr + n 6r V + (34)

and

= 2c/prUr]Jrr  (35)

Differentiation of equation (29) with respect to y using equation (28)

gives the expression for f':

f, f U (36)
Ue

Similarly, differentiation of equation (30) with respect to y using

equation (28) gives the expression for g': V

9 W (37)
Ue

Evaluating the momentum equations (7) and (8) at the outer edge gives

the pressure gradients as:
2

-aPe  aue Pee ae Pee r (38)
ax eeax r a' r ax

-aPe aWe ~ a xe
-1 e. u 'we+ PeWe e + peUeWear (39)
r o e ee Tax r 9 r ax

Using equations (26) - (39) the governing conservation equations are now .4

expressed in terms of transformed variables.

To obtain the transformed equations at the windward streamline,

two new stream functions are introduced in order to satisfy the windward
plane continuity equation, as follows:

! 
-!

T=V42 f (40)

'V2g (41)
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The transformed equations are then obtained in the same manner as for

the general three-dimensional case. For a cone at zero angle of attack)

the system of transformed equations reduces to a fully axisymmetric

syster without a transverse momentum equation.

Equations at the Stagnation Point

At the stagnation point of a blunt cone, the boundary-layer equa-

tions have a removable singularity. In the limit as, + 0 the expressions

for and i are:

) %(x) =  ee due/dx x4/4 (42)

and

n(x,y) = 2Pe/ie due/dx /2 f P/Pe dy (43)

f_ Also at the stagnation point of a blunt cone the expression for V in the

windward plane continuity equation becomes:

V1= pv

[a p p 1 2' (44)2 P e le d x
Le d

Eddy-Viscosity Models

Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis states that the eddy viscosity

is the product of some characteristic length and the normal velocity

gradient. For two-dimensional flow this concept leads to:

PZ p 2 lau/ayl (45),

Prandtl's studies assumed that the eddy viscosity should depend only on

I, local eddy scale and on the properties of turbulence. Adams (Ref. 41)

extended this concept to the three-dimensional case by assuming that the
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eddy viscosity is also independent of coordinate direction. In the

three-dimensional case e becomes: 2

= 2 2 ] I .'
S 4 k, p* u/ay awioy (46)

which reduces to the two-dimensional form when w = 0. This is referred

to as the invariant turbulence model by Hunt, Bushnell and Beckwith

(Ref. 46) and was used with success by Adams (Ref. 41). '

The model used in this investigation is the common two-layer inner-

outer model which uses the Prandtl mixing length theory and the Van Driest

or Reichardt damping near the wall. Following Patankar and Spalding

(Ref. 47) and Adams (Ref. 41) the mixing length distribution is as

follows:

Sk, y (0 < y < Xy /k,}
:! (47) -

,A yg {Ayz/k, < y}

where

' k, 0.435

X= 0.09

whe2  2 2 1/2 =
u Y when 09+ u +, e

The inner law is damped near the wall so as to yield the exact laminar

shear stress term at the wall. To accomplish this, two different damp-

ing factors have been used in this investigation, Van Driest's with

local shear stress and Reichardt's (Ref. 19) damping term.

Cebeci (Ref. 48) developed a mass transfer correction to Van

Driest's inner eddy-viscosity law by nodifying the damping constant A

52 n
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For turbulent flows with mass transfer Cebeci determined the damping

constant to be

* +
A 26 exp (-5.9 vw )

where

+ 1/(2 jA)
L) vw+ : Vw/(-rw/p )

I  '

Reichardt's expression for the inner eddy-viscosity law was

1 obtained by curve fitting experimental pipe flow data. The expression {

is:

i I k* 11.0 tanh (Y lIP (48)

As can be seen, this expression does not involve the velocity gradient

terms. For this reason it is preferred for use in numerical solutions,

since it usually requires fewer iterations to converge.

Following Eqs. (46) and (47), the outer eddy-viscusity law is:

O= 2 y 2 aE/By (49)

The outer eddy-viscosity law is used in conjunction with the Klebanoff

(Ref. 17) intermittency factor which assures a smooth approach of c1
to zero as y +6. The modified law is:

2 2

o= y , yaE/ay (50) .

where y is Klebanoff's intermittency factor:

Y [i+ 5.5 (y16) (51)
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Transition Models

Two models of transition from ia-ninar to turbulent flow have been

used in our studies. One model is simply instantaneous transition to

turbulent flow, and there really is no transition region or :one at all.

In the second case a smooth transition to turbulent flow occurs over a

prescribed distance. This distance is known as the transition zone and
is defined as the distance between the onset of transition at x = Xt

and the beginning of fully turbulent flow at x = XT at some point down-
stream,.,

The probability of turbulent flow at any point is expressed by

fa nkE 'y Dhawan and Narasimha (Ref. 49) as:

If(X) = 1 - exp [0.412 (2.917)2 ((X-Xt)/(XT-Xt))2] (52)

The transition inte;mittency factor is employed as a simple multiplier

of the eddy viscosity in the governing equations and therefore acts as

a damping coefficient for the fully turbulent eddy viscosity.

Turbulent Prandtl Number Laws
Five different turbulent Prandtl numbers have been considered in

our investigation. One of the models employs a constant Prandtl number:

Prt = 0.9
as recomended by Patankar and Spalding (Ref. 47) for two-dimensional -

boundary-layer flows. Other authors have derived models for the distri- j
buticn of the turbulent Prandtl number normal to the wall. These models

show the Prandtl number varying from near 0.8 at the wall to nearly 1.4

a eu e . me r n here are by Vota; hang; Meier,

Voisinet and Gates; and by Cebeci.
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Rotta (Ref. 50) his suggested an &il~prical formula for the turbu-
lent Prandtl number distribution as follows:

I Prt 0.95 - 0.45 (y/6)2  (53)

which gives a value of 0.5 at the outer edge and 0.95 near the wall.

A similar empirical formula was developed by Shang (Ref. 51) to

study the sensitivity of a solution to the turbulent Prandtl number:

T Prt = Pr1 exp (-10 (y/16)) + Pr2 (1 -0.2 (y/6)) (54)

where

0.2 < Prl <0.4 and 0.8 <Pr2 .I1O

Shang's formula allows the user to specify the constants in the formula,

I so that the difference in the values at the wall is between 1.0 and 1.4

L- and between 0.65 and 0.95 at the outer edge. Both Rotta's and Shang's

formulas fall within the turbulent Prandtl number uncertainty envelope

as established by Simpson et a!. (Ref. 52). Shang's data follow the

boundaries of Simpson's envelope very well at both the upper and lower

Iboundaries while Rotta's formula falls between the boundaries in the

outer region and undershoots Simpson's lower boundary at the wall.

Meier et al. (Ref. 53) applied Pr-;,dtl's mixing length concept as

modified by Van Driest to define a mixing length for both turbulent

momentum and energy transport. Writing the turbulent Prandtl number

based on mixing lengths, Meier et al. produced the following expression:

P k (I - exp (-y /A)L12 (55) 4

t kq (I - exp (-y/Aq)) I

' I
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Using this Prandtl number model, Meier et al. found they could accurately

describe experimental temperature distributions from the wall up to the

fully turbulent part of the boundary layer.

Cebeci (Ref. 54) based his model of the turbulent Prandtl number

on the considerations of a Stokes type flow. In Cebeci's model the

Prandtl number is strongly affected by the molecular Prandtl number near

the wall and is a constant away from the wall. Cebeci's model for the

turbulent Prandtl number is:

km (1 - exp (-y/A))
Prt - h  - exp (-y/B)) (56)

Cebeci's study using this Prandtl number model showed good agreement

with experiment and also confirmed that mass transfer has no significant

effect on the turbulent Prandtl number.

Fluid Properties

The development of the fluid property calculations in our investi- 1
gation follows closely those of Jaffe, Lind and Smith (Ref. 16). Fluid

properties are developed for a binary gas mixture consisting of either

helium, .3rgon, or carbon dioxide being injected into a freestream of air.

The fluid properties necessary to this investigation are CpI Cp,

v C iCv ; hih, , ; kf ki k; pis pf' p; and Df.
v h hf k I

The mixture of gases is composed of perfect gas species where the

total pressure is equal to the sum of the partial pressures of the

individual species and where the specific enthalpies are functions of

temperature only. Individual species molecular weights are necessary

to calculate the mixture density from the following expression.

$6fM
f M Mf)+Mf (57)
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The specific heat capacities at constant pressure or volume are

obtained from fifth degree polynomials. Similar polynomials are used 4!

to calculate the individual species viscosities, enthalpies and binary

diffusion coefficients. For monotonic gases the specific heats and

specific enthalpies are calculated from thermodynamic considerations.

The mixture values of enthalpy and specific heats are calculated

from the specific properties and the relative mass fractions of the

individual species. The viscosity of a mixture is calculated from .

Wilke's (Ref. 55) formula.

The thermal conductivity of a mixture is also obtained from

Wilke's formula in which the individual species viscosities are replaced

with the individual conductivities. The individual species thermal

conductivities are calculated with the Eucken (Ref. 56) equation.

The coefficients for the polynomial fits were taken from tables

developed by Lewis, Adams and Gilley (Ref. 38), and by Jaffe, Lind and

Smith (Ref. 16). Lewis et al. extended the data of Jaffe et al. to a

maximum temperature of 12,6000R for helium and argon. The original

data of Jaffe et al. for carbon dioxide to 6300°R has been used in our

investigation.

Finite-Difference Method

The finite-difference method used in our investigation follows the

method used by McGowan and Davis (Ref. 33) which is similar to the

method developed by Dwyer (Ref. 35) with modifications by Krause (Ref. 45).

The method has been further modified to include variable spacing for the

normal coordinate. The accuracy of this method is second order. The

method is stable for negative transverse velocities when proper step

- sizes are chosen.
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The momentum, species and energy equations are written in standard

parabolic form as:

A a2w + Al + A2w+ A3 +A4-+ AS2- = 0 (58)
A0 . +a n 2 3 5

where w is the dependent variable in each case. The coefficients A0
I0

through A5 are determined from the transformed governing equations.

The derivatives in Eq. 58 are replaced with finite-difference

expressions and the finite-difference grid is shown in Fig. 7.

The finite-difference form of the Eqs. 58 results in simultaneo:s

linear algebraic equations of tridiagonal form which are solved by a

method developed by Richtmyer (Ref. 57). The boundary conditions at

both the wall and the outer edge must be specified for this method,.

The ability to variably space the normal grid allows closer

placing of grid points near the wall where variations in properties

are greater. The method used is taken from Cebeci, Smith and Mo;;inskis

(Ref. 58) and has been successfully used by Anderson and Lewis 'Ref. 1)

and Adams (Ref. 41).

, Using this procedure results in a constant ratio of succeeding

normal grid intervals such that: ii
Ann

k - Ann l

'~n-I
where the value of n at infinity is given by

k N_l 1

n-= AnI l

where N is the total number of intervals across the layer.
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Boundary-Layer Parameters

I Local boundary-layer parameters are determined at a given point

following the converged solution of the boundary-layer equations at each

point. These parameters include heat transfer, heat-transfer coefficients,

skin-friction coefficients, displacement thicknesses and momentum thick-
nesses.

nessThe heat transfer at the wall is given by:

it3C [ T aCf I  ftlb 1

w k + (hf - hi) p Dfi (tsec9)
. a w

The compressible two-dimensional boundary-layer displacement

thickness, 6 , is used to obtain the displacement thickness in each of

V the two directions, x and . Neither 6x or 6 completely define the

actual displacement thickness at any point. For axisyimmetric bodies,

Cebeci and Mosinskis (Ref. 59) define a as a function of 6 For

a sharp cone at angle of attack an expression for 6 on the windward

streamline only was developed by Moore (Ref. 60) as a function of both

x and6 6.

Momentum thicknesses have been defined similar to the displace-

ment thicknesses for both directions. Heat-transfer and skin-friction

coefficients have been defined in the conventional manner.

Discussion

The computer program has been developed to solve a large class of

boundary-layer flows. The geometries included in the program are those

of a sharp and a spherically blunted cone. For these two geometries the
program has full three-dimensional solution capabilities for cases where

) these cones are at an angle of attack. When either geometry is in an

59
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axisymmetric flowfield (zero angle of attack) the program will solve only

the windward streamline of the vehicle. Figure 8 is a flow chart of the

boundary-layer solution procedure.

Figures 9 through 12 present some solutions from the computer

program. Figure 9 shows calculations made for a sharp cone at zero

angle of attack in hypersonic laminar flow. This is the same cone

solved by Jaffe, Lind and Smith in Ref. 16; however, the species equa-

tion wall boundary condition has been corrected in the current calcula-

tions. The current results are compared to results obtained from the

program of Miner, Anderson and Lewis (Ref. 40) which also uses the

r- corrected boundary condition for the species equation. For cases of

mass transfer, significant decreases in wall heat transfer and skin fric-

tion are indicated. These effects are dependent on both the molecular

weights and specific heats of the injected gases.

Figures 10 and 11 show the comparison of fully three-dimensional

solutions using the present program and the experimental data of Cleary
i (Ref. 61). Cleary presented rather complete heat-transfer data for both

shr'p and blunt cones at angle of attack in laminar flow. Points were

chosen on the afterbody, and comparison is made in the circumferential

direction for the I.eat-transfer rate at the wall. Reasonably good agree-

ment has been obtained for these cases. These figures show the dropping

of the leeward solution plane for the sharp cone flow and for the blunt

cone flow far downstream. Similar problems were reported by McGowan

and Davis (Ref. 33) and Adams (Ref. 34). Difficulties on the leeward

ray have been attributed to defects in the boundary-layer model as

applied to leeward ray flows of cones at angle of attack. This problem

is discussed by Moore (Ref. 43).
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Data in Fig. 12 are presented in two different directions; 1) data

versus 4, the transverse coordinate at three different values of S/L,

and 2) data versus S/L, the streamwise coordinate at three different

values of . The Stanton number and the transverse skin-friction

coefficient are shown in both directions for a sharp cone at angle of

attack with transition to turbulence.

The present program has been used to predict full 3-D flow prob-

lems with transition and/or mass transfer and is considered to be a

useful engineering code. Further development of the program should

include the following improvements;

1) an internally adjustable transverse stepsize

2) a three-dimensional transition-zone model including transverse

variation of the transition onset distance and the transition intermit-

tency factor

3) transverse variation of the wall temperature and injection rate

distributions

4) equilibrium gas capability.

6I
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SVol3TWO-DIMENSIONAL OR AXISYMMETRIC VISCOUS

SHOCK-LAYER FLOWS

The governing equations for the viscous shock-layer flows follow

the formulation of Davis (Refs. 62,63) and Moss (Ref. 64). The shock-

layer equations were derived from the governing equations for reacting
''I gas mixtures (such as given by Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot (Ref. 65))

written for a body oriented coordinate system. The equations are first

nondimensionalized by variables of order one at the body surface

- (corresponding to high Reynolds number, boundary-layer flows). The

equations are also nondimensionalized by variables of order one in the -

outer inviscid flow (corresponding to the shock region). A single set

7.1 of equations is then obtained by retaining terms from the equations in

each set to second order. The resulting set of shock-layer equations

is uniformly second-order accurate in the inverse Reynolds number para-

meter e from the body to the shock. Both longitudinal and transverse

curvature are included. As given by Davis, the governing viscous shock-

layer equations were specialized for a perfect gas (Ref. 62) or a

binary, reacting mixture of oxygen atoms and molecules (Ref. 63).

Moss (Ref. 64) gave the shock-layer equations for a multicomponent

mixture of reacting gases.

The equations for shock-layer flows of multicomponent gases are

given below.

Continuity Equation:

a [(r +y cos ) pu] +y [ + icy) (r +y cos )J pv] 0
as a

(60)
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s-Momentum Equation:

au a-u I 3 2 K
P2-~ +Pv + Pu 1 T-P.. Ts T IDu KU11

T-K s ay l+KY 3+Y~ y 1+iy z

21, Ky +j CO DU K)
+_ C _____ UK (61)

y-.Momentum Equation:

3P. K 2 1 av (62

which becomes

DP. K 2 (TVSL) 63

if the thin shock-layer approximation is made. 4

________A

Energy Equation: Z;

I LT+1 T I uaP VP2

2 aiKU 2D

+P 2 +K h~w (64)
3J 11=

Species Conservation Equations:

l+Ky P S l a- ay (J) £2 yco

L 63
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The specific heat C and static enthalpy h are required for each

of the species considered and for the gas mixture. Also required are

the viscosity P and the thermal conductivity k. Since the multicomponent

gas mixture is considered to be a mixture of thermally perfect gases, the

thermodynamic and transport properties for each species were calculated

using the local temperature. The properties for the gas mixture were

then determined in terms of the individual species properties.

The enthalpy and specific heat of the species were obtained from

the thermodynamic data tabulated by Browne (Refs. 66-68).

The viscosity of each of the individual species was calculated

from the curve fit relation

Pi = exp (Ci) Tk (Ain Tk + B.);  (66)kcm-sec ,

where A., B. and C. are the curve fit constants for species from Blottner

(Ref. 69) and Tk is the local temperature in degrees Kelvin.

The thermal conductivity of the individual species was calculated

from the Eucken (Ref. 56) sE i-empirical formula using the species

viscosity and specific heat.

After the viscosity and thermal conductivity of the individual

species were calculated, the viscosity and thermal conductivity of the

mixture were calculated using Wilke's semi-empirical relations.

In the present work, the diffusion model is limited to binary

diffusion with dhe binary diffusion coefficients specified by the Lewis

number which was set to 1.4.

A measure of the validity of a theory is the agreement with experi-

mental data. For the shuttle configuration, flight heat-transfer data

are some years in the future and, in general, wind-tunnel data for shuttle
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configurations are not readily available outside of the NASA and some

contractors. One set of experimental hypersonic wind tunnel data which

has been published is that of Pappas and Lee (Ref. 70) at the NASA Ames

0Research Center for flow over a 7.5 sphere-cone with rn = 1 in. In the

experimental program, surface pressure and heat-transfer distributions

were measured at Mach 13 with varying rates of injection of foreign

gases. Included in the experimental data were distributions for the no

injection case. Experimental and present predictions of the heat-

transfer distributions are shown in Fig. 13. Also shown in this figure

is the previous first-order boundary-layer theory of Lewis, Adams and

Gilley (Ref. 38) including transverse curvature and displacement- " .

thickness interaction for the Ames conditions. The results from Ref. 38

were obtained using a global iteration for determining the displacement-

L thickness interaction effects, and the inviscid body pressure for theL4

effective body was obtained using a blunt body, method of characteristics

procedure similar to that of Ref. 62. The present theory did not compare

as well with the experimental data as did the previous boundary-layer

theory with viscous interaction included. In the present viscous shock-

layer method, the effect of the discontinuity in surface curvature, i,

was most distinct immediately upstream of the sphere-cone tangent point

and for a short distance downstream. The sphere-cone considered by

Pappas and Lee (Ref. 70) ended at s 5, and almost all of this body

was within the length affected by the discontinuity in K. Despite the

effect of the discontinuity in K, the agreement between the experimental

data and the predictions of the present viscous shock-layer theory was

i". quite good.
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The RAM C flights were part of a program conducted by the NASA

Langley Research Center for studying flowfield electron concentrations

under reentry conditions. The body for each RAM C flight was a 90 sphere-
" I cone with a 6 in. nose radius..

While the RAM C, 230 Kft, conditions were quite different from

4! the Ames conditions, the Reynolds numbers were of the same order (Re/rn
=4315 for the RAM C conditions and Ren = 1515 for the Ames conditions).

The shock Reynolds numbers were also similar (RAM C, Res = 269; Ames, Re

= 193) and the values of the Reynolds number parameter were nearly the

same (RAM C, e = 0.0965; Ames, e = 0.0980). The Reynolds number similar-

ity between the two cases should allow comparison of the normalized

heat-transfer distributions. The present predictions for the RAM C and

2. Ames conditions were in quite good agreement even though there was a

difference in cone angle (and thus in the location of the sphere-cone

tangent points). Further, the present viscous shock-layer results for

the RAM C conditions agreed well with the Ames experimental data. The

results of Kang and Dunn (Ref. 71) for the RAM C are also shown in Fig.

13 in normalized form. Figure 13 clearly shows that for s > 3 the

results of Kang and Dunn were higher by an order of magnitude or more

than the present results (see Re-s. 72-74). A comparison of the results

of Kang and Dunn for the RAM C with the Ames experimental data showed a

difference by a factor of 11 or 12 at s = 4 or 4.5. The values of Re.

rn and Res given above indicate that the Ames conditions were at least

as much in a viscous shock-layer regime as the RAM C, 230 Kft, conditions.

The viscous shock-layer results were also compared with data from

an experimental study of the shuttle orbiter conducted by Adams et al.

(Ref. 75), Martindale (Ref. 76) and Carter and Martindale (Ref. 77).
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Three tests of the 139 Orbiter were conducted in the AEDC/VKF Hypersonic

Wind Tunnel. The first case was the OH9 test where the edge conditions
were measured by flowfield probe surveys. The other two cases were for

the OH4B heat-transfer tests and correspond to the maximum and minimum

Reynolds number available in the AEDC/VKF Tunnel B.

Adams et ;l. (Ref. 75) used a 31-deg asymptotic half-angle hyper-

boloid to app- .iate the windward streamline of the 139 Shuttle Orbiter

at a 30-deg an. attack. The equation of the hyperboloid was: p

rn 2 x' tan
2  31

rn =
2x' 2

where x' and y' are the coordinates in a freestream velocity orientated

system. Figure 14 compares the wall pressure distribution with the cal- ,

culated results of inouye, Rakich and Lomax (Ref. 4) and the experimental

data from test IT (Ref. 76). The fully viscous shock-layer (FVSL) results

were in excellent agreement with the predictions of Inc.uye et al. and in

relatively good agreement with the experimental data. Use of the thin

4,i viscous shock-layer approximation resulted in a lower prediction of the

wall pressure. Comparisons with the OH4B heat-transfer tests are shown

in Fig. 15 which compares the heat-transfer distribution for the 3T test

conditions at a low Reynolds number. The results of the present mothod

were slightly lower than either the experimental data or the predictions

of Adams, Martindale, Mayne and Marchand, and the TVSL approximation
predicted an even lower heat-transfer distribution than did the FVSL

model.

The shock-layer method was also used to make predictions of the
" flow around a 0.01 scale model of the shuttle orbiter at conditions

simnilar to those attainable in the CAL Shock Tunnel (Ref. 78). The
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Mach number was 19.15 and the freestream temperature and pressure were

76.00R and 0.00173 psia, respectively. The body geometry differed

slightly from the 31-deg half-angle hyperboloid used in the study by
Adams et al. (Ref. 75).

The predicted heat-transfer distribution along the windward stream-

line of the orbiter model is shown in Fig. 16. Comparison of the perfect

gas, seven species and binary oxygen solutions show that when normalized

by the stagnation heat-transfer rate, the distributions as predicted by

the three solutions were in reasonable agreement.41i
Calculations have been made for comparison with profile data

taken by Carter and Martindale (Ref. 77) in the AEDC/VKF Tunnel B.

In Fig. 17, predictions of the pitot pressure profiles are compared with

the experimental profiles at four stations along the windward streamline.

The agreement between the calculations and the experimental data is good

and the predicted location of the shock agrees well with the measured

location.

Boudreau (Ref. 79) conducted experiments on another shuttle con- :

figuration in the AEDC/VKF Tunnel F. Tunnel F is an arc-driven wind

tunnel of the hot-shot type and is capable of providing Mach numbers up
to 20. In this experiment, nitrogen was the test gas. Predictions of

the stagnation heat transfer, reference enthalpy and stagnation tempera-

ture were made using the perfect gas viscous shock-layer program. These

predictions are compared with the experimental data of Boudreau in i .

Table I. Differences between the nitrogen gas used in the tunnel and the

perfect gas solution may cause the differences between the experiment and

the numerical solution. The method could be improved by adding the
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capability of an equilibrium nitrogen solution to determine the effect

V of differences in the gas properties.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Over the past several years, numerical techniques have been devel- K
oped to predict two-dimensional and axisymmetric laminar, transitionalII
and/or turbulent boundary-layer flows of perfect gases, binary gas mix-

tures and air in chemical equilibrium. A complete method has been

developed to predict three-dimensional laminar, transitional and/or tur-

bulent boundary-layer flows over sharp or blunt cones at angle of attack

in supersonic and hypersonic streams including the effects of surface
mass transfer. Methods have also been developed to predict two- I

dimensional and axisymmetric fully viscous shock-layer flows over ana- .I:,

lytic and nonanalytic bodies with perfect gas, binary reacting oxygen

or multicomponent finite rate chemically reacting gas mixtures. Central A

to all of these methods is the use of an implicit finite-difference

scheme to solve the governing parabolic partial differential equations. "

Results are presented in this paper which indicate that the method has j
been successfully used in a variety of practical problems for both

internal and external flows. The method is generally second.order

accurate in the numerical solutions of the governing partial differential

equations. The method is also versatile in its range of applicability

as demonstrated by the results contained in this paper. J

The applicability and limitations of classical boundary-layer

theory are indicated by the results contained herein. The viscous shock-

layer approach has many advantages over the classical boundary-layer

approach and is recommended as the method to actively pursue for solu-

tion of practical flowfield problems. It seems entirely possible and

practical that development-type engineering codes can and will be

developed using the shock-layer approach to replace many of the currently
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used finite-difference methods and even more widely used integral methods

[ for engineering design and research applications.

While computing times have not been emphasized in the present

paper, it can be stated that the computing requirements of viscous

shock-layer solutions are of'the same order as those of two-dimensional

or axisymmetric boundary-layer solutions for the same problems. When

one considers the complications involved in properly treating the higher-

order boundary-layer effects such as displacement and vorticity inter-

actions, it seems natural that a method which treats these effects to

second-order accuracy as a fundamental part of the theory should be

very attractive, not only to researchers but also to designers in the H
field of reentry aerodynamics.

i : V
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ABSTRACT

In order to obtain detailed information about the flow field behind

movable wing control surfaces a survey investigation was conducted, in-

volving parametric models of the Generic Ordnance Ramjet Engine (GORJE)

vehicle. The objective of the investigation was to determine the effects U

of wing planform, thickness ratio and deflection angle on total and (
static pressure and local-Mach number distributions at possible locations

for inlet installations. In all phases the free stream wind tunnel con-

ditions were identical at M 2.48 and at unit Reynolds number of about

3.05 x 106/ft.

The first phase of the investigation involved a sting mounted 1/10 J
scale model. The survey indicated that an interdigitated inlet location

is preferable on thebasis of flow field total pressure recovery in both

"+" and "x" wing orientations for angles of attack to ±4 deg and for

wing deflections less than about ±6 deg. LI !

A rather complex flow field was revealed in the second phase of the

investigation which involved a wall mounted model. There was an inter-

action between the incipient conical body shock wave and the wing wake.

It was found that the wing wake was narrow at 6 = 0 deg without much

tendency to spread in width, but the pressure recovery levels varied

both streamwise and spanwise. The wake structure showed several pressure

defect cells whose location and number varied from wing to wing. In

general the energy losses for the thinner wing were smaller than those

of the thick wing. However, the inlet losses were greater for the thinner

wing at 6 = 0, 5 deg, where the center of an inboard low pressure re- I
covery (or pressure defect) cell coincided with the inlet location. The

2 98u
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pressure recovery for all wings, improved with wing deflection at the

I i inlet location because the wake was deflected away from the air capture

region. The wing downwash and wake widtni increased with increasing de-

flection. Moreover a viscous interaction region was generated close to

:j ithe wing-body junction as a result of wing unporting. Wing tip vortex

strength was larger for the clipped delta wing than for the thick wing.

The inlet recovery for the clipped delta wing was slightly lower than for

the thick wing.

The above study provides a data base from which it is possible to

select inlet locations with acceptable pressure recovery. However,

caution must be exercised to stay within the limitations of the measured

LI parameters.

UU
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Definition Dimension

M Free-Stream Mach Number ----

Mt Local Mach Number

P local Measured Static Pressure psia

P. Free-Stream Static Pressure psia

P Cone Surface Pressure psia

PN Normalized Local Static Pressure psia

P Local Total Pressure psia

Numerically Averaged Total Pressure psia

PTN Normalized Local Total Pressure psia

PTj Local Measured Pitot Pressure psia

P Free-Stream Total Pressure psia

PT2N Normalized Local Pitot Pressure psia

r Radial Position of Total Pressure Probe in.i Re Free-Stream Unit Reynolds Number 1/ft

Ys Static Rake Position in.

YT Total Pressure Rake Position in.

a Angle of Attack deg

, Model Roll Angle deg

0 Total Pressure Probe Local deg. J
Circumferential Angle

Specific Heat Ratio (y= 1.4) ---

LI
L 100 L
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INTRODUCTION

A rocket ramjet is capable of extending the range and maneuver-

ability of existing rocket-powered missiles without large increases in

m Imissile size and weight. In order to be cost competitive with conven-

tional rocket-powered vehicles, however, the rocket ramjet requires

aft-mounted inexpensive inlets which must perform satisfactorily in the

flow field of the missile forebody and control surfaces. The first step

in determining satisfactory performance is to map the flow field at

possible locations of the inlets.

This paper compares and analyzes flow field survey data obtained in

a parametric study involving models derived from the Generic Ordnance

Ramjet Engine (GORJE) configuration. Two wind tunnel models were

designed for the program, one sting mounted and the other wall mounted.

The objective of the investigation was to determine the effects of wing

planform, thickness ratio, and deflection on total and static pressure

and local Mach number distributions at possible locations for the inlets.

The study was conducted at M = 2.48 and Re = 3.05 x 106/ft.

The results can be applied to similar systems and thus are useful

-- for the selecting of inlet locations, estimating inlet performance, and

selecting of wing/inlet configurations.

I K 101
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TEST APPARATUS, EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES I

WIND TUNNEL FACILITY 1
The experiments were conducted in the 18-inch supersonic tunnel I

at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center (NSRDC). This indraft

facility operates in the Mach number range of 0.3 to 4.5 with a nominal

run time of 20 sec. A contoured two-dimensional nozzle was used through- -
out the experiment. Tunnel flow is established in about 2 sec between

the intake settling chamber at atmospheric pressure and temperature, and H

an exit reservoir evacuated to a pressure of about 1.5 psia.

The Mach number survey of the empty test section showed that flow

uniformity was within ±0.5 percent of the nominal Mach number (M= 2.48). ii

Wall static pressure readings revealed that the free-strea flow field

changed less than ±2.0 percent, even at angles of attack and at high

angles of wing deflection. Since the supply pressure of the tunnel was

substantially constant, the free-stream unit Reynolds number varied only

between 2.98 x 106/ft and 3.11 x 106/ft. Details of the test facility

may be found in Reference 1.

DESCRIPTION OF MODELS

Sting-Mounted Model

The wind-tunnel model used in the first phase of the investigation

was a 10-percent scale model of the GORJE vehicle. The overall view of I
the installed model is shown in Fig 1. The forebody section was an ogive

nose cylinder. Just aft of the wing hingeline, the body diameter was

increased by means of a 10-deg flare. Two sets of four wings each were

,102
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fabricated for the model. Both wings had identical planform areas butl

fl the root chord of Wing 2 was only half as thick as that of Wing 1. Fig 2

gives the pertinent dimensions of these wings. The model was designed

so that each wing could be deflected independently. Provision was also I

made for rotating the entire forebody/wing section relative to the aft

4
, section; this enabled both in-line and interdigitated inlet locations

to be surveyed. Boundary layer trips were installed close to the nose

tip and parallel to the leading edge of the wings to ensure fully turbu-

lent boundary layer on the model surface. 1 2
Instrumentation for the pressure survey consisted of an automatically

KI  movable total pressure probe which surveyed a circular area at the desig-

nated inlet location, a stationary 15 deg half-angle cone probe located

180 deg away from the total pressure probe in the geometric center of the } ,

inlet, and a static tap on the surface of the model in the same axial

plane as the total pressure and cone probes. Fig 3 is a closeup view of j
the two probes. The total pressure probe, moved by a cam system, sur-

veyed an 0.3 in. diameter-area in three concentric circles (0.10, 0.20

and 0.30 in. in diameter) for a total of 36 pressure measurements in each

run. Fig 4 is the exploded view of the cam and drive mechanism and the

various components of the model.

Wall-Mounted Model

A 40-percent scale, wall-mounted half model was used for the second

phase of the investigation in order to obtain detailed information on the

effect of wing planform, thickness, and deflection on the distribution of

the wing wake pressure. The forebody (a blunt faired cone cylinder) was

designed to reach into the subsonic upstream portion of the supersonic
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nozzle and caused less than 0.5-percent blockage in the throat.

Although the geometry of the model forebody did not scale exactly to

vehicle geometry, the approaching boundary layer and free-stream con-

ditions were nearly duplicated ahead of the wing without a Urge primary

nose shock and excessive tunnel flow distortions. Since the primary

purpose of the investigation was to survey the flow field behind the wing,

this forebody distortion ahead of the wing did not materially affect the

data except that ahead of the wing, the Mach number was about 8.5 percent

higher than would be expected under normal flight conditions.

Separate total and static pressure surveys were conducted with a

20-prong total pressure and a 7-prong static pressure rake for each wing J
configuration, wing deflection, and axial body station. A 9 by 10-in.

area perpendicular to the free-stream direction was surveyed in each 20-

sec run. The probe support mechanism in the wind tunnel was converted j
from manual to semiautomatic motorized operation by using a precision,

variable-speed gear motor. A high quality potentiometer was geared to

the probe-mechanism and used to monitor the precise position of the rake ' V

at any instant. In all, either 600 pitot pressures or 210 static

pressures were measured in the survey area during each test run. The

vertical distance between adjacent points was 0.5 in. and the horizontal

distance about 0.3 in. for the total pressure measurements. The vertical

distance between adjacent static pressure points was 2.0 in. with the
same horizontal spacing as in the total pressure measurement. Large I

vertical spacing was used between static probes to avoid shock inter-

ference from adjacent tubes. This was not a problem for the total rake.

The overall view of the model and total pressure probe is shown in Fig 5.

Four wings were used in the second phase of the investigation.
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Table 1 gives their pertinent dimensions, and Fig 6 shows the plarforms.

Wings 1 and 2 had the same planforni and thickness distribution as Wings 1
and 2 in the previous phase. Wing 3 had the same planform and thickness

distribution as Wing 2 but its area was only 50 percent as large. Wing 4

was a clipped delta wing identical to the lower panel of Wing 1 and

truncated at the crank.

TEST PROGRAM

Sting-Mounted Model

The test program for the sting-mounted 1/10-scale model is outlined

in Table 2. All test runs were conducted at M =2.48. Two wings of

identical planform areas but differing thickness ratios were used with j

inline and interdigitated probe positions in the "x" configuration. In

addition, the "+" configuration was also tested with Wing 1 only. As

special cases, the inlet areas at f = 0 and 45 deg were also surveyed

[i without wings in order to determine the influence of the body boundary

layer on the inlet. The survey area was at a constant distance of

1. 5.6 in. downstream from the wing hingelines; 101 runs were conducted.

The pressure instrumentation consisted of a lO-psid tranducer for

the total pressure and 2.5-psia transducers for the static probe and tap.

1In addition to the model instrumentation, the tunnel test conditions

were also monitored. All transducers were calibrated and found to be

Ii linear and accurate within .0 percent full scale. In terms of local to

free-stream static pressure ratio, the maximum error of the measured data

was ±5.8 percent. The maximum error of the measured total pressure to

ill free-stream pressure ratio was ±4 percent.
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V..3
Wall-Mounted Model

The test program for the wall-mounted 40 percent scale model is

outlined in Table 3. All test runs were conducted at M = 2.48. Four .4

wings were used with survey probes oriented in the vertical position
and traversing in the horizontal plane parallel with the wing hingelie.

The 102 survey runs included four for the body alone configuration. Prior "

to the survey runs, preliminary runs were conducted to determine the i

effect of the model on the free-stream Mach number, the maximum sweep

speed of the probes, and the relationship of the static flow field to -

model surface pressure. Conclusions from these preliminary studies are i r
discussed later. In addition to the standard tunnel monitoring equipment,

the pressure instrumentation for this test phase, consisted of twenty i
lO-psid transducers for the total pressure rake and ten 5-psia transducers

for the static rake and three model taps. All transducers were calibrated

[) / and found to be linear and accurate to within 0.9 percent full scale. In ,

terms of local to free-stream static pressure ratio, the maximum error of

the measured data was ±7.6 percent and for PT/PT. the error was ±4 percent. j

DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Sting-Mounted Modelj

For the first phase of the investigation,, the data reduction program

utilized the measured pitot and static pressures to compute the total

pressure ahead of the bow shock of the total pressure probe at each probe

position. This was accomplished by employing an iterative procedure to

determine the local Mach number at each location. In fact, the local

Mach number was determined by two independent measurements, one based on

106 {. A
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the cone probe and the other on the model wall static pressure.

Reference 2 gives equations for computing local Mach number based on

cone probe measurements. The equation for the 15 deg cone probe, which

was used in the experiment, is given as:

1.- M, 1.19998 + 0.73956 x - 0.41043 x2 + 10.33126 x3

- 59.10989 x4 + 188.67195 x5 - 352.88729 x6

+ 387.49722 x7 - 231.20630 x8 + 58.17087 x9  4

I where: x = -2.07297 (Pc/PT.) + 1.11920. The local Mach number compu, 4
tation basid on the wall static pressure utilized the standard equations

given in Reference 3. This involved knowledge of the flow conditions

ahead of the wings, but behind the nose-generated conical shock. However

the flow conditions in that region were essentially unknown. Accordingly,

,L the iterative matching procedure utilized known free-stream conditions,

I; the measured probe station conditions, and the implicit energy relation-

ships across the various shock wave systems. Comparison of local Mach

numbers for the two computations indicates that and in no case did the f
difference exceed ±0.5 percent.

Once the local Mach number ahead of the total pressure probe is

known. the total pressure ahead of the probe bow shock may be calculated

by application of the Rayleigh-Pitot equation:

1 Y
P y - I ' ________I

2Y +2 1 Y
PT y l ]Y+1)M

The probe position was determined by the electronic output of the

two scanivalve motors that moved the total pressure probe mechanism. i
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The output of one motor determined the radial probe position, and that

of the second motor provided the angular position.

Output from the computed data included probe position, angle of

attack, free-stream conditions, the ratio of total pressure to pitot

pressure across the probe bow shock (PT/PT2), the ratio of local static

pressure to free-stream total pressure (P/PT the ratio of local

total pressure to free-stream total pressure (TT), and the bsolute

values of all measured and computed pressures in psia.

In addition to the numerical outl, ac, a plot program was also de-

veloped to graphically illustrate either the local total to free-stream

total pressure distribution [PT/PT = f(rp)] and the local Mach number

[Mj = f(r,¢p)], or the local static to free-stream static pressure ratio

[P/P. = f(r,,p)] in a polar coordinate system. The program can print the

values of the various pressure ratios or local Mach number at scaled probe

locations. The program is also capable of plotting constant pressure

ratio contours for specified values and increments by interpolating among

the measured values and determining the location of the specified ratio.

Wall-Mounted Model

The data reduction program utilized the measured local pitot and

static pressures to compute the total pressure ahead of the bow shock of

the total pressure probe and the local Mach number at each probe position.

Since both local st-tic and pitot pressures were measured the computation

aid not involve any iteration. However, two modifications had to be made

to the actual measured data in order to perform the necessary calculations:

1. Standard free-stream conditions were applied to all data

(PT = 14.7 psia, P. = 0.887 psia) the actual measurements were scaled

108 '
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L and normalized. This was necessary because the actual free-stream

conditions changed slightly from run to run. This normalizing procedure

did not alter the pressure ratios on the local Mach number, it merely

changed the absolute values. Therefore, since the objective of the

investigation was to obtain the distribution of local pressure ratios

{ Iand local Mach number, the above modification did not influence the
qualitative or quantitative accuracy of the data.

2. As mentioned earlier, the pressure probes were spaced 2 in.

apart to avoid shock interaction. Therefore, the measured static pressure

values had to be interpolated to match the location of the total pressure

probes. This procedure introduced some additional errors, but it is

estimated that they were no larger than about 2 percent of the measured
static pressure valuesi

The probe position was determined by the output of the potentiometer

directly geared with the probe support mechanism.

I The computed data output included probe position, free-stream tunnel

conditions, measured actual pressures and normalized pressures both in

psia, the ratios of total pressure to free-stream pressure, static to

free-stream static pressure, and pitot to total pressure as well as local

Mach number.

In addition to the numerical output, a plot program graphically

illustrated the local to free-stream total pressure cistributicn, the
Mach number ~~ ~ ~ pesur distributionIcnatsincodntesse ie, ~theT

local static to free-stream static pressure distribution, and the local

i Mach number distribution in a Cartesian coordinat~e system [i.e., PT/PT. =

f(z,y)]. The program can print the values of the pressure ratios and Mk

L at scaled probe locations relative to the model. It is also capable of

$plotting contours of pressure ratios or local Mach numbers for specified
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values and increments.

PRELIMINARY STUDIES

Sting-Mounted Model D

Two tasks had to be performed prior to the test runs in the first

phase of the investigation:

1. Positive calibration of the movable survey probe, more specific-

ally, the actual diameters of the circular paths along which the probe

moved when taking pitot pressure data. This calibration was repeated KI
when adjustments had to be made to the mechanism. Table 4 summarizes

these calibrations.

2. Determination of the total pressure sensor system settle-out j

time. This, in turn determined the trigger rate with which the probe

mechanism moved (the trigger rate was the length of time the probe

stayed on any one station to take data). Testing of several trigger

rates indicated that in terms of data accuracy, the difference between

the 2-sec maximum and the 0.5-sec minimum rates was less than

1.5 percent. Accordingly, it was decided to use the minimum trigger

rate in order to sweep the survey area within 20 sec. .1

Wall-Mounted Model

For the second phase of the investigation, it was necessary: .

1. To determine the effect of the wall-mounted model on tunnel

free-stream Mach number. It was found that the presence of the model -

did not affect free-stream conditions in the wind tunnel ahead of the

conical shock wave generated by the lO-deg flare between the forebody

and afterbody. There was no shock reflection within the test rhombus.

110 i
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2. To calibrate the rake position. This calibration showed a

I repeatable slope linearity to within ±1.6 percent. However, because of

the gear backlash and tunnel starting and stopping shock effects on the

mechanism, it was necessary to determine the starting point coordinate

from the wall of the tunnel before each run.

3. To determine (a) whether model surface taps would provide

sufficient definition to give total pressure and local Mach number

distribution or (b) whether it was necessary to measure the static

pressure in the flow field. The preliminary survey revealed the

presence of a nonlinear static pressure field behind the wing and so

local pressures in the flow field could not be related to the model V
pressure taps. Accordingly, it was necessary to measure the static

pressure field in order to determine the wind wake flow field charac-

teristics.

4. To determine the sweep rate of the static and total pressure

rakes. The sweep rate of about 0.6 in./sec did not affect total or
A, static pressure data substantially. The error due to the moving

pressure probe was less than ±0.5 percent of the measured value for a

stationary probe. However, sweep showed dependency on pressure gradient

in the case of static pressure. Compared to values for a stationary

probe, the measured values were off by about ±0.9 percent for low

pressure gradient regions and by about ±3 percent for high pressure

L gradient regions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION .

STING-MOUNTED MODEL

These results are available in the form of numerically averaged

total pressure recovery (PT/PT.) as functions of wing deflection for

various configurations, angle of attack, and probe position (inlet

position in the physical sense). Total pressure ratio profiles are also

available to explain gross behavior at the inlet location. The detailed

analysis was presented in Reference 4. Here the summary of results are

discussed along with data which pertain to the second phase of the

investigation.

Fig 7 presents the total pressure contours for the case of the in- i

line inlet location at zero angle of attack. With no wings, the uniform .!

pressure recovery gradient was characteristic of a fully developed,

turbulent boundary layer. With the addition of undeflected wings, a low

recovery wing wake area occurred that was roughly symmetrical and in-line

with the wing. The body boundary layer was still apparent in the lower

portion of the profile, and the suggestion of a centered low recovery

region--possibly from a vortex shed from the wing--appeared in the upper

portion. The average total pressure recovery and Mach number dropped

with the addition of wings. In general, the prcssure recovery losses

were smaller in the wake of the thinner wing (Wing 2). However, the 3
thinner wing did demonstrate lower recovery in the in-line, zero angle 9

of attack case. This phenomenon will be discussed later. -I

When the wing directly in front of the probe was deflected +5 deg

(+ is trailing edge to left, looking forward), the wing wake moved to

the left. The boundary layer and vortex regions were still evident and
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L the average pressure recovery and Mach number were approximately the v
'

" 3

same as for the undeflected case. When the wing was deflected to ±11 deg,
wing wake was deflected out of the inlet area and the average pressure
recovery increased to the no-wing value.

When both the vertical (in-line) and horizontal wings were deflected

L simultaneously (at a = 0 deg), the flow fields for positive wing de-

flections were similar to those shown in Fig 7. The situation was some-

L what different for negative wing deflections. Although at 6 = -5 deg the

profile was similar to 6 = +5 deg and the wing wake was deflected to the

right, at 6 = -11 deg the wake from the horizontal wing was deflected

Ltoward the inlet and interacted with the vertical wake, producing a
uniform pressure recovery gradient. The average total pressure recovery

decreased for negative wing deflections.

When the location of the probe was interdigitated with the wing at

= 0 deg, the pressure of the wing at 6 = 0 deg had little effect on the

surveyed flow field compared to the body alone configuration. For posi-

tive wing deflections, there was a slight increase in pressure recovery

when both wings were deflected. For negative deflections, there was a

uniform pressure recovery that decreased markedly with wing deflection

and dropped to approximately 50 percent at 6= 11 deg. The low pressure

i recovery resul,ted from a confluence of the two wing wakes.

For angle-of attack, the pressure recovery at the leeward side Was

'improved by the addition of undeflected wings in the interdigitated

position as compared to the no wing case. The wings broke up the lee-

side vortices and straightened the flow. As at zero angle of attack, the

average total pressure recovery decreased when both wings were Ieflected

toward the surveyed area. This decrease was evIdent at positive
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deflections for the windward side and at negative deflections for the

leeward side.

The flow field for the in-line position at angle of attack

exhibited (as at a = 0 deg) an increase in pressure recovery resulting
from d .ection of the wing at the windward inlet location in the "+"

wing orientation. At the leeward location, viscous losses eliminated

this gain. In the "X" wing orientation,hboth in-line and interdigitated
A

locations demonstrated large losses in total pressure recovery for posi-

tive wing deflections but not for negative deflections. This may be -

explained by considering the contributions of wing deflectionsand cross-

flow. The crossflow resulting from the angle of attack always tended to •

push the wing wake above the surveyed area. A negative wing deflection, I
with trailing edges upward, directed the wing wake in the same direction. [
Positive wing deflection opposed the crossflow, causing the wing wake to

be directed toward the surveyed area with a resultant decrease in tota

pressure recovery.

Measurements showed that higher pressure recoveries were achievable
with a thin wing then with a thick wing (except at a = 0 deg and 6 = 0

deg in the in-line position). Furthermore, the interdigitated position

was preferable on the basis of the flow field total pressure recovery in
both "+" and "x" wing configurations for 6 < t6 deg within the range of

angles of attack investigated.

WALL-MOUNTED MODEL

Selection of engine inlet locations for a given system may be

determined by factors not necessarily related to optimum inlet per-
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formance. For instance, launch constraints, structural design, vehicle

ii stability and external aerodynamics may necessitate locating the inlet

in the relatively disadvantageous in-line position. In order to under-

I (stand the consequences of such a proposition, it was decided to obtain

detailed flow field information in the entire wing wake region, rather

than in only a small selected area and to study the effects of the wing

planform thickness and wing deflection. A further goal of the second

phase of the investigation was to try to explain the causes of the
[.anomaly mentioned in the previous section (namely that pressure recovery

I behind Wing 2 at a = deg, 6 =0 deg in-line position was lower thar

for the thick wing under the same flow conditions) based on more insight

into the details of the flow field. The results of the second phase of

the investigation are presented in Figs 8-26.

SI Fig 8 shows the total pressure distribution of the body al'one. At

the first and second survey stations (Fig 8a, and 8b, corresponding to

the axial distances of 5.5 and 12.5 in. behind the wing hingeline when

the wing is installed), the pressure field consisted mainly of the

compression wave which is generated by the 10 deg flare which connects

4 the fore and aft bodies and which results from the change of body slope

at the flare-cylindrical-aft-body junction. This compression wave was

I conical in shape, and its angle was such that it fell outside the bounda-

j ries of the surveyed area at the third survey station (see Fig 8c at

x = l .5 in.). This description is further substantiated by examination

'of the local Mach number and the static pressure distributions at the

second survey station (x = 12.5 in.), shown in Figs 9b and 9c. For

refrrence purposes, the total pressure distribution at the same locition

If is also shown (Fig 9a). The local Mach number distribution ekh1'bited
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sharp gradients perpendicular to the flow direction in the horizontal

plane with a lower than free stream Mach number region (M = 2.40).

Correspondingly in the same vicinity, the static pressure distribution

showed values that were 10 to 20 percent higher than the measured free-

stream static pressure outside of the affected region.

Fig 10 presents the total pressure distribution behind Wing 1 at

= 0 deg. The wing wake at each survey station was confined to a

relatively narrow, symmetrical region relative to the wing chord line.

The wake extended outboard approximately the same distance as the span

of the wing, and its structure did not change dwsbetmti h

surveyed region (x = 5.5 to x = 22.4 in. from the wing hingeline as shown

in Figs 10a'to lOd). Directly in-line and behind the,.,wing, three distinct j '
ii low pressure recovery cells were apparent: one close to the wing tip,

one at the crank, and one at the midpoint of the inboard portion of the

wing. The low pressure recovery cell along the inboard part of the wing

increased slightly in vertical extent downstream. Strong interaction

between the conical compression wave and the wing wake on the leeward

side was evident in Figs lOa and lOb, but asit'.propagates downstream, the

compression wave passed outside of the wake boundary, and therefore no

interaction was encountered further downstream (see Figs.lOc and lOd.

The extent of the various shock-wake interactions downstream of the

] wing are well illustrated in Fig 11 which shows the total pressure

j distributions in the vertical plane near the wing tip (Fig lla),,atthe

crank (Fig llb), and at mid-panel of the inboard section of the wing

(Fig llc). The wake width increased downstream; this increase was most

pronounced at midpanel and at the outboard panel wake was virtually un-

changed from x = 19.5 to x = 22.4:in,. The pressure recovery levels in

6the wakevaried both with the downstreamdistance fromthewing"
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(increasing with increasing distance) and along the span (exhibiting

the greatest losses inboard and gradually diminishlng toward the t i). as

shown in Fig 11. The wing generated shock is clearly shomn at the

survey stations x = 5.5 and 12.5 in. downstream from the wing hingeline.

At a wing deflection angle of 5 deg the shock strength increased as

shown by the lower level of total pressure recovery; see Fig 12. The

wake expanded in width and wing downwash was evident on the leeward side

as the wake evolved downstream, The pressure recovery at the inlet

location was somewhat improved since wing deflection caused the wake to

move away from the area of the inlet. At the larger wing deflection

(S = 11 deg), the wing wake almost completely deflected away from the air

capture region, as shown in Fig 13. The wake was then much wider than

previously, the downwash angle increased as expected, and the wake shock

strength increased. These are all well illustrated in Fig 14 where the

wing wake total pressure distributions in the vertical plane are shown

for 6 = 11 deg at three different span locations. The strong interaction

of the incipient body cone shock and wake shock systems on the leeward

side of the wing are shown in Fig 13 as well as Fig 14. At 6= 11 deg,

the wing tip vortex strength was sufficient to cause measurable pressure

disturbances, in fact at 6 5 deg small areas of vortex activity are

discernible in Fig 12 at x = 19.5 and x = 22.4 in. The effects of unport-

ing (caused by the wing deflection) close to the body-wing junction are

shown on the leeward side for 6 = 5 deg and 6 = 11 deg in Fig 12b, 12c,

13c and 13d.

Since the maximum thickness ratio of Wing 2 was only half that of

ling 1, its energy losses in the wake were generally smaller than those

of Wing 1. Consequently the total pressure recovery was higher for Wing 2
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than for the thicker wing with identical planform area. The total

pressure distributions for Wing 2 at 6 = 0, 5 and 11 deg are illustrated

in Fig 15-17. At 6 = 0 deg the wake widths of both wings was almost the

same. The location of the low pressure recovery cell near the tip was

identical for Wings 1 and 2 but the losses were higher for Wing 1. The

pressure recovery loss at the crank of both wings was the same. Wing 1

had one inboard cell compared to two for Wing 2. The pressure recovery

loss of the inboard cell was higher for Wing 1 than for Wing 2. The

center of the inboard cell of Wing 1 was located several inches above

the inlet, but the center of the second inboard cell of Wing 2 intersects

the inlet location thereby causing large inlet losses (as was pointed

out in the discussion of Fig 7). This is evident by comparing Fig 10 -

and 15. For convenience, Figs lOd and 15dare replotted as Figs 18a and

18c. The possible causes of this phenomenon may be explainable by the I
small differences in the spanwise geometric parameters. At 6 = 0 deg

the only spanwise parameters that differ between Wings 1 and 2 are the .1

taper (included angles of 5.2 and 2.6 deg respectively) and the wing-

ridge-body intersection angle (100.7 and 95.4 deg respectively). In

general, acute wing-body intersection angles are avoided because they

tend to promote flow separation. By turning that statement around, itj is conceivable that the more obtuse angle of the thick-wing-body-inter-

section produced a more streamlined flow near the body in the vicinity

of the inlet location.

The other gross features of the flow near the vicinity of Wings 1

and 2, namely, the leeside interaction between the conical wave and the

wing wakes, look very similar. At 6 = 5 deg, Wing 2 showed lower pressure ..

recovery losses on the leeward side with smaller pressure gradients in the -
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vertical plane than Wing 1 (compare Fig 12 and 16). The wing downwash

effects were roughly comparable. In the compression region, Wing 2 had

higher pressure recovery levels than Wing 1.

At 6 = 11 deg, the gross features of the flow behind Wings l and 2

were similar, although the tip vortex was more clearly discernible for

Wing 2 than for Wing 1. The wake width, the downwash and the compression

regions were nearly identical for both wings. The overall pressure

recovery losses at the inlet locations were comparable for both wings.

Again, for convenience, the total pressure distributions for Wings 1 and

2 at x = 22.4 in. and 6 = 11 deg are replotted as Figs 18b and.18d.

The recovery pressure loss region for Wing 3 (which had the same

planform as Wings 1 and 2 and a thickness distribution similar to Wing 2

but with only 50 percent wing area) extended along the entire span

(similar to Wing 2) as shown in Fig 19, 20 and 21 for =0, 5, and

6 = 11 deg, respectively. At 6 = 0 deg there were between three and four

wake low-pressure recovery cells. Since the span of Wing 3 was small,

the wing wake did not interact with the conical body shock-expansion

system as is evident from Fig 19b. Tie wake width was similar to that

of Wing 2 at 6 = 0 deg. The pressure recovery at the inlet was generally

improved as wing deflection increased because the wake was deflected

away from the air capture region as shown in Fig 20 and 21. The pressure

loss region exhibited on the leeward side of the inboard panel is

attributed to wing-body interaction. At 6 = 11 deg the improvement in

pressure recovery was not as great for Wing 3 as for Wing 2 in the

vicinity of the inlet. This may be attributable to the fact that the

wing-body interaction region (which was closer to the body with the

smaller area wing) was drawn into the capture area, with an accompanying

increase in viscous losses. The viscous wing-body interaction losses on
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the leeward side may also have affected the lift distribution of the dO

wing. The shape of the wing wake and downwash for Wings 3 and 2 were

similar as were their windward compression regions. Wing tip vortices

were not as noticeable as for Wing 2. As with the previous wings, the

downwash effect was more pronounced in the vicinity of the crank and

the inboard portion of the wing. The above discussion is illustrated
in Fig 22 which compares the total pressure distribution for Wings 2

and 3 at x = 19.5 in. for 6 = 0 and 6 = 11 deg.

Wing 4 is a clipped delta wing identical to the lower panel of

Wing l and truncated at the crank plane. The total pressure distributions
.14

behind Wing 4 at 6 = 0, 5 and 11 deg are shown in Fig 23, 24, and 25,

respectively. The wake for this wing extended outboard along the span to

the wing tip. For all wing deflections, Wing 4 had two low-recovery cells

at x = 22.4 in. The lower recovery cell (30 percent loss) was outboard
~ ~at the 67 percent span location at 6 = 0 deg. The inlet recovery was i

slightly lower and the pressure distortion level higher for Wing 4 w

compared to Wing 1. The wing deflection improved in the recovery of

pressure loss at the capture area location, similar to the other three

wings. In essence, the wake region was deflected away from the vicinity

of the inlet by the deflected wing. The conical body wave and the wing

jwake did not interact since the wing span was too short. However, since

the aspect ratio of this wing was small, the tip vortex was stronger than

for Wing 1. This is shown in Fig 26 which compares the total pressure

A distribution for Wings 1 and 4 at x = 19.5 in. for 6 =0 and = 11 deg.

1 i
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t Extensive flow field measurements, for a 10-percent scale sting-

mounted model and a 40-percent scale wall-mounted model were conducted
L

behind movable wing surfaces. In order to analyze and assess the gross

I flow field behavior in the wing wake region use was made of local total

static pressure recovery maps and local Mach number distribution maps.

i These measurements identified unique flow field characteristics which

would affect the performance of installed inlets.

The first phase of the investigation, indicated that an inter-

I digitated inlet location was preferable on the basis of total pressure 3
recovery in both "+" and "x" wing orientations, for a = ±4 deg and for

L. wing deflections less than about ±6 deg. i

A rather complex flow field was revealed in the second phase of the

investigation. First of all there was a complex interaction between the

I incipient conical body shock wave and the wing wake. It was found that -

the wing wake was narrow at 6 = 0 deg without much tendency to spread in

width, but the pressure recovery levels varied both streamwise and span-

wise. The wake structure showed several pressure defect cells whose

location and number varied from wing to wing. In general, the energy

L losses were smaller for Wing 2 than for Wing 1. However, its inlet losses

at a = 0 and 5 deg where the center of an inboard low pressure recovery

(or pressure defect) cell coincided with the inlet location, exceeded

v those of Wing 1. When the wings were deflected, the pressure recovery
for all wings improved at the inlet location because the wake was de-

flected away from the air capture region. The wing downwash and wake

width increased with increasing deflection. Likewise a viscous inter-

[ action region was generated close to the wing-body junction as a result
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of wing unporting. Wing tip vortex strength was larger for Wing 4

than for Wing 1. The inlet recovery for Wing 4 was slightly lower than

for Wing 1.

The above study provides a data base from which it is possible to

select inlet locations with acceptable pressure recovery. However,

cautio- must be exercised to stay within the limitations of the measured

parameters.

The inlet locations Of air-breathing missiles are sensitive to up-

stream influences, these can not be predicted theoretically. Therefore,

very careful preliminary studies (similar to tne present one) must be

conducted on the case by case basis prior te the selection of acceptable

inlet location.
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TABLE 1- WING GEOMETRY OF WALL-MOUNTED MODEL

Wing Number Chord Length Span Thickness at Chord Leading Edge ii
-in- -in- -in-

1 6.73 6.78 0.566 Cranked 2

2 6.73 6.78 0.284 Cranked

3 4.76 4.79 0.200 Cranked

4 6.73 4.36 0.566 Straight 1
I i~

TABLE 2 - TEST PROGRAM FOR STING-MOUNTE0) MODEL

(All tests were conducted at zero and -4-deg angles of attack) ('

Axial Wing Wing Wing P'obe
Station Number Deflection Co;figuratiun Position
-In- -deg- ,_

5.6 1 0; ±5; ±11 + In-line i
5.6 1 0; ±5; ±11 x In-line

5.6 1 0; ±5; ±11 + Interdigitated ,

5.6 1 0; ±5; ±11 x Interdigitated

5.6 2 0; ±11 x In-line ,

5.6 2 0; ±11 x Interdigitated

5.6 No Wing -- - p=0 deg

5.6 No Wing -- - 4=45 deg j

124
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TABLE 3 -TEST PROGRAM FOR THE WALL-MOUNTED MODEL Vl

(All tests were conducted at zero angle of attack)

Axial' Wing Wing Wing Probe
iStation Number Deflection Configuration Position

-in- -deg-

5.5 1, 2, 3, 4 0; 5; 11 + In-line

12.5 1, 293, 4 0, 11 +

195 Is,2, 3, 4 0; 6; 1 +

22.4 12, 3,4 0; 5; 11 +

5.5 No W**- --

ISI
19.5 -

22.4 -

FTABLE 4 -CALIBRATION OF TOTAL PRESSURE PROBE J

L POSITION FOR

S TING-MOUNTED MODEL

Run Number Actual Diameter

2-23 0.290

24-97 0.252

~' ) 0.172

I - 0.090

99-101 0.300
0.204
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Figure 1 - Overall View of the Sting Mounted Model in the Supersonic i
Wind Tunnel
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Figure 2 - Geometry and Dimensions of the I-hng Configurations of
the Sting-Mounted Mode!
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NOMENCLATURE

p -Static pressure

P - Total pressure
0
To -Total temperature

M - Mach number

- Mach angle

0-Flow angle

x, y -Cartesian co-ordinates, A

h- Total enthalpy

'- Entropy divided by gas constant Ri.

W - Velocity divided by stagnation sound speed (ft)
y -Ratio of specific heats _

q - Velocity

a - Speed of sound

- Total enthalpy divided by stagnation sound speed (--)
0 at

- Fuel flow rate

o - Distance co zero velocity line

n- Y/S%

u - Axial velocity

v -Vertical velocity

Subscripts

- Free stream

b -Base

o -Zero velocity line
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of supersonic base drag reduction using external

burning has been previously investigated by using a simplified, one-

- dimensional, analytical model1 or by using a more-complicated, two-

I dimensional analysis of a mixing and reacting flow. A similar prob-

lem, supersonic base flow, has led to analytical techniques which

j appear capable of treating the pertinent flow field phenomena. The

intent of the work presented in this article is to use approaches and

techniques similar to those developed for the supersonic base-flow

problem in conjunction with experimental, external-burning, wind-

tunnel tests as a basis for a two-dimensional theoretical analysis

and for interpreting some of the data.

In the analytical model under consideration, the flow is

divided into three regions as illustrated in Figure 1. These three

regions consist of an outer inviscid flow region, an inner recirculating

flow region and an intermediate r'egion 'hat connects the base flow and

inviscid flow regions. An appropriate analytica' technique for the

intermediate region has not been selected, however, and thus will not

I be discussed in this article. In order to simplify the outer inviscid

flow analysis, the assumption is made that the combustion is complete

at the model lip. This assumption is valid providing that the mixing

and combustion occur in a relatively short distance. The initial lip

C:onditions required for the inviscid outer flow were obtained using the

results and models of jet penetration into a supersonic stream3'4. The

<i flow model for the recirculating base region uses an integral technique

bdsed on experimental and theoretical base-flow result!.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND TEST DATA

The experimental external burning data was obtained on an eight- -

inch diameter, axisymmetric body. The body extended into the nozzle and

actually was an integral part of the nozzle. The experimental test config- .

uration and the configuration of the model are illustrated in Figures 2 and

3. Th fuel was injected through 16 ports eq-tally spaced around the peri-

phery of the model. The ports were located 1.5 inches upstream of the model I

lip. The instrumentation consisted of static pressure taps on the model

upstream of the lip, pressure taps and thermocouples on the base, pressure t

taps on the wind tunnel wall, a pitot static probe and a base sting with

static pressure taps and thermocouples. The centerline pressure distribu-

tion on the base sting for a fuel flow rate of .6 Ibm/sec is shown In 1

Figure 4*. The free stream conditions for this case are P = 35 psia,

ToC = 710 0R, and M = 2, whereas the motor chamber pressure for this case A

is 320 psia. Also shown in Figure 4 i; the centerline pressure distribu- 1
tion for the case of no fuel flow and the centerline static pressure dis-

tribution of reference 5. The test conditions for reference 5 were for a

model diameter of .93 inches and a freestream Mach number of 2.4. The

measured boundary layer profile 26.5 inches upstream of the model base is

shown in Figure 5. This profile was used as an initial input profile to

the turbulent boundary layer analysi. of refere, .e 6, so that the boundary

layer with no fuel flow at the model lip could be determined. The re- j
sults of this calculation are also shown in Figure 5.

* There is some question as to the validity of the data that was obtained

due to the possibility of interference effects of the downstream flow in the I

diffuser on the model base pressure. Thus, the specific impulse and thrust -j
coefficient values that are mentioned later on may, to some extent; be in

error. Ji
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OUTER INVISCID FLOW ANALYSIS

As mentioned previously, the method of characteristics for a

non-isentropic (rotational), non-adiabatic flow is employed in the

I outer flow region. An approach similar to this (rotational characteris-

tics) has been applied by other investigators7 to the supersonic base

flow problem. The equations employed in this analysis are:

T Characteristics directions

dx tan (8 + v) uprunning characteristics

= tan (e - ) downrunning characteristics
dx

Compatibility equations

along an uprunning characteristic I

dW +sin 2d"- o n indxO v s+ in d
Wtan v 2y w tan v cos(e + )

along a downrunning characteristic

-dW sin2d" dh + sin e sin dx
d = Wtan 2 + W2 tan u o y

along a streamline

= entropy = constant

ho total enthalpy constant04

where e=o for two dimensional flow and e 1 for axisynunetric 5

flow.

The inherent restriction in the above approach is that there is

no chemical reaction occurring at the location where the analysis is

initiated. Thus, the combustion must be essentially complete in a short

distance downstream of the injection station. It is believed that this

restriction is not unrealistic since in order f'ir the combustion region

to efficiently reduce the base drag, the bulk of the combustion region
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should be upstream of the model lip.
The case for the data presented in Figure 4 for m 0 and for 4

the data from reference 5 was analyzed first so as to estimate the

level of confidence in the approach. The initial profile used for the

method of characteristics calculation includes the supersonic portion

of the boundary layer; thus the data of Figures 5 and 6 were used as

initial conditions for the characteristics calculations. The results

of these two calculations are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The work of

reference 5, which is exceptionally detailed, experimentally determined

the location of the dividing streamline and the zero velocity line.

This data is presented in Figure 7 along with the results of the

method-of-characteristics calculation. As can be seen from the figure,

the agreement between the calculation and the experiment is very good.

The data obtained in the current tests was not as detailed as that of

reference 5; thus no definitive statement can be made concerning the

accuracy of the results of Figure 8. The overall shape of the center-

line pressure distribution and the dividing streamlines have the same

overall shape even though the models differed in size by an order of

magnitude. In general, the theoretical results indicate that, for

distances in the x direction of ons base diameter, the method of

characteristics gives good agreement with the data.

The analysis was then used to do a parametric study to deter-

mine the effect of the initial external burning profile on the flow

field using the experimental centerline pressure distribution for a

fuel flow rate of .6 Ibm/sec. The initial data used in the calculation

was obtained using the empirical results of refereces 3 and 4 to obtain

a value for the Mach number and total pressure in the vicinity of the
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Fuel jet core region at the model lip; these values are 1.5 and 17 psia,

respectively, The initial profiles used are shown in Figure 9. The

results of the calculations are illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. The

maximum total temperature Viat could be used without the program

stopping was 11000R. Values higher than this resulted in extreme dis-

tortions of the flow field with the flow going subsonic slightly down-

stream of the model lip. The implication of this is that either th-

method of analysis is inappropriate at the higher temperatures or that

the maximum temperature that produces the measured pressure distriiu- I

tion is around 11000 R. To get an estimate for the lower limit of the

temperature, thermochemistry calculations were made for fuel-to-air

r ratios of 30 and 15. The fuel-to-air ratio of 30 corresponds to the

L situation when the maximum amount of air captured by the area wetted

by the fuel combusts with the fuel. The total temperature for these

two fuel ratios, 30 and 15, are 14290R and 2178°R, respectively. Thus,

using a value of 1100°R for the total temperature is not jnrealistic

providing that the combustion occurs in a short distance.

The results of the calculations indicate that the combustion-

I. generated compression field tends to force the dividing streamline

. towards the centerline. The presence of the boundary layer at the

model lip tends to relieve some of the effect of the compression. The

most interesting result of the calculation is that the compression

that impinges on the wake pressure boundary is reflected as an expan-

I sion. This effect is opposite to that of a non-external-burning flow

field where the corner expansion reflects as a rompression which canI
eventually result in the so-called 'lip shock.
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The case for the profile labeled 3 in Figure 9 was intended to

determine the effect of a lower Mach number profile. This case, however, 9
resulted in the flow going subsonic slightly downstream of the model lip. A

Since the compression field impinging on the recirculating

region is reflected as an opposite family expansion, there exists the I
possibility of increasing the base pressure by extending the body. This

results in the compression field impinging on a solid wall where it is

reflected as a compression. The results for an extended body using

profile 2 (the lower profile shape is due to the presence of a boundary

layer) are shown in Figure 12. At a distance of .37 inches downstream

from the initial data line the flow goes subsonic while the pressure

reaches a value of 9.17 psia. If the base pressure increases by a cor-

responding amount, then the specific impulse would increase from a value

of 300 for Pb = 5.98 to a value of 547 for pb = 7.31 psia, likewise I
the thrust coefficient would increase from a value of .288 to a value I

of .525.

INNER BASE FLOW REGION

Previous methods of analysis of the supersonic base flow

region have employed either an integral technique8 or the solution of 2
the Navier Stokes Equations? In an attempt to employ a somewhat

simpler technique a slightly different ipproach is adapted. 
Rather A

than using the dividing streamline as a dividing boundary between the

inner and outer flow regions, the zero velocity line.as illustrated in .1

Figure I is employed. The motivation behind this approach is that if I
the velocity is low enough in the recirculating flow region, the flow
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can be assumed to be either incompressible or at least the energy

I equation and momentum equation can be decoupled. This results in

requiring a velocity profile for only the velocity. Also, the pressure

Ican be considered at most to be only a function of x.

The equations employed for the recirculating flow region are

the boundary layer equations. The velocity profile used in this region

is

u= -a (1 3 n + 1 3

where n = y •

" This profile satisfies the following boundary conditions:

n=oU

4n=1 u :o --2-= o

This profile is substituted into the continuity equation for

an axisymmetric flow to determine an equation for the vertical v velocity

component. This result and the u velocity profile are then substituted

into the x-momentum equation. The resulting equation is then integrated

with respect to n. This yields an ordinary differential equation for

a(x) which is

5453 a da To - f 1~ 4_7k2
7840 dx P1o dx p 224 p

where Tis the shear stress at the upper boundary 6~~
0- 0

It should be mentioned that in the above equation the tempera-

ture has been assumed to be constant, thus p = R- and the quantity RT

1.i is constant. The experimental results tend to verify that T is constant

| [in the base flow region. There is one empirical constant that must be
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determined in the above equation, namely the stress T The stress

4 was assumed to be given by the relationship

T K p I __ I

y 0 .i

where P. = laminar viscosity and K = empirical constant. 11
The data of reference 5 was used to determine an empirical value of K.

The results of the calculations are shown in Figures 13a, 13b and 13c,

for a value of K equal to 525, the value giving the best agreement with

the experiment.

The integral technique,given above, was then used to deter-

mine the velocity profiles in the recirculating flow region for the

external burning tests. The results for no fuel injection are shown

in Figure 14, whereas the results for m .6 lbm/sec are shown in

Figure 15. The velocity in this region is not small and approaches a

value of M = .8. The results of Figure 14 also indicate that the

extent of the predicted recirculating flow region is about one-half

2 base diameter, whereas the results of Figure 13 indicate that the

measured recirculating flow region for a smaller model is about one

base diameter. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that the value

of K and thus the turbulent shear stress at the zero velocity line is

related to the scale of the experiment.

The results of Figure 15 indicate that the effect of the

pressure gradient imposed by the external burning 
is to lengthen the

extent of the recirculating flow field. The maximum velocity in the .

base region is reduced from 800 feet/second to 600 feet/second and the

extent of the region increases by a factor of two. The experimental -

data obtained from a pitot static probe located 20 inches downstream j
157
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of the base indicated a decrease in centerline Mach number as fuel flow i

: iincreased. This tends to agree with the trend indicated in Figures 14

and 15.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

All of the above calculations except for the cases of the data

of reference 5 were obtained for initial data lines that have not been

}: experimentally verified. Thus the above results can only be viewed as

indications of what the flow field might actually be and should be con-

sidered as being qualitative. The calculations yield results, however,

which tend to agree with the experimentally observed trends. This

r suggests that the approach forms a good analytical basis upon which a

simplified predictive model can be developed.

The basic limitations of the above analyses lie in the un-

certainty of the assumed initial-data line and the turbulent stress in

the recirculating region. Any further experimental work that can

eliminate these areas of uncertainty would result in a calibration of -

and thus a higher degree of confidence in - the ability to analyze an

external-burning flow field. These analytical techniques could then

be used to optimize a particular configuration -t. obtain improved

performance.

ell
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ABSTRACT

The effectiveness of a combustible injecte~t to reduce

projectile base drag was investigated in a wind tunnel at

simulated low altitude projectile flight conditions. The

injectant was gen~rated by burning a solid, fuel-rich

propellant in an -oc#n base cavity. Base drag reduction was

determined from baSe. pressure data and, for selected runs,

from direct force m ~asure, Centerbody-type nozzles .

were usc< to provide t:. f rence-free base flow.

A !a:.. numb.. of candidate propellant compositions

have e avaluati ,.nd a base drag reduction of

50 percr.,it achiev,ad while main~aining the fuel specific

tmjA .fr over 31)0 -.econds. Projectile spin is found to

sig ',. 4.in.ntly i n '. : a ',- on '7-pellant burning r a t e t h us i nc r e a s -

ing base piessure rise tut severely reducing specific

impulse. Various additives are shown to be very effective

for controllirg pro r,11ant burning rage and also for

enhancing perfcrmance.

INTRODUCTION

X.T A simple technique is being sought to reduce projectile

base drag which at transonic or low supersonic speeds may

be in excess of 50 percent of the overall drag (Figure 1).

Approaches used by different investigators have included

base geometry optimization, boundary-layer bleed into the

base region and the addition of mass and heat.
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Base geometry methods such as boat-tailing or short,

cylindrical protuberances have been shown to reduce the

base drag component by about 25 percent (references 1 and

2). Use of the boundary-layer bleed method (reference 3)

also results in about a 25 percent reduction of the base

drag component. Further reduction seems to require addi-

tion of mass or energy into the flow (reference 4).

Two types of energy addition are considered of interest

in gun projectile development: (1) combustion in the base

cavity (Base Burning) and (2) combustion in the main stream,

external to the wake flow (External Burning). Analytical

predictions indicate that the base pressure increase of up 4

lb to the free-stream static pressure is possible with the Base

I. Burning method and up to several times the free-stream value

with the External Burning method (reference 5). Experi-

mental data show that both methods have good propulsive effi-

ciency but only at low heat input rates (references 5 and 6).

The purpose of the present study is to explore the

- feasibility and potential of burning solid, fuel-rich propel-

lants in the base cavity of gun-fired projectiles. Of the

many areas requiring study, the main attention here is

given to: (1) selection of a suitable propellant, (2)

evaluation of combustion and p.opulsive characteristics of

this propellant, and (3) evaluation of the effects of projec-

tile spin and flight parameters. The study was conducted

in a wind tunnel under closely simulated projecfile flight

conditions.
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TEST FACILITY r-

Test Conditions

The experiments were conducted in a ,wind tunnel at Mach I
numbers of 1.56,, 1.98, and 2.49 at duplicated sea-level

pressure and temperature conditions. The facility used was

NAVSURFWPNCEN Hypersonic Tunnel which has large capacity "1

air supply and heating systems. Normally this tunnel is

'operated at Mach numbers 5 to 10. Recently it has been .1
-equipped with two additional stilling chambers which permit i

its-operation at supersonic Mach. numbers at duplicated sea-

level pressure and temperature conditions. The flow nozzles I
used in this study were of centerbody-type design, six-inch

or twelve-inch exit diameter and were procured specifically

for projectile base flow studies. -The tunnel test section

and the new stilling chamber are shown on Figure 2. The 0 ;

test setup is illustrated on Figure 3. :1

Model and' Instrumentation

Projtctile base flow was simulated using a bluff

cylindrical model which was supported in the stilling chamber

and extended through the nozzle throat into the test section

(Figure 3). Two sizes, one-inch and 2.5-inch diameter models

were used. Model lengths, measured from the nozzle throat,

were 10.5 and 18 inches for the one-inch and the 2.5-inch

diameter models respectively.

Both models were equipped, with air turbines capable of

spin rates of up to 50 KRPM and with force balances for Ak
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direct base drag measurements (Figure 4). Six pressure

I orifices were provided near the model periphery (Figure 4)

for base drag determination during tests with spin.

The propellant for each run was contained in a separate

steel capsule (Figure 4) and was ignited with a laser light

beam. A 250-watt CO2 gas laser was used arranged as shown

on Figure 3. The light beam diameter at the plane of impinge- [
ment was about 3/8-inch and the exposure ranged from two to

five seconds.

Propellants

In the base burning technique the propellant must

ignite while in the gun and it must sustain combustion when

in flight at atmospheric pressure. To have high perfor-

mance the propellant should produce fuel-rich combustion

products which would rapidly burn with air in the projectile

near-wake. Since conventional propellants do not meet these

requirements, the first step in this study was to select the

most suitable propellants. The approach was empirical with

the tracer compositions or constituents serving as initial

guides,

Table 1 shows compositions that have been evaluated in

this study. It includes 92 different combinations with the

dominant constituents being magnesium or aluminum as fuels

it and strontium peroxide or strontium nitrate as oxidizers.

Major parametric variations included fuel/oxidizer ratio,

fuel grain size and a number of additives. Particle sizes

of the tracer compositions B-44 and B-45 were as specified

4179
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in MIL SPEC 382, GRADE 12 and the compositions B-37, B-41,

B-42, B-43 and B-74 as specified in MIL SPEC 382, GRADE 11.

The diameter of the magnesium particles in the binary compo-

sitions was 74 to 100u except where specified otherwise.

In P-I to P-10 propellants the aluminum particles had an

average diameter of 6U and the sodium nitrate and the

manganous carbonate 2.5 and ip respectively.

The compositions designated as B-1 to B-76 (Table 1)

were recommended And supplied by Frankford Arsenal, those

designated ai '-. to !?-:', by Picatinny Arsenal.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -

Wind-tunnel tests were conducted in three series and

included 92 different propellants. Some of these did not

burn; some were tested very recently (May 1975) and the

data have not been fully reduced. Table 1 lists all the

compositions tested to date. Those which did not burn are

so indicated. Those whose performance data have not been

fully reduced are indicated by a blank space in the

specific impulse column.-.

The performance parameters of primary interest in Base

Burning are base pressure increase and propellant specific

impulse. The base pressure increase was recorded directly

versus time. The specific impulse was obtained by integrat- 3
ing the base pressure increase with respect to time and base

Sarea and then dividing it by the mass of the propellant. -,
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Base Pressure Increase

The base pressure increase was found to vary

1. considerably with time. End-bur .ing propellants which

ignited quickly generally yielded a step-type pressure pulse.

Propellants which were shaped to burn radially, or which

ignited slowly, yielded gradual pressure changes (Figure 5).

Detailed pressure data of the first two series of tests are

presented in references 7 and 8. Complete data are being

summarized and will be published shortly. It may be worth

noting here that peak values of about 95 percent of the free-

stream static pressure have been measured for radially

burning propellants (P-5 and P-6).

In this paper, propellant performance comparisons are

made primarily on the basis of the specific impulse. Base

pressure increase, when referred to, is an average value
defined as APdt where P is base pres-

1t~f (PB-PBI)d

sure without combustion and At is the time period during

which the pressure rise is 25 percent or greater of the

maximum.

Specific Impulse
4 The specific impulse U for the propellants tested

is found to range from 60 to about 700 seconds (lbf-sec/lbm).

The value of 700 seconds was achieved with an Mg/Sr(NO3)2

type propellant (B-76, Table 1) at a base drag reduction

level of approximately 40 percent. This propellant was

tested in the most recent series and the data are prelim-

inary. Also no opportunity was available for determining
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its sensitivity to various parameters or its potential for

further optimization.

A second propellant with a very high specific impulse •

is an Al/KCl0 4 type (P-9, Table 1). It yielded 550 seconds

at a base drag reduction of approximately 50 percent. This

one also was tested in the last series and the data are

preliminary.
Effects of Spin i

The effects of spin were investigated at rates of up

to 50,000 RPM-with a one-inch-diameter model and at rates of

up to 15,000 RPM with a 2.5-inch model. (The latter data i

have not been fully reduced.) Both end-burning and

radially burning propellants were included. I
The primary effect of spin is to increase the burning

rate. This, in turn, increases the base pressure and

reduces the specific impulse. For a one-inch diameter I

fmodel, end-burning propellants strong dependence was
measured at spin rates below 10,000 RPM. At higher rates, .

as may be seen in Figures 6, 7, and 8, the burning rate and,

consequentially, the base pressure and specific impulse

varied very little.

4Effects of Free-Stream Mach Numbers
The Mach number effect on the specific impulse is I V

illustrated on Figure 9. The effect on base pressure rise
and on percentage of base drag reduction is illustrated on

Figures 10 and 11. The specific impulse and the base pres-

sure rise increase relatively linearly with increasing Mach
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number. At least in part, this is due to the initial base

pressure being lower at higher Mach numbers. Base drag

reduction, in percent of the total base drag, decreases from

Mach 1.56 to 1.98. At Mach 2.5 it seems to increase again:

although the data are not sufficient to draw a more definite

conclusion.

Effect of Propellant Grain Size

The effect of grain size was investigated in the range

of 44 to 250P with Mg/Sr(N03)2 type propellant (B-46 to

B-49, Table 1). The data have not been fully reduced. A

cursory comparison shows a slight increase in burning rate,

base pressure rise and also in specific impulse with

decreasing grain size.

Effects of Additives

Binary compositions, which dominated propellant samples

in the first series, proved to be poor performers. Partic-

ularly, their limits of combustion in terms of fuel/oxidizer

ratio were very narrow. In the second and third series of

tests a number of additives and binders were introduced to

enhance performance and also to control the burning rate.

1The types of additives investigated are given in Table 1.

Some of these were used to increase low molecular weight gas

content of the combustion products, others as additional

fuel constituents, binders and burning rate modifiers. A

detailed description of the additives tested and the

Eliresults will be included in the final report to be published
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shortly. An illustration of the effect of some of the

additives on specific impulse is given on Figure 32.

CONCLUSIONS

Over 90 candidate propellant compositions have been

tested in a projectile base cavity in a supersonic stream.

Base drag reduction of over 90 percent has been measured at

peak propellant burning rates. Propellant specific impulse

of approximately 700 seconds has been attained at a base

drag reduction level of 40 percent.

Projectile spin significantly increased propellant

burning rate thus increasing base pressure rise but

severely reducing specific impulse.

Additives to binary compositions had a very pronounced
effect on propellant performance. Varying propellant grain

size produced only a relatively mi.nor effect.

Sensitivity of the performance parameters to propellant

additives suggests a strong possibility for further improve-

ment. Additives (or basic constituents) producing large

quantities of gaseous combustibles and those enhancing
rapid combustion in the near-wake (Figure 13) should offer

the greatest potential.

I
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SYMBOLSKB-i to B-76 Propellant designation, see Table 1

CaRes Calcium resinate

C Drag coefficient

97 D Projectile base diameter

D B Base drag

DOP Dioctylpthalate

E.B. Ensign Bickford Co.

UHES Hercules Experimental Sample

I SP Specific impulse, lbf-sec/lbm

Free-stream Mach number

~5JiPVC Polyvinylchloride

P Base pressure, psia

L PB Base pressure before combustion, psia

AP ~ Base pressure change due to combustion, psi 1t APB
P Free-stream pressure, psia

4 RDX Cyclonite (explosive)

t Time, sec

At Combustion time during which the pressure

rise is 25 percent or greater of the maximum

TNT Trinitrotoluene

LAA Vi.:iyalcoholacetate resin

VITON AA fluorinated polymer

* A'
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TABLE 1 PROPELLANT COMPOSITIONS

Designation

1 BRL or (SP

NSWC Picat. Constituents (Percent by Weight) Sec ,J

B-1 Mg(10), SrO2 (90) No combustion

B-2 Mg(15), SrO2 (85) No combustion

B3 Mg(16.9), SrO2 (83.1) No combustion

B-4 M(20), SrO2 (80) 130

B-5 Mg(25), SrO2 (75) 120

B-6 Mg(30), SrO2 (70) 147

B-7 (g(35), SrO (65) No combustion

B-8 Mg(40), SrO2 (60) 2I
B-9 14g(50), SrO (50)L B-10 Mg(20), SrO2 (80), Grain dia. 150-200O 156

B-11 Mg(20), SrO2 (80), <
44p No combustion

B-12 Mg(20), Sr(N 03 2 (80) No combustion

B--13 Mg(30), Sr(NO3 ) 2 (70) No combustion

B-14 Mg(36.5), Sr(NO3 )2 (63.5) 465

B-15 Mg(40), Sr(NO 3)2 (60) No combustion iB-16 g (50, (N 3) 2 (0

B-16 Mg(50), Sr(N0 3 ) (50) No combustion

B-17 Mg(22.3), BaO2(77.7)

B B-18 Mg(41.2), KC104 (58.8)

B-19 MgH2 (24), Sr(NO3 2 (76) No combustion

B-20 MgH2 (70), Na(NO3 ) 2 (30)

B-21 Mg(14.7), SrO2 (83.3), CaRes*(2) 1572IB-22 Mg(14.4), SrO2 (81.6), CaRes(4) 212

B-23 Mg(14.1), SrO (79.9), CaRes(6) 225
B-24 Mg(13.8), SrO2 (78.2), Ca~es(8) 300
B-25 Mg(13.5), SrO (78.2), CaRes(10) 304

3 -26 Mg(12.8), SRO2(72.2), CaRes(15) 253

3i -27 14g(14.3), SrO2(80.7), Gelatin(5) 192
B-28 Mg(13.5), SrO2 (76.5), Gelatin(10) 231
B-29 Mg(12.8), SrO2 (72.2), Gelatin(15) 351

B B-30 !4g(14.3), SrO2 (80.7), Oxamide(5) 138 I

*see list of symbols18
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VOl. 3 TABLE 1 (Continued)

Designation

BRL or Sp
NSWC Ph-Nat. Constituents (Percent by Weight) Sec

B-31 Mg(13.5), SrO2 (76.5), Oxamide(10) 166

B-32 Mg(12.8), SrO2 (72.2), Oxamide(15) 193

B-33 Mg(14.3), SrO 2 (80.7), 170
Polyvinylchloride (5)

B-34 Mg(13.5), SrO (76.5), 278
Polyvinylchloride (10) ;

B-35 Mg(12.8), SrO (72.2), 372 *0

Polyvinylchloride (15)

B-?5 Mg(13.5), SrO2 (76.5), Polyethylene(10) 60

B-37 F-4 Mg(33.2), Sr(NO )2(57.7)., CaRes(9.1)
3 2

B-38 Mg(31.2), Sr(NO3)2(54 .2 ) , CaRes(8.6), 33"

Binder (6) 3 2

B-39 Mg(28.2), Sr(NO3)2 (49.1), CaRlis(7.7), -- 2

Binder (15)

B-40 Mg(26.6), Sr(HO3)2 (46.2), CaRes(7.2),.I
Binder(20) 1

B-41 F-I Mg(8.1), SrO2 (78.8), C(4), CaRes(9.1) 330

B-42 F-13 Mg(29.9), Sr(NO3)2 (51.9), CaRes(8.2), No combustion
Gelatin (10)

B-43 F-14 Mg(7.3), Sr(NO ) (70.9), C(3.6), 464
CaRes(8.2), Gelaiin(10) S

B-44 R284 Mg(28), Sr(NO )(55),
Polyvinylchloriie (17)

B-45 R20C Mg(21.5), SrO (65.7), CaRes(6), 325

14- pSr (NO3)2(57.7)
3-46 2g(3.4), CBee2((3.4)B-46 Mg(33.2), Sr(N 3)2 (57.7), CaRes(9.1), -,1

149-250p -A

B-47 Mg(33.2), Sr(NO3)2 (57.7), CaRes(9.1),
74-100p !

B-48 Mg(33.2), Sr(NO3)2 (57.7), CaRes(9.1),
44-100p

B-49 Mg(33.2), Sr(NO3)(57.7), CaRes(9.1),
<44u 3 2

B-50 Mg(29.9), Sr(NO3)2 (51.9), CaRes(8.2),
HES (10) 3"
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Designation

BRL or ISp

NSWC Picat. Constituents (Percent by Weight) Sec

B-51 Mg(31.9), Sr(NO3 ) (55.4), CaRes(B.7), 450

TNT(4)

B-52 Mg(31.9), Sr(NO3 ) 2 (55. 4 ), CaRes(8.7),
RD:X (4)

j [B-53 Mg(37.1), KC1O4 (52.9), CaRes(10)

B-54 16(29.9), Sr(NO3 ) (51.9) CaRes(8.2),
Azocel (10)

B-55 Mg(14.3),.KC1o4 (80.7), CaRes(5) 165 ,

B-56 Mg(13.8), BaO (76.5), CaRes(10) 232

B-57 Mg(12.8), BaO2 (72.2), CaRes(15) 290 H
B-58 B(15), BaCrO4(85) No combustion

B-59 B(31), KC10(69) 260

B-60 Ti(33), KC10 (77) No combustion

B-61 Ti(36), Sr(NO ) (64) No combustion

B-62 Ti(29.7), KC1O4 (69.3),, CaRes(10)

B-63 Ti(32.4), Sr(N0 3 )2 (57.6), CaRes(10) 190

B-64 Zr(52), Sr(NO3 ) 2 (48) 110

B-65 Zr(57), KC104(43) 130

B-66 Zr(51.3), KC10 (38.7), CaRes(10) 450

B-67 Zr(46.8), Sr(NO3) 2 ( 4 3. 2 ), CaRes'10) 420

Ef B-68 ZrH2 (70), Sr (NO3 ) 2 (30) No combustion

B-69 ZrH2 (50), Sr(NO3 ) 2 (50) No combustion
B-70 NaBH4(15),, Sr(NO3 )2 (85)

B-71 NaBH4 (25), Sr(N03) 2 (75)

B-72 NaBH 4 (35), sr(NO3 ) 2 (65)

B-73 NaBH4 (40), Sr(NO3 ) (60)

B-74 F-3 AI(27.1), Sr(N0 3) 2 (6 3. 8 ), CaRes(9,1) No combustion

B-75 1-136 CaRes(10), SrO2 (90)

B-76 E.B. °  Mg(25+5), Sr(NO ) (3 5+5), PVC(10), 700DoP(I ') , NH4ClO4 do)-

189ii _ _ _
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Vol. 3 TABLE 1 (Continued)

Designation S

NSWC Picat. Constituents (Percent by Waeight) Sec

P-I A(84.15, NAN03(9-3), MnCO 3 (1. 9 ), No combustion
VITON A(4.7)

-2 1558 AI(83. 3). aO 3 (9.8), MnCO (2.0), No combustion

•VZTON A,".9)
P-3 N1(78), NaN0 (15), MCO(2.0),

VITON A(5.0)

P-4 1744 Ai(73. 5), NaNO3 (9.8), 14nCO 3 (2.0), C(9.8),
VITON A(4.9)

P-5 1745 AI(68.6), NaNO 3 (24.5), I MNC3(2.0), 115

VITON A(4.9)
P-6 1689 A1(63.75, NaNO (9.8) , KnCO3 ( 2 . 0 ) ,  220 '

C(19.6), VITON A(4.9) 
V

p-.7] 1747 A1(63.7), aNO (19.6), MnC03(2.0), No combustionl

C(9.8), VXTON 1(4.9)

P-8 1746 A1(53.9), NaNO3 (39. 2 ), MnC03 (
2.0),

VITON A(4.9)

P9 1748 A1(53.9), KC1%4(39.
2), MnCO3(.)50

P-10 1749 AI(30), KC1O4 (60), MCO3 (2.0), 
A

VITON A(8.0)

P-1l Mq(90), N&NO 3 (
5), VITON A(5.0) No combustion

P-12 4Mg(80), NaNO 3 (15), VITON A(5.0) 105

P-13 c(97), vAAR(3.0)
C(55), VAAR(5.0) "

-143P-15 C(34), NaNO 3 (6 3 ), VAMR(3.0) "-

P-16 Ti(43), MOO 
129

it0
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ABTRACT -,

A numerical solution for determining the three-dimensional inviscid-super-

sonic flow about maneuvering re-entry vehicles has been developed. The solution !

is adrect one in which the shock wave, shape and the flow properties in the shock

layer are detr ,mined automatically for a-specified body shape and freestream iR

71 conditions. A time-dependent technique in used to obtain the solution In the

subsoni-tranionic regkion suriruding the tagnatiion-odinit M4 ad'af~rd -4

marching, finite-difference technique is employed In the supersonic regi n. Pre-

dictions have been'shownto bein excellenttagreement wlth"-roufduandfght test 4
experimental data. In addition, operating costs are small enough that the program

can be used in preliminary design tradeoff studies as well as in detailed design

studies. V

201
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The design of high performance re-entry vehicles, both ballistic and

maneuvering, requires a knowledge of the three-dimensional flow field about

the body. The vehicle's aerodynamic performance, thermal protection require-

ments, and structural requirements are all dependent upon the surrounding flow
field. Aerothermal performance is generally critical in the lower aiiitude portion

3.f tereraerfory wene the lwerie y in A1te

of the re-entry trajectory where the shock layer flow is characterized by an outer

3 inviscid flow impressed upon a thin viscous boundary layer. In this critical region,

aerodynamic and thermodynamic analyses require an accurate prediction for the 1
inviscid flow, since it provides boundary conditions for boundary layer calcula-

tions and is generally the primary influence in determining a vehicle's aerodynamic

characteristics - drag, lift and stability. This paper presents a numerical solu-

tion which has been developed to calculate the three-dimensional inviscid flow

field about maneuvering or ballistic re-entry vehicles.

The solution is determined using a time-dependent technique in the subsonic-

transonic region surrounding the vehicle nosetip, and a forward marching, finite- I

difference technique in the supersonic (afterbody) region. The computer program

is operational for general body shapes, both in the subsonic and supersonic flow

domains. It has been successfully applied to many maneuvering and ballistic

Vehicle designs - including sphere cones and biconics, bodies with bent axes,

elliptic cones, sliced bodies, and vehicles with flaps. Angles of sideslip as well

as angles of attack may be accepted. The only restriction on total angle of incidence

is that (excluding the stagnation region) the flow remain supersonic everywhere.

Both real gas and ideal gas calculations are possible.

The program has important applications. Since the actual flight environments

for re-entry vehicles, I. e. high Mach number and high Reynolds number, usually

cannot be fully simulated In ground test facilities, an analytical method is necessary

[to predict the vehicle's aerodynamic characteristics. The present program furnishes

this technique. In addition, because run times are short, usage is not limited to

final detailed design analyses. The program may be used in preliminary aerodynamic

design and tradeoff studies as well.
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r~ i mI - ~Section 2, 0 of this paper presents the analytical background for, thira,

including a review of the governing equations, presentatio n of the -fiite difference

scheme, identification of boundary conditions arid their treatment, ahd-descriptidns

of the body gtometry definition and treatmenft o1 special problems (e. g.entropy

layers, and leeside computation. at large angles of attack). Section 3. 0 presents

numerical re~sults for several, re-entry configurations. R esults are compared'with i
ground arid flight test data. A further discussion of the applications of the program

Is given-in Section 4. 0, -and conciusions are presented in Section 50.

.. 1 2
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2. 0 ANALYSIS

The inviscid flow field surrounding a hypersonic re-entry vehicle is characi-
terized by a region of subsonic flow near the stagnation point which becomes

supersonic as it expands around the body. The complete flow field Is determined

usilug a time-dependent technique in the subsonic-transonic region and a forward

marching, finite-difference technique In the. supersonic region. The overall

solution is a direct one in which the shock wave shape and the flow properties in

the shock layer are determined automatically for a specified body shape and free-

stream conditions. The bow shock wave Is treated as a sharp discontinuity using

the Rankine-Hugonlot jump concK 'ois and the body surface is assumed to be

impermeable.

2.1 Governigng Euations

For an inviscid, adiabatIc flow in chemical equilibrium, the governing (Euler)

equations can be written wT:

where

and .~ F)()

The sy?..bolq,4PO, 8, t, 7, and have their usual meaning; q denotes the veiocity

vector; and F and ' are known, tabular functions for a given gas composition. For

steady flow, the mathematical character of these equationel depends upcn whether

the flow is subsonic (elliptic) or supersonic (hyperbolic). For this reason, the

computation is divided Into a subsonic-transonlc region and a supersonic region.

The method of solution in each of these regions ts given below.
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2.2 Method of Solution

The solution in each region is obtained from a well posed, initial-bounda-y

va'1e problem. In the transonic (nosetip) region, the steady state solution to

the time dependent Euler equations is sought. This solution provides the initial

data for the supersonic (afterbody) region solution. Coordinate transformations

are used to map the irregular physical spade (shock layer) into a regular

computational space. The partial derivatives in the resulting equations are then

approximated by finite-differences of second order accuracy where the difference

operators are chosen to preserve the physics of the flow.

2.2.1 Transonic Region Flow Field

The steady state solution in the transonic region (Figure 1), which includes the

entire subsonic flow field near the stagnation point and a portion of the downstream

supersonic flow, is found as the asymptotic limit of an unsteady flow process. The

present method is a simple extension of the program developed by Moretti (l ) to in-

elude asymmetric nosetips and real gas effects.
TI)

The body geometry is specified in cylindrical coordinates in tabular form,
in selected circumferential (meridional) planes, viz. r = rb , For axisymmetric

shapes, the body geometry may also be specified analytically as a combination of 4
simple geometric shapes (e. g. sphere-cone). The body geometry and flow are

assumed to be symmetric about the pitch plane. For the selected computational

network in spherioal coordinates, the body radii, Rb = Rb (9, ) are determined

through a second order interpolation. The body and shock surfaces are then re-

presented by

Fb -Pb(,~ (body) (o
and

F4 F Q ~- 2( e 4, ) 0, (shock) (4 b)
with the shock radius, R,, to be determined as part of the solution.
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The shook layer in the transonic region (Figure 1) to mapped into a rec-
tangular parallelepiped through the transformation:

X=

1 (5)

JiT- t. .9
In terms oi the new independent variables, the governing equations (1) can be

T written in vector-matrix representation as:*

~w' ere

At interior points in the field, the solutin. is advanced using MacCormack's
" predictor-corrector scheme (3 ) on P andq. The convective transport of entropy

is treated using convective differences in the radial direction, as outlined in

Reference 4, to eliminate numerically induced waves. This scheme (due to Moretti)

maintains the second order accuracy of the computation by approximating the radial

derivative with the difference approximation:

in the predictor cycle and

in the corrector oycle~when the radial velocity relative to the mesh Is inward.

When the relative radial vilocity ts outward (positive), the standard MacCormack

scheme is used.

! f At the shock and the body, characteristic compatlility relations are used in j
conjunction with the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and the body surface tangency

I ~ 1condtiona to close the system. The unit normal to the shock (positive inward),

t The details containing the final form of the coefficient matrices in (6) will be

A .. given in Reference 2.0
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VepreMed by (4), isnIven by

Aft - r + a ;9+ g

FS JVFJ
=+ eM)

where

1VF I[e7+e

and the Is are direction cosines. The freestrea velocity vector isNj

.-~~eb +. (- to + . ejv -
where

u"1

v~d 10 q (S si ne s cos~t co'SCwi96) (2

I Then the total velocity relative to the shock along the inward normal Is

) k,~ (eQ~ ) ~eU 2VtC+ eNj3WOO-eM, (13)
If R (0, , t) is known, the properties downstream of the shock are completely

-i "'specified through the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. The determination of R (G, , t)

is outlined below.

The new shock position is determined by

in the predictor cycle and

in the corrector cycle. The spatial derivatives of R appearing in equations (9)
and (10) are evaluated by flnte differences. The temporal derivative of R appearing

in (13) and (14) is determined by simultaneously satisfying the Rankine-Hugonlot

conditions and a characteristic compatibility relation written In the direction of the

normal to the shock, viz.

/OP (15)
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~~ L ~ This equation provi~des a relationship between P and U L. nftfip

T T rONs ohefr

P - UT " 145
which is Integrated using a predictor-corrector scheme. The consistent difference

approximation

(T+LT)- f (r) (predictor)

t7
2 T P+4) - 0(T)(ri

6 (corrector)

is used on the temporal derivatives, and the spatial derivatives are approximated

by the usual alternating, one-sided derivatives, except in the radial direction where

a scheme like that given by equation (8) Is used. To eliminate repeated and time

consuming solutions of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, a shock table is constructed
- s

at the beginning of the run which relates , P, and U (where U = i- e

On the body surface represented by equation (4a), the velocity component normal

to the surface must vanish, i.e.

f where the unit normal to the body (positive outward) Is given by

IVFb Roe Zm.Li

C e -t- -e .eq. E, .

and [eFbJ [22 V]2 (o

A characteristic compatibility relation In the direction of the normal to the body can

now be written in the form (see (15) and (16) and note that UT =0):

Ii PT s. (21)
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An independent equation can also be written for the projection of the momentum

:1 equation along the intersection of the plane tangent to the body surface and the

#-plane. The unit vector in this direction is given by

e7'eJ ,X ef/e, JbX (22)
and the pro ecton of the momentum equation along this direction is

0 , 0(23)
which can be written as

VT= RHS (
Equations (21) and (24) are now integrated along with the crossflow momentum

equation and the equation for entropy convection using MacCormack's predictor-

corrector scheme with special radial derivatives (equation (8)). This system of
equations is closed by the kinematic condition (18).

The allowable time step for the computation is chosen according to the

Courant- Fredricks-Lewy (CFL) necessary condition for stability as the minimum

of the allowable time step at each mesh point. The solution is then advanced in

time until a suitable steady-state condition has been reached. The resulting numerical

method becomes an iterative scheme in which a discrete iterative Index is replaced

by a continuous time variable, and the unsteady Euler equations provide a universal

rule for improving Ihe solution.

The transonic program provides the inviscid forces and moments acting on the nose-

tip and the initial data to be used in the supersonic solution. The provision has been

made to allow misalignment of the body axes in the nosetip and afterbody regions. For

spherically blunted configurations, the initial data for the supersonic analysis can be

determined from an axisymmetric transonic solution In wind-fixed coordinates so
that this one solution suffices for all angles of attack and sideslip.

2. 2. 2 Supersonic Region Flow Field

In the supersonic region (Figure 2), the governing steady flow equations are

hyperbolic in the z direction. Therefore, the solution can be determined by a forward

marching process in z, similar to that used in the transonic region where t was
hyperbolic. In a certain sense, the problem in the supersonic region iL simpler than 115

t~ the general three-dimensional, unsteady transonic problem because the additional

time dimension Is no longer needed. However, special problems must be considered

in the supersonic region downstream of tbe nose related to large gradients in the
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flow properties. For example. entropy gradients through the shock layer (due

to nose bluntness and angle of attack effects) are given special consideration be-

cause, If improperly treated, they eventually destroy the computation. Also, at

large angles of attack, the inviscid model begins to break down on the leeward side.

Slnr this does not occur before the crossflow becomes supersonic, the windward

U side is unaffected and the computation can be continued by properly truncating

the solution on the leeside. An outline of the resulting method and some of the

details are given below. i

The 3D supersonic (3D) program, like the 3D transonic (3DT) program, is

currently operational for general asymmetric shapes. The vehicle geometry is

defined by specifying cross-sectional shapes in tabular form, at selected longi-

tudinal (z) stations; i. e., x, y coordinates relative to the body axis defined by

y = d (z). The associated "cylindrical" cbordinates (Figure 2) are spline fit 3

circumferentially where provisions have been made to allow segmentation of the

cross-section as would be necessary on bodies having maneuvering control surfaces

(slices and flaps). At the present time, the cross-sections are assumed to be

conically connected. To simplify the geometry specification, special options are

available for circular and elliptic cross-sections and for complete vehicle configura-

tions comprised of simple geometric shapes (e. g., sphere-cone-cone, etc.).

The final form of the governing equations is reached through a sequence of

Independent variable transformations. The equations (1) are first written in Cartesian

coordinates (x, y, z) and then transformed to "cylindrical" coordinates (r, e, z)

with velocity components (u, v, w), where the origin is given by y = d (z). ** The

steady flow equations become:

U + R(2 5)

* A more complete description will be given In Reference 2. Related work on
this subject is given in References (5-7).

** The authors are indebted to Prof. G. Moretti for having suggested this co-{. ordinate system since it is particularly well suited to vehicles with misaligned
axes.
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Ir ('25)

i~u -tyvl-w -I%

Next the shock layer, bounded by the body and the shock, is mapped into a rectangle ,

inthe computational plane through the transformation: ,

where the body and shock are represented by

wit r-r(e, ) O 0 (-2&d)

band r to be determined. The governing equations (25) can

now be written in the form .

where: 
(31)

i i.1;

sing IL MS
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As in the transonic region, the solution in the field in the supersonic region

1 is advanced using MacCormack's predictor-corrector scheme with convectivs

differences in the radial direction for entropy transport (see equation ( 8), for

example). The region to be computed is dependent upon whether the flow is

symmetric or asymmetric, as shown in Figure 3. The symmetric case requires

that the body be symmetrical with respect to the y-z plane and that the sideslip

angle be zero. As indicated in Figure 3, a non-uniform grid network is allowed

f (in both X and Y) in addition to the Y = G (0) transformation which can be used to

refine the mesh in large circumferential gradient regions. Presently, the G (Q)

f transformation Is modeled after the transformation to elliptic-cylindrical coordinates.

The inverse transformation is

where Ke is1 f() rt 'icos -) ,(54)

where K is an ellipticity parameter.

At the shock, represented by (29b), the unit normal (positive inward) is given

1: r ~(315)
!. ~ev - ePr= eilzeq e . e..

where!'.1. e, * e + e
and the e are the direction cosines of the normal to the shock. The freestream

ni
i. velocit-y vector in (r, e, z) is

cia = 4.er , e- -Vo i(7where the components are
Lk 0 = (00(11 /s A C O SI U

Zru o o is,~ ?0 (38)p

and where Ui andf are the angle of attack and angle of sideslip, respectively.
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Then the freestream velocity normal to the shook is

L i. h a ev "# en +e.cs ") (.9)
where 0* is the inclination of the normal to the shock with respect to the freestream,

velocity vector. A shock table can be constructed from the conservation relations,

with 17 as a parameter, which relates U, P and S. This table is constructed only

once at the beginning of the solution, and eliminates repeated and time consuming

real gas solutions of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The range of the table is

0, where A C" = 0. 5 degrees, and c* = cos' (/M ). For
'AV
u, P, and S are equal to their freestream counterparts. The velocity downstream

of the shock is

where :eis the tangential velocity, which remains unchanged across the shock, viz.

(41)
The velocity vector downstream of the shock can now be written as

where the downstream components are:

u - W + e t-1k :

+= ()

Now If r (Q, z) is known, the properties downstream of the shock are completely

specified through the relationships given above. The determination of r (Q, z) is

outlined below.

The position of the shock at the new downstream location, z + A z, is

determined by

+ r

in the predictor cycle and

q= Fr4 I~ + + 41]-A ) Ab)
L
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in the corrector cycle. Once the shock position has been specified through the

relations (44), the derivative appearing in (35) and (36) is evaluated by finite

differences.

The derivative is determined by simultaneously satisfying the Rankine-

Hugoniot relations and a reference plane characteristic compatibility relation of

the form

where~ 45

and (4")

d.4[ a. ax
is the directional derivative along the reference plane characteristic Ean A
Equation (45) can be written as

where the right hand side contains derivatives of X and Y. This expression is

integrated using a predictor-corrector scheme. The X derivatives are approximated

L by

in the predictor cycle and

L (49 1)
in the corrector cycle. The Y derivatives are approximated by the usuAl alternating,

one-sided finite differences in the predictor and corrector. The Z derivatives on

the left hand side of (48) are replaced by

(ro

in the predictor and
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in the corrector. An iteratiun is now carried out to determine in

the predictor and in the corrector, such that

where the properties at Z + A Z in the LHS of (48) are given by the Rankine-

Hugoniot relations. After the corrector cycle, the final shock position is given

by

I+ t-cS +. T J J~ .(2
On the body surface, represented by (29a), the normal velocity must vanish,

i.e.

where the unit normal to the body (positive outward) is given by

:iI  4i

'V, 1(4 I .. { I

with

The kinematic condition (53) can then be written as

UL--' - r + +dr 0w =

An equation is now written for the conservation of tangential momentum. The

unit vector which lies along the intersection of the plane tangent to the body surface

and the z plane is given by-M -. e /v=¢~r

* The metld of false position is used with E usually taken as 10
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I where

Then the projection of the momentum equation along the le direction is
t

which can be written as

3y4 (keteWSt), ((00)
where the right hand side contains body curvature terms. This equation is solved

for v and integrated using the usual predictor-corrector scheme except that

convective differences are used on v Similar arguments hold for the entropy
y

conservation equation:

rb
Finally, the body surface pressure is determined from a reference plane

characteristic compatibility relation (similar to that used at the shock) which is ;
L= simplified by making use of the kinematic condition (56) to give an equation of the

form:
L. tZP = RHS. (,)

The right hand side of this equation contains only X and Y derivatives of the ,n

variables and known derivatives of the body geometry and is integrated using the

usual predictor-corrector scheme at boundaries. After some algebraic manipu-

lation, the expressions for the determination of the velocity components at the body A

I! can be written asW

wh et 

,twhere

U q
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with H being the total enthalpy.

The procedure outlined above provides an accurate and efficient method for

the determination of the inviscid flow field about the body. In an attempt to provide

a more realistic assessment of the real flow about the body, and in particular the

A; forces which act upon it, certain opt;ions have been Implemented whict- are moti-

-ated by physical and operational considerations.

The first deals with the treatment of the vortical layer, which for a blunted

body becomes singular as the length becomes infinite. The emphasis in the current

work is not to focus on this phenomenon, which is a manifestation of the assumption

of an Inviscid flow and which would not exist in a real (viscous) fluid, but to simply A

ensure that the overall procedure Is not adversely affected. The problem is not
(5)

resolved, for example, by coordinate stretching alone, and although it can be
treated by special considerations, this unduly complicates the analysis. It was

(8)
found that the problem is effectively treated by using convective differences; and

with second order accurate convective schemes, the required accuracy is achieved
as well. In addition, maintaining the surface entropy at the stagnation value for a !
blunt body does not allow the flow to completely relax to the conical pattern as the

length becomes infinite. This is-not only physically unrealistic but also impedes the

rate at which the explicit solution is allowed to advance. * Consequently, an option

has been provided to relax the surface entropy in the windward plane in the following

manner. The data at the longitudinal station, z, are linearly extrapolated to the I
body in the windward meridian at the downstream location, z + & z. ** This entropy

is then convected around the body (Equation (61)). The net result is that for a

blunted cone the solution will ultimately approach a conical flow if continued

sufficiently far downstream. This provides not only a more realistic physical model,

but also a more efficient numerical method, particularly for vehicles of small

bluntness.

*The allovable step size for the computation is taken as the minimum of the
allowable step size at each mesh point according to the CFL criterion.

**The entropy ordinarily does not begin to relax for 50 nose radii or more

downstreamn of the nose.
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Another problem which arsee is that at large angles of attaick 04 >/ 2 e

a croseflow shock forms )P o leeward side and thenflw separates. In this case,

an inviseid analysis of the leeside region without viscous displacement Interaction

~1 effects Is somewhat academic. Since the crossflow Is supersoniic, the flow on th;,
windward side ahead of the separation region is unaffected by the leeside flow. Also,

I',"he pressures which exist on the leeside are'at least an order of magnitude less than

those on the windward side, Consequently, for purposes of dete rmining the forces

j and moments acting on the vehicle, a detailed treatment of due leeside region ts

not necessary because the windward flow can be determined separately and the lee-

I side pressure is essentially negligible. An option has therefore een provided to

runcate the solution along a ray upstream of whore the flow separates when. the

jcrossflow, becomes supersonic. The crosaflow derivautives along this ray are then

approximated by one-sided finite differences. In the determination of the forces and

I moments acting on the vehicle, a correlation of leeside pr _,sre, is used to complete
the specification of the surface pressure. The resulting method has the desirable

IT fcature of eliminating computations on the leeside which are of questionable validity,

thereby providing a more efficient aerodynaice design and analysis tool.

'rho 3DFF program has been successfuly applied to a. variety of configu rations.R

Results showing comparisons with flight and ground test data are given In the next

1 section.
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3.0 RESULTS

The three-dimensional flow field program has been operational for nearly

three years. During this period, its results have been extensively compared with

ground and flight test experimental data, and the predictions of other numerical

solutions. These comparisons have demonstrated the program to be extremely

accurate. Typical results will be presented here for several ballistic and

maneuvering re-entry vehicle designs -- including sphere cones and biconics,

a bent axis vehicle, a sliced body, and vehicles with simulated ablated nose tip

4 shapes. Most comparisons will present center of pressure variations, as this is

the parameter of primary interest in the aerodynamic design of maneuvering

vehicles, Comparisons of surface pressure distributions will also be presented

which indicate that the details of the flow field are being calculated accurately.

Figure 4 presents the predicted center of pressure and nonnal force co-

efficient derivative variations with bluntness ratio for a nine degree sphere cone,

near zero angle of attack, at three different ,reestream Mach numbers. Also

presented are test data obtained at Mach 10, and the agreement with the numt-ricalA

results is excellent Figure 4 illustrates that both the force coefficient and cenier

of pressure are strong functions of Mach number. The importance of a reliable

technique which can be applied to predict aerodynamic characteristics throughout

the entire flight Mach number regime is then evident (see Applications Section 4 0)

Real gas as well as ideal gas calculations are possible with the 3DFF program,

and Figure 4 presents predictions at Mach 20 employing the two ecuations of state.

The real gas calculation corresponds to 60,000 feet altitude. The effect of the

gas law on stability is as large as one to two percent of the apex length for some

configurations. This can have a significant impact upon the design of maneuvering,

and also ballistic vehicles.

The next case considered is a sphere biconic, with and without a bent longi-

tudinal axis. Figure 5 presents a sketch of the geometry, and compares the predicted

center of pressure values with test data. The pgre-3ment between the analytical and

experimental results is excellent. Corresponding pressure distributions are
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presented in Figure 6 for the bent axis configuration at a particular angle of attack.

The high initial pressures are due to the larger nose cone angle and the deflected

axis. The predicted and measured pressure distributions are in very good agree-

ment along the windward and side rays. On the leeward side, the comparison is

'Inot as favorable, however, this is not surprising since the inviscid flow model loses

validity on the leeward side at high angles of attack. The flow becomes separated

I in this region, and viscous effects become significant. Despite the fact that the

1 Ieward pressures are not calculated very accurately, there are no serious con-

sequences. The magnitude of the leeside pressures is about an order of magnitude

smaller than the windward pressures (at this particular angle of attack and Mach

number); consequently, they are a second order influence in determining the vehicle's

integrated force and moment characteristics. At high angles of attack, it is the

pressure distribution in the windward half-plane that is usually primarily responsible

for determining a configuration's aerodynamic characteristics. This is evidenced

in Figure 5 where it can be seen that the predicted center of pressure location at

8 degrees angle of attock is in excellent agreement with the data.

Nose shape change effects due to ablation can dramatically affect the performance

of ballistic and maneuvering vehicles. Figure 7 illustrates the ability of the 3DFF

program, to predict these effects. Two basic shapes are considered: a bluff shaped

nose associated with ablation in the high altitude, lamninar flow regime; and a pointed

nose associated with lower altitude turbulent flow. Predictions have been generated

for bgth symmetric and asymmetric shapes; the basic body considered is the bent

axis biconic discussed previously. The agreement between the predictions and data

is excellent: the trim angles of attack and normal force coefficients are accurately

predicted for all four nose shapes.

Predictions for another maneuvering concept are presented in Figure 8. This

is a sliced body, 1. e. a symmetric configuration except for an aft slice on the wind-

r ward side. A sketch of this concept Is shown in Figure 8 along with comparisons of

the predicted and measured longitudinal stability characteristics for both the sliced

and unsliced bodies. The agreement is again very good.
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Typical sideslip comparisons are presented in Table I. The predicted and

measured yaw center of pressure locations are presented for three different

vehicles at various combinations -f angle of attack and sideslip angle. In all cases,

the predictions are in excellent agreement with the data. Note the significant

change in yaw stability that a vehicle may experience with angle of attack, and A
that the 3DFF program accurately predicts 'this effect.

In Figure 9,a 3DFF prediction Is compared to actual flight test data. This -

figure presents the pre-flight predicted and derived trim angle of attack histories.

The agreement is very good. The maximum difference between the analytical and

experimental results is about one degree, occurring in the Mach 11 to Mach 16 flight

range. This discrepancy is believed to be due primarily to the difference between

the predicted and at tual nose tip recession rates.

IA
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4. 0 APPLICATIONS

A fundamenta. problem fNced by the re-entry vehicle industry has been that of

predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of vehicles in the flight environment,

I. e. high Mach number and high Reynolds number flow. This is due to the fact

that ground test facilities cannot fully simulate flight conditions. Existing high Mach

number wind tunnels (M 6> 10) operate at -elatively low Reynolds number. The

boundary layers which exist on models tested in these facilities are responsible for

significant Induced pressure and/or skin friction effects, and consequently detract

from the significance of test results. This is a serious limitation if some aspect

of vehicle stability or performance is critical at the high Mach number condition.

In parcicular, maneuvering vehicles are usually designed with low stability margins

In order to maximize their performance. This requiree an accurate prediction of

the stability level, since errors may lead to either decreased performance or total

failure. Given the limitations associated with existing wind tunnels, the best method

to predict aerodynamic characteristics of vehicles in the high Mach number, high
i Reynolds number flight environment is to analytically determine the inviscid flow

over the body. This is precisely the function of the Three Dimensional Flow Field

§ , program. One of its most important applications, then, is to predict re.-entry

body characteristics in the full-scale flight environment. Due to its accuracy, the

program's domain of applicability includes high performance maneuvering vehicles.

In fact, the program was developed to enable accurate predictions to be generated

for these vehicles.
Another aspect of the program's ability to uniquely simulate the flight environ-

ment is its ability to include real gas effects. In most aerodynamic groind test

facilities, the total eathalpy of the flow is not sufficient to produce dissociation or

L ionization of the shock layer gases. In the high Mach number flight environment,

however, these real gas effects become important; therefere, they must be simulated

analytically. AP indicated in Section 3, Figure 4 presents the 3DFF center of

pressure predictions for a nine degree sphere cone, subject to ideal and real gas
flows at Mach 20, 60,000 feet altitude. The difference in tbility is as large as
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I, one to two percent of the apex length for some configurations. This effect is Big-

nificant for maneuvering vehicles whose stability must be known quite accurately,

and may be significant for some ballistic vehicles as well.

The other primary application of the program is to perform preliminary de-

sign and tradeoff studies. This is possible due to its small operating cost. Run

times for the supersonic solution are on the order of about 2 to 5 minutes on the

Honeywell 6060 computer which is equivalent to about 10 seconds or less on a

CDC 7600. Since the run times are short, program usage is not limited to final

detailed design studies, and the program may be used economically to perform

parametric tradeoffs to arrive at an optimum configuration. A typical study of the

sensitivity of vehicle stability to small changes in frustum angle for a biconic
body at Mach 20 is shown inl Figure 10. To obtain similar information from a wind.

tunnel experiment would have been much more costly. The outcome of such a study

would be a definition of the optimum basic body (no control surfaces), which would

then be the subject of further analyses. These applications establish the 3DFF pro-

,, gram as an extremely powerful aerodynamic design tool.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

I The Three Dimensional Flow Field program has proven to be a valuable design

technique. Prior to its development, no reliable technique existed for the prediction

of aerodynamic characteristics of re-entry vehicles in the full scale flight environ-

ment. The 3DFF program has provided this essential capability. Due to its accuracy

Tand efficiency, the program is now applied on a daily basis to the design of ballistic

and maneuvering vehicles, and the analysis of ground and flight test data. In other

Iwords, it is the fundamental aerodynamic prediction technique.

The capability of the program is now being extended I ) to include the explicit

calculation of embedded shocks, and 2 ) to treat complications introduced by vehicles

with circumferential discontinuities (e. g. sliced or flapped vehicles). These develop-

ments will provide an even greater applicability for the program.

3
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NOMENCLATURE

a sound speed

Cos e
d normal coordinate of body axis, see Figure 2

e direction cosine

f dependent variable

F surface function

G coordinate transformation function, eqn (28)

h enthalpy

H total enthalpy

1+ characteristic coordinate

M Mach number

p pressure

P In P

q velocity modulus

r, R radial coordinates 3t

sin E0

S entropy

ii t,T time

u,v,w velocity components in circular cylindrical coordinate system

1 U, V,W velocity components in spherical coordinate system

uU normal velocity component (to shock or body)

, tangential velocity component (to shock or body)

z axial coordinate

i X,Y,Z transformed coordinates, eqns. (5), (28)

04 angle of attack

Langle of sideslip; also eqn. (46)

isentropic exponent

Gpolar angle, see Figures l and 2
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NOMENCLATURE (CONTD.)

K ellipticity parameter, eqn. (34)

characteristic slope in reference plane, see eqn. (47) -.

10 density

angle between shock normal and freestream velocity vector

spherical angle

SUBSCRIPTS

b body

n, N normal

r,O,z circular cylindrical coordinates, or partial derivatives with respect

to these directions
R, 9, 1 spherical coordinates.

s shock

t,T time; time derivative; tangential -

X, Z derivatives with respect to these coordinates

SUPERSCRIPTS

vector

matrix; particular velocity component

(:, particular velocity component: value in MacCormack scheme

particular velocity component

derivative
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TABLE I. SIDESLIP RESULTS

CONFGURAIONQC/eMaYAW CENTER OF PRESSURE

SPHERE BCONIC - - _____

0

2 1.5 16 .650 .647

-1SLICED BODY 2 15 1 60.4

0
1.6 2 8 .708 .711

I ~BENT AXIS - 0-

1.6 2 18 .712 .710
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SUMMARY

Flow-field measurements of a compressible turbulent

boundary-layer separation are presented. The boundary

layer chosen for investigation was formed on the

nozzle wvll of the Naval Surfaxe Weapons Center

Boundary Layer Channel. A continuous compression

of the nozzle flow was imposed on the thick nozzle-

wall boundary layer to produce a streamwise pressure

rise of sufficient strength to cause separation.

This manner of separating the boundary layer produced

a separated flow field which was free of incident

shock waves, wall discontinuities, and wall curvature.

Tests were conducted at an adiabatic-wall condition,

for a nominal initial Mach number of 4.9 , and Reynolds

numbers based on initial boundary-layer thickness

from 1.4 x 10 to 1.4 x 106. Comprehensive flow-

field measurements included wall static-pressure

distributions, boundary-layer surveys of static pressure,

Pitot pressure and stagnation temperature, wall shear-

stress distributions and wall heat-transfer measurements

throughout the entire region of interaction.

The effects of Reynolds number on the separation

phenomena are presented. For Reynolds numbers below

l8 x 0 the separation length was found to increase

with increasing Reynolds number, whereas for Reynolds

numbers above 8 x 105 the reverse trend was observed.
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This reversal in the separation length versus Reynolds

number trend was consistent with the reversal observed

for incipient separation versus Reynolds number

correlations.

NOTATION

Cf - skin-friction coefficient

d - diameter of skin-fr~ction balance sensing
element

h -heat-transfer coefficient
q/(Tw-Taw )

M - Mach number

P pressure

rf - recovery factor

Re/ft - unit Reynolds number per foot = eu e/Pe

r Re - Reynolds number based on 6

t t thickness of skin-friction balance sensing
element

T - temperature

U - velocity

u - shear velocity = -
-r w w

* u - Van Driest transformed velocity (Eqn. 1)

x - distance along test plate from nozzle throat

y -distance normal to test plate

6 - boundary-layer thickness

- displacement thickness

0e - momentum thickness

1 - dynamic viscosity
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v - kinematic viscosity

P - density

T - shear stress

Subscripts

aw - adiabatic-wall conditions

e - boundary-layer edge conditions

I - conditions at start of interaction

inc - incipient separation conditions

0 - tunnel supply conditions

oil - determinEd from oil flow

PK - peak pre:.sure-rise conditions

PP - determined by Preston probe

R - reattachment conditions

S - separation conditions

t - stagnation conditions

w - wall conditions

Superscripts

- "ideal" properties calculated from P, Pt, Tt

1. INTRODUCTION

Compressible turbulent boundary-layer separation is

a phenomenon of such complexity that its analysis has

4, been primarily empirical in nature. The need for

experimental data has been great and continues to grow

with each new theory and numerical technique which is

introduced. However, the requirement is not only for

more data but for more comprehensive data. With this
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objective in mind, an experimental investigation was

conducted for thL purpose of obtaining more comprehensive

measurements of a separated flow field with particular

attention given to the evaluation of the boundary-layer

flow structure and its interaction with the external f
flow field. A thick nozzle-wall boundary layer was

chosen for investigation in order that detailed

measurements could be obtained for a large-scale
interaction.

Tests were conducted at an adiabatic-wall condition

for a nominal Mach number of 4.9. The Reynolds number,

the only parameter systematically varied in the tests, A

ranged from 1.4 x 105 to 1.4 x 106. Data in this

Reynolds number range are of particular interest because

Sthey le between the comprehensive low Reynolds number i

data of KuehnI arid high Reynolds number data of Thomke

and Roshko.

The boundary-layer separation was accomplished by

imposing a continuous compression of the nczzle flow

onto the boundary layer so as to produce a continuous

- I streamwise pressure rise of sufficient magnitude to

1 • cause separation. This technique of separating

the boundary layer differs from shock-induced separations

in that the incident compression is iseritropic and occurs

over a finite distance. Curved ramp models produce

similar isentropic compressions; however, longitudinal

curvature effects are present in these configurations.
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The present test provided for a separated flow field

which was free of incident shock waves, wall discontinuities

and wall curvature. Presumably, the analytical modeling
of such a flow would he simplified because of the

elimination of these factors.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TEST CONDITIONS

The experiment was performed in the White Oak

Laboratory Boundary Layer Channel3 shown in Figure 1.

The two-dimensional supersonic half nozzle, the

main component of the facility, has for one wall a

flat test plate, e...ght feet long and twelve inches wide,

along which the boundary-layer measurements were made.

The test plate boundary layer developed naturally

along the smooth flat nozzle wall to a thickness of

between two and three inches. This boundary-layer

flow has been Tnvestigated extensively in the past and

is well documented for a range of Reynolds number, heat-

transfer, and pressure-gradient conditions) -5,6

The opposite nozzle wall, a flexible contoured plate,

was adjusted to produce a strong adverse-pressure-gradient

flow along the flat test plate downstream of the initial

flow expansion. The influence of the flexible nozzle

wall contour on the opposite wall pressure distribution

is illustrated in Figure 2. The nozzle contour provided

for an initial expansion of the flow to Mach 4.9 as

in conventioned supersonic nozzles, followed by a

region of zero pressure gradient. The nozzle flow then
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underwent a :ontinuous flow compression of sufficient

strength to cause separation of the flat test plate

boundary layer. This was followed by a flow expansion

to meet nozzle exit conditions. The nozzle contour

was designed using a method-of-characteristics computer

program together with a correction for the boundary-layer

displacement thickness. Provision wa. made for a

smooth transition between the various pressure-gradient

regimes with no shock-wave interference. The nozzle

configuration was not changed during the test. Therefore,

<the strength of the compression imposed on the boundary

layer remainsi essentially the same for all test conditions.

Figure 3 illustrates how the boundary layer responded

to this inc'ICent compression.

Tests were conducted at tunnel supply pressures

between 10 and 150 psia. The tunnel supply temperature

was 595 0 R and the wall temperature was ambient (5350 R)

except for the region of thf: nozzle throat where the ,

nozzle wall was heated tu the local adiabatic-wall 2

temperature. These conditions provided a range of

Reynolds number per foot from 5.6 x l05 to 8.5 x 106

at a wall-to-adiabatic-wall temperature ratio very

near 1.0. Boundary-layer profiles ahead of the

interaction, wail-pressure discributions, and

separation lengths were measured foor the range of'

Reynolds numbers investigated. Howeve. , the comprehensive
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botndary-layer and flow-field rueasuremen nd the

wall shear-stress and heat-transfer measurements through

the interaction were only obtained at an intermediate

Reynolds number of Re6 i = 7.7 x 105.

3. TRAVERS.ING TEST PLATE MODF7 1

With the realization that flow measurements were to

be made at many incremental streamwise locations

'I throughout the sep!aration region, a special traversing j
plate model was designed and fabricated. The model,

pictured in Figure 4, consisted of a flat test plate

replacement for the existing nozzle wall of tho facility. -:

*, The model was fitted with aerodynamiic fences which were j

necessary for the elimination of the cross flow emanating

from the tnick sidewall boundary layers (see discussion

later). One distinctive feat!re of the model was the

eight-inch wide central strip of the test plate which

could be traversed 8.5 inches in the streamwise direction.

The leading edge of this strip slid under a 0.030-inch

thick strainless steel sheet. Appropriate sealing was

provided on all surfaces to eliminate leakage from

the tunnel plenum chamber to the flow surface. With

this ;nodel, the need for duplication of instrumentation

was minimized and the streamwise measuring resolution

* was greatl, increased. For example, continuous wAll

static-pressure distributions were obtained by monitoring

*2'I
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only four static-pressure orifices along the test plate

during a traverse. Access ports along the traversing
test plate provided for the installation of a variety

of instrumentation.

4. INSTRUMENTATION

Continuous distributions of wall shear stress and

heat transfer were obtained by direct measurement ":Ing

skin-friction balances and a heat-transfer gage

installed in the traversing test plate instrumentation

ports. Figure 5 pictures the balances used in this

investigation. The large White Oak Laboratory balance 7I 8
and the small balance of DRL design provided redundancy

in measuring instrument. In addition, the effect of

sensing element size was tested by masking off portions

of the sensing area and substituting smaller sensing

elements.
Heat-transfer measurements were made using a thermopile

gage mounted on the surface of an instrumentation port

insert. The thermopile consisted to two thermocouples

connected in series and located on opposite sides of a

thin thermal barrier. The heat flux measured was

proportional to the temperature across the thermal

A! barrier. Since the test conditions were near adiabatic,

a heate2 button was mounted to the back of the gage to

Uproduce selected heat flux conditions. This allowed

for the measurement of the heat-transfer coefflcient

in addition to the measurement of the adiabatic-wall

temperature and recovevy factor.
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A Preston probe was traversed through the interaction

region to establish the location of the separation

and reattachment points. A 0.040-inch diameter probe

was mounted in both a forward and rearward facing mode.

The points of flow reversal were determined when

the pressure differential between the probe and wall

static pressure became zero. An oil flow techniqu~e

was also used to determine these points. A small

amount of oil was allowed to flow from a static pressure

orifice in the test plate. The separation and reattach-

ment points were determined by traversing the test

plate and orifice beneath the interaction and observing

when the direction of oil flow changed from the streamwise

to rearward direction.

In addition to the measurements of wall properties,

surveys of the boundary layer and external flow field

were made by using a boundary-layer traverse and probes

which were inserted through the test plate instrumentation

ports. Generally, boundary-layer surveys were obtained

at one-inch increments in the streamwise direction in

the region cf interaction. Surveys of Pitot pressure,

static pressure, and total temperature were obtained

using a variety of instrumentation as shown in Figure 6.

Typically, Pitot-pressure probes were of the flattened-

tip configuration with a 0.003 x 0.100-inch rectangular

opening. The static-pressure probe consisted of a

0.750-inch diameter flat-surfaced disc with a sharp,
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10-degree bevel on its edge and a static orifice at

its center. The total temperature through the boundary

layer was measured using: the fine-wire probe design of J

Yanta9 with a 0.002-inch diameter x 0.127-inch long

sensing wire exposed to the flow. Probe supports

were of varying design with extensions provided for the

probes when sting support interference was suspected.

All boundary-layer traverses were made from the

free stream toward the plate with a maximum movement

of 4.5 inches. Data were recorded with the probes at

rest and only when the probe pressures and/or temperatures

were observed to have reached equilibrium conditions.

The data acquisition system simultaneously recorded

eight channels of data on digital voltmeters 
and converted

the information directly to a computer Card output.

5. DATA REDUCTION

The data-reduction schemes used in this test were

very nearly identical to those reported earlier by the

author; 4 ,5,6 therefore, only a brief description will be

given here. The introduction of the static-pressure

variation normal to the test plate into profile and

integral parameter definitions was of utmost necessity

for this flow field. The procedure used was to define

"ideal" flow properties which are calculated from the

local static pressure, total pressure and stagnation

tempera.ure using isentropic relations. These propertiesL250
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represent the "inviscid" flow field which would exist

if the boundary layer was not present. The boundary-

layer thickness was defined as the distance from the

wall where M/M' = 0.995, i.e., the point where the

viscous and inviscid distributions differed by half a

percentage. The primed (') quantities refer to the

"ideal" flow parameters.

6. TWO-DIMENSIONALITY A

Measurements of boundary-layer flows in a two-

dimensional facility of this type are usually questioned

as to the two-dimensionality of the flow. This question

is always intensified when any mention of separation is r
made.1 O Two investigations into identifying the

two-dimensionality of the present flow were conducted.

The first was by observation of surface oil flow patterns.
Figure 7 shows oil flow patterns on the test plate in

the region of interaction for test configurations with

and without aerodynamic "fences." As can be seen,

fences were found to be a necessity in eliminating

the cross flows which were emanati.ng from the thick

sidewall boundary layers and feediihg the separation

process. With the introduction of the fences the flow

field became more nearly two-dimensional. The incoming

flow did not exhibit cross-flow tendencies ana the

separation and reattachment lines were well defined

and straight across a good portion of the test plate.
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(It should be noted that these photographs were

obtained in preliminary shakedown tests. The detached

flow at the leading edge of the fences was eliminated

in the final tests by an improved fence design.) It
t II

should be further noted that the boundary layer would

not separate when the fences were installed until the

strength of the pressure rise imposed on the boundary

layer was increased. I

The second evaluation of two-dimensionality was -

made by comparing the wall static-pressure

distributions on and two inches off centerline of the

test plate as shown in Figure 8. Differences between
i°  the on and off centerline distributions were slight for'

both configurations, indicating how insensitive the

lateral distribution of wall pressure is to cross-flows

and three-dimensional effects. However, the streamwise

position of the interaction and the overall degree of

separation did differ significantly between the

confic-rations with and without fences indicating the

strong influence of cross-flows on separation lengths

and incipient separation criteria. These findings

are consistent with the studies of Reda and Murphy1 0' l l

on shock-induced separations.

7. FLOW-FIELD DEFINITION

The complex flow field encountered in this test is

illustrated in Figure 9 through schlieren photographs
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and an isobar mapping of the interaction region. The isobar

mapping was compiled from many static-pressure surveys AI

through the flow field. Strong static-pressure

gradients were observed through the interaction except

for the region of the subsonic separation bubble where

the static pressure normal to the wall appeared to be

constant. The schlieren photographs showed the

separation shock emanating from deep within the.

boundary layer.

Boundary-layer velocity profiles ahead of the inter-

action are shown in Figure 10 for the range of Reynolds

numbers tested. The profiles are presented in law-of-

12
the-wall coordinates using the Van Driest transformed

velocity, u*, in the form i

2 z1
! * - sin -  . . . + sin-B(I

AA

where:

Te 2T
A - rf 0.2 and B--- 1A w
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The shear velocity, u,, was determined from a best fit

of the transformed profile data in the logarithmic

region of the boundary layer to the relation

Su* Y U T

Ut 2.5 ln + 5.1 (2)

IAll the profiles exhibited the usual turbulent boundary-

layer characteristics of a laminar sublayer, a logarithmic

region, and a wake region. A summary of the boundary-

layer parameters is given in Table 1 for the range of

Reynolds numbers tested. For Reynolds numbers per foot

below 4.5 x 10 , the flow was below the turbulent flow

limit of the facility.

8. WALL-PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

The wall-pressure distributions through the interaction

region are shown in Figure 11. Shown for comparison is

a best approximation of the "inviscid" pressure field

which was imposed on the boundary layer. This "inviscid"

distribution was computed using a method-of-characteristics

solution from measured streamwise static-pressure

distributions outside the boundary layer and ahead of

the interaction. An overall "inviscid" pressure rise of

between 8 and 10 was imposed on the boundary layer from

the incident compression. The "inviscid" pressure drop

which followed the compression was caused by the

subsequent expansion of the nozzle flow. For thisL
254
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reason, the actual pressure rise through the interaction

only reached about half the peak "inviscid" value.

Of particular interest in Figure 11 is the effect

of' the Reynolds numbers per foot above 3.4 x 106 , the

tupstream propagation decreased with increasing Reynolds

number, whereas for Reynolds numbers per foot below
' 1061 3.4 x106, the opposite trend was observed. This trend

reversal becomes more vivid in Figures 12, 13 and 14,4

where the location of the separation and reattachment

points, the non-dimensional separation distance, and

the location of the separation shock are plotted respectively

versus Reynolds number. The reverse phenomenon can

best be explained with the use of Figure 15 which shows

incipient separation pressure-rise data for different

Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers. Shown on the figure

are the data of Kuehn,1 Thomke and Roshko2 and Sterrett

and Emery 1 3 together with the correlation of Elfstrom.14

Consider the test conditions of this study in terms of

the reversal trend in the incipient separation pressure

rise-Reynolds number correlation. As the Reynolds number

is increased for a constant P/PI = 9 and M = 11.9, the

state of the boundary layer transforms from being unseparated

to being incipiently separated and strongly separated;

then it reverts back to being incipiently separated and

unseparated. Over the limited Reynolds number range of
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the present study the flow acted as predicted with the

degree of separation increasing and then decreasing with

j increasing Reynolds number. Although it has been argued

that the geometry of the experiment and the choice of a

criterion for detection of incipient separation could

account for the reversal trend seen in Figure 15, the

present tests tend to discount these arguments be,. *e

of the single test configuration and measurement technique.

The reversal trend appears genuine.

The free-interaction concept as proposed by Chapman,

Kuehn and Larson15 states that certain characteristics

of the separated flow should not depend on the object

shape or mode of inducing separation. This concept
requires the fulfillment of two criteria. The ratio of

thz separation-point pressure to the initial pressure

imust remain invarient and the shape of the distribution

of pressure up to the separation point must be the same.

Figures 16 and 17 show that the first criterion was

fulfilled for the Reynolds numbers tested with Ps/P = 2.18.

1. Similarly a type of free interaction appeared in the

reattachment region with PR/PPK 0.67. These pressure

va te3 were based on the separation and reattachment

points determined from Preston probe measurements. Oil

flow measurements of the separation and reattachment

1. point locations were also obtained (see Figure 12),

but they were not considered as a valid indication of

the flow reversal points based on the low Ps/P value'S I
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(1.2 to 1.5) which was indicated. This discrepancy in -

16
the oil flow results was also noted by Driftmyer for

4 a similar test configuration.

The second free-interaction criterion, the invariance

in the shap;, of the pressure distribution up to the

separation point, was not fulfilled according to the

guidelines of Reference 15. Although the pressure J

distributions were similar in shape, a scaling factor
appeared necessary in the length parameter. Zuosi1

proposed that the length coordinate be non-dimensionalized

to the boundary-layer thickness providing for a ratio

II (XsXI) I which is constant and equal to a value of'

2.5. Values of (X s-X )/ for this investigation varied
SII

from 1.15 to 1.73 for decreasing Re i over the Reynolds

number range tested. Because the parameters XS and

X I are difficult to measure and subject to varying

interpretation, the maximum pressure gradient in the

free interaction appeared to be an easier and more

consistent parameter to evaluate. It would seem logical

that the larger the pressure gradient the smaller the

free-interaction length,Xs-XI. Figure 18 shows pressure-

gradient data compiled from a number of experiments
plotted versus Reynolds number for several Mach numbers.

Although there was a sizeable scatter in the data, th~e

maximum pressure gradient in the interaction region

showed a consistent trend of increasing with increasing

Reynolds number for a given Mach number. This pressure

257
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gradient appeared to be independent of the overall

2 16pressure rise after the free interaction,2 ' the

heat-transfer condition, and the mode of separation.* 14

The concept of a free-interaction region appears valid;

however, proper scaling of the length parameter must be

found to correlate the variation with Mach number and

Reynolds number.

49 WALL HEAT-TRANSFER AND SHEAR-STRESS

The recovery-factor and heat-transfer coefficient

-# distributions through the separation region are presented

in Figure 19. The value of the local recovery factor

was observed to increase sharply at separation, remain

somewhat constant through the separation region, and

relax back to its original value after reattachment.
The value of the heat-tranisr,ir coefficient also showed

a sharp increase at separation; however, the

value thereafter decreased to a lower value at the

center of the separation region before increasing again

through the ceattachment.

Wall shear-stress measurements are presented in
Figure 20. The data were obtained by direct measure..ent

- using skin-friction balances. Large corrections to

the data were needed to compensate for pressure-gradient

-K effects on the shear balances; consequently, results

L "can only be considered in qualitative terms. The pressure-

gradient effects resulted primarily from the integral
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pressure force acting on the edge of the measuring 4

element. This pressure force was proportional to the

local pressure gradient and thickness of the measuring

element; therefore, the greatest errors occurred in

the separation and reattachment regions where the

pressure gradients were strongest. Since the wall

shear stress was small in these same regions, it is

questionable whether skin-friction balances can be

considered as valid and accurate tools to Lhe

evaluation of separation criteria. A

10. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation of a compressible

turbulent boundary-layer separation was conducted with

emphasis placed on the collection of a comprehensive set

*of flow-field measurements. A continuous compression of

a nozzle flow provided a separated flow field which was

free of incident shock waves, wall discontinuities and

wall curvature. The compression-induced-separation

data could be correlated with data obtained for other

test configurations and models. A traversing plate

model was shown to be of great advantage in minimizing

instrumentation duplication and increasing streamwise

measuring resolution. Aerodynamic fences were found to

be a necessity for the elimination of cross-flows

emanating from large sidewall boundary layers.
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The important conclusions reached in this study are:

1. The separation length, (XR-Xs)/6I, was found

to increase with increasing Reynolds number for Re6 i <

8 x 10 5 , whereas the opposite trend was found for

Re > 8 x l05. This reversal in the separation length

S v r versus Reynolds number trend is consistent with the A

reversals observed for incipient separation versus

Reynolds number correlations.

2. The pressure rise to separation was found to

be invarient with Reynolds number for a given Mach

v number. The free-interaction length, (Xs-XI)/&I, and

the maximum pressure gradient in the free-interaction

region, [dCP/PI)]/[dCX/6I)], were found to be a function

of Rqynolds number and Mach number. No reversals were

observed in the interaction length versus Reynolds

number trend; (Xs-XI)/Si decreased for increasing
ii(

Re 6 i.
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A

P Re/ft 6 ' Re C0 -6 e6  Cfpsia xl0 inches \inches inches X10-5  X103

150. 8.5 2.0 0.68 0.058 14.16 0.636

105. 6.0 2.1 0.73 0.062 10.5 0.665

75. 4.2 2.2 0.79 0.066 7.7 0.703
60. 3.4 2.26 0.83 0.070 6.4 0.733 '

45. 2.5 2.36 0.88 0.074 4.92 0.786

30. 1.7 2.5 094 0.078 3.54 0.835TE T AT
25. 1.4 2.57 0.98 0.081 3.00 0.804}i

20. 1.12 2.65 1.02 0.086 2.47 (0.860)
15. 0.85 2.75 1.09 0.090 1.95 0.895

12. 0.67 (2.85) (1.15) (0.094) (1.59) (0.980)
10. 0.56 2.95 1.19 0.098 1.38 1.07

( ) Interpolated Values.

TABLE I BOUNDARY LAYER PROPERTIES AHIEAD OF THIE INTERACTION, I .

X = INCHES

26
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ABSTRACT

Advanced re-entry vehicle designs demand knowledge of

the center-of-pressure location to within 0.5 percent of • .
vehicle length. This requirement necessitates a new emphasis

on delineation of viscous effects peculiar to high Mach

number facilities in which flight Reynolds numbers cannot be

duplicated. To resolve this question of viscous influence,

particularly with regard to the White Oak Mach 18 Hypervelocity

Research Tunnel, normal-force and pitching-moment data have

been obtained for seven- and ten-degree sharp and blunt cones i

at a unit Reynolds number of 0.5 x 10/ft for angles of

attack from -6 to +12 degrees. A special high-resolution,

four-component internal strain-gage balance was designed and

built in-house to make these measurements. Similar static

coefficient data obtained in the White Oak Hypersonic Tunnel

at Mach 9 are also considered.

For the most blunt case, the results of three-dimensional

inviscid computations are in exceptional agreement with the 11
measured variation of center of pressure with angle of attack.

IIFor sharp cones, a consistent trend in the viscous influence

is demonstrated: at low angles of attack, viscous inter-

action has a stabilizing effect on center of pressure; with

increasing angle of attack, the viscous influence decreases

with the center of pressure asymptotically approaching the

inviscid value. J
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NOMENCLATURE

I PTw
Cco T Chapman-Rubesin viscosity coefficient

S0w0

FN aerodynamic normal force

kv sharp cone length

M. free-stream Mach number

Re£ free-stream Reynolds number scaled to actual model

length

00 M  =c ) hypersonic viscous parameter

X center-of-pressure location measured from sharp

cone vertex

I. angle of attack

y ratio of specific heats

e semivertex cone anglec

]i 'PW viscosity based on free-stream static temperature
Ii

(T0), based on model wall temperature (TW )

nose radius/base radius = bluntness ratio

INTRODUCTION

Advanced re-entry vehicle designs now demand knowledge

of the center-of-pressure location to within 1/2 percent of

L" model length. In applying wind-tunnel test data to flight

conditions, this requirement necessitates a more critical

assessment of possible viscous effects peculiar to the high

[ Mach number facilities in which flight Reynolds numbers

-- "281
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cannot be simulated. New emphasis has been placed on the

development of inviscid and viscous flow-field computational

techniques. However, the uncertainty of these techniques is

yet to be rigorously established. It is apparent that for

these high Mach number conditions, more accurate experimental

results are required. These results must have sufficient

resolution to delineate possible viscous effects on center-

of-pressure location and to establish parametric trends.

A means of comparative evaluation of the computational results

would thus be provided. The purpose of this paper is to present

newly acquired experimental results that serve as partial . -

fulfillment of these needs.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Sharp and spherically blunted cones have been tested in

the Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak Laboratory, Mach

18 Hypervelocity Research Tunnel1 at a unit Reynolds number

of 0.5 x 10 per foot. An in-house designed, high-resolution

strain-gage balance, mounted internal to the model, was used

to obtain normal force and center-of-pressure location.

Data are acquired under steady-state conditions for a continu-

ous variation of angle of attack from -6 to +12 degrees.

Center-of-pressure data for a sharp (p = 0) seven-degree

cone are presented in Figure 1. The center-of-pressure

location measured from the cone vertex and normalized with

respect to the sharp cone length is shown versus angle of

attack. The Mach 18 results correspond to a Reynolds number

based on model length of 6 x 10 yielding a value of the

282
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so-called hypersonic viscous parameter, V., equal to 0.023.

The accuracy of these experimental results for the center-

of-pressure location is within ±0.2 percent of model length.

The inviscid analytic result for the center-of-pressure

location of a sharp cone is easily derived, by use of

conicity, as

xcp v 2

Sv 
3 cos2c

which is independent of Mach number, angle of attack, and

L flow species (y). Deviation of the present results at low -

angles of attack from the inviscid prediction for 6 c=7

~ I degrees is apparent. The viscous influence has a stabilizing

effect with an aft shift of approximately one percent of

model length occurring near zero angle of attack for the

present conditions (0c = 70, 0, MW = 18, VO = 0 023) .

As the angle of attack increases, the viscous effect de-

creases and the center-of-pressure location asymptotically

approaches the inviscid prediction within the experimental

uncertainty.

2Recent numerical results have been obtained by Lubard

for the high Mach number viscous flow about a seven-degree

"sharp cone" at angles of attack of 1, 5 and 10 degrees. A

* solution to an approximate form of the full Navier-Stokes

equations is achieved. Lubard's center-of-pressure results

are included in Figure 1 for comparison to the present data.

In addition to the "sharp" cone results for the principal
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Reynolds number condition of interest in Reference 1, results
for the same Re£ and, alternatively, for the same V.0 as the

present case are shown. This is possible only at the expense

of slightly increased bluntness (f) since results are computed I
as a function of model length for a fixed spherical nose

radius. The calculation predicts the same behavior with angle

of attack for the viscous influence on center of pressure as

that exhibited by the experimental results. The quantitative

3
agreement is within estimates of the comLined uncertainties .,

of the numerical and experimental results. More definitive

interpretation of the comparison is thus precuded.

Additional evidence of this behavior of the viscous A

influence is illustrated in Figure 2 with sharp cone results

(0c = 6, 7, and 8 degrees) obtained at Mach 9 in White Oak

Laboratory's Hypersonic Tunnel with a conventional six-

component force and moment balance. Data presented are for a 4 I
range of -Reynolds numbers corresponding to V. from 0.004 to

0.014. Consistent with the M,.= 18 results of Figure 1,

increasing V. (decreasing Reynolds number) produces an aft

shift in center of pressure at low angles of attack. With

tj increasing angle of attack the low Reynolds number data and

high Reynolds number data merge, adopting the inviscid value

within the experimental uncertainty of these Mach 9 results

(t0.4 percent). However, it should be noted that the

expected strong coupling for these lower Mach number data

between the leeward-side separation region and the base flow

at the higher angles of attack (a > 20c) clearly must alter
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perhaps more noticeably sustaining a center-of-pressure

location at high angle of attack other than the analytic

inviscid prediction. That the high Reynolds number 0c 6Lc
and 7 degrees results lie systematically above the inviscid

prediction might be attributable to the above occurrence.

An unequivocal conclusion cannot be reached since, as pre-

- v viously stated, the deviation of these data from the inviscid

value is within the experimental uncertainty.

As a final consideration of the center of pressure for a

sharp cone, high Mach number experimental results obtained in(!4 5
other facilities I'for a seven-degree cone are competed to

the present data in Figure 3. The similarity of the trend

with angle of attack of the viscous influence on center of

pressure is apparent, especially between the present results

and the Aerospace Research Laboratories' (ARL) data. However,

I. the ARL results achieve the inviscid value at an angle of

-- attack approximately twice that required for the present

results. The AEDC measurements for high angles of attack

indicate a center of pressure below the inviscid prediction.

These differences likely arise as much from bias or systematic

uncertainty inherent to each facility as to actual difference.

in case.

The blunt cone, Mach 18 center-of-pressure data are j
presented in Figures 4(a)-(d). Results for 10-degree,

spherically blunted cones with bluntness ratios of 0.0167,

1: 0.10, and 0.252 and for a seven-degree cone with a bluntness

of 0.20 are illustrated. For each bluntness, the behavior
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of the center-of-pressure location with angle of attack is

well established by the exp..,t mental results. The viscous

parameter, v, as inui.cadcd on the figures, varied slightly

due to changing model j ezo !. fr.viscid computations have

been peri;orned* for cah c,.%e at angles of attack of 1, 3,

5, 10, and 13 dc.gr:. u.sing a ch e-dimensional, finite-

differvc;nce pr,;-.. Cor-.m'.riso.,' are ircluded in Figures 4 (a)-

(d). Egc.iient agreemeitt is i'.cen for the most blunt case for

each cone 'he detailed angle-of-attack dependence

establ .i-_d by the experiments is well predicted by the theory.

For 1the ',-degrece cone with smaller bluntnesses, the experi-

mental results diverge from the inviscid prediction as angle

of attack decreases--an apparent viscous effect. Note,

however, that for the lower angles of attack this effect on

center .- pressure is nonmonatonic with bluntness. For

example, Figure 5 compares the present 10-degree cone results

f-r a = 1 degree to the invi.scid prediction of the variation

of center of pressure with bluntness. Agreement is found

between the experiment and the calculation for T = 0.25.

For p = 0.10, the experimental results indicate a center-of-

pressure location approximately two percent of model length

further aft; whereas, for ' = 0.0167 a shift aft of about

0.5 percent is indicated. Note additionally, that Figure 5I
reveals that the ' = 0.10 bluntness is within the range

'4, where the inviscid computation predicts a quite sensitive

J1 denendence of center of pressure on bluntness, especially

*The author gratefully acknowledges the cooperation of -

Dr. J. M. Solomon (NAVSURFWPNCEN/WOL) in performing the

inviscid computations.
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in relation to the sensitivity predicted near t = 0.0167.

It seems plausible that for the intermediate bluntness, which

is not sufficiently blunt to overwhelm the viscous influence, J

the greater observed effect on center of pressure is a

consequence of the above.

In summary, hypersonic viscous interaction is observed

f to have a stabilizing influence on center of pressure for

sharp, slender cones at low angles of attack (a < 8 c ', in

that, an aft shift relative to the analytic inviscid predic-

tion is observed. As angle of attack increases, the viscous

effect decreases and the center of pressure asymptotically

[ approaches the inviscid prediction (within the experimental

uncertainty) for 26c < a < 3ec. Analogously, for the less-

blunt spherically blunted cones, the experimental results

deviate from the numerical inviscid calculations as the angle

of attack decreases. This apparent viscous effect is

nonmonotonic with bluntness.

Future plans are to obtain center-of-pressure data at

I Mach 18 over a range of the viscous parameter, V (or

equivalently Reynolds number), for additional bluntnesses.

L Further comparisons to viscous and inviscid computations

I are intended.
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II INTRODUCTION

The ability to conduct valid aeroelastic and structural analyses will

become increasingly important in future Naval guided weapons as the demands

for improved performance continue to increase. As an aid in determining

the "where are we" and "where should we be going" in these fields within

the engineering design community, members of the Structural and Aeroelasticity

Panel of the Naval Aeroballistics Advisory Committee recently prepared

position reports on these subjects. These reports form the basis of this

paper.

WHERE ARE WE IN AEROELASTICITY

In the following discussion, this broad question is explored from the

point of view of the needs of advanced tactical Naval missiles. The discus- ,

sion will hopefully give an overview of the current state of knowledge,

indicate the problems currently being encountered, point out the limitations

of the tools of analysis, and focus on the technical areas in need of further

development.

A missile flutter analysis requires consideration of four technical

fields: structural dynamics, unsteady aerodynamics, thermoelasticity, and I !

servoelasticity. The hardware involved in the analysis can be grouped into

three categories: fixed lifting surfaces, missile bodies, and movable pt

control surfaces. The question "Where are we in aeroelastic analysis?" will

first be explored from the point of view of the hardware involved. The

limitations irn the analytical tools available to solve particular hardware

problems will be discussed so as to lead to an understanding of specific

topics in need of further work. Later, the particular limitations of

analysis and the specific topics needing further development will be brought

together and grouped by technical fields. 1
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Fixed Lifting Surfaces

Fixed lifting surfaces do not appear to be causing any current serious

aeroelastic problems. This is attributed more to the in)herently large

flutter stability margins for these surfaces resulting from other design

requirements (such as strength requirements for high maneuver loads) than

any deliberate aeroelastic design effort. A possible exception of this

general lzation is when thermal stresses associated with transient aerodynamic

heating play a significant role in the modal response characteristics of

the surface.

As regards structural dynamic modeling of fixed lifting surfaces, there

4 iis no difficulty, per se, in predicting their elastic behavior since power-

ful and reliable methods have been developed over the past ten years for

analyzing continuous structures. There are some difficulties, however, in

modeling quick-attachment designs for such surfaces. The stiffness pro-

perties of the attachments are difficult to analyze with confidence due to

uncertainties regarding the degree of engagement of the attachments with

the surfaces, the free play which will occur, and the nonlinear behavior

of the attached surfaces under load. Experience with similar attachment

designs provides the best guidance for developing early analytical models.

The limitations in the unsteady aerodynamic representations for fixed

lifting surfaces appear to be more in the low reduced-frequency range than

at the higher reduced-frequencies. This leads to a greater confidence in

the unsteady aerodynamic representations likely to cause flutter of the

elastic modes of the surfaces than to those reduced-frequencies likely to

cause servocontrol instabilities.

i Rapid transient heating may cause futur, lifting surfaces to have a

tendency toward instability caused by unequal thermal expansion of structural
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components. This expansion may result in a loss of stiffness leading to

instability. Analytical methods are available for performing thermoelastic

studies for liftLng surfaces, but good thermoelastic test methods are lag- i
ging the analytical tools. Desired results from a transient thermoelastic

test would include such things as the time-history of the mode shapes,

frequencies, and damping.

Missile Bodies

The missile body is involved indirectly in the flutter of aerodynamic

surfaces through mass and stiffness coupling. The body is involved directly

in autopilot/aeroelastic mode coupling instability, since the sensing

elements (gyros, accelerometers, etc.) are body mounted. For investi- K
gating either type of instability, it is necessary that reasonably accurate

estimates of body modes, frequency, and damping be made.

Here again, limitations in structural dynamic modeling are the primary .
source of design uncertainty. Mechanical joints are the most difficult

design feature to analyze with any confidence. Structural discontinuties, i
the internal elastic behavior of sensor platforms, and the coupled multi- - -"

plane response of nearly-axial symmetric configurations are also difficult

to model. Experience on similar body designs is often the best guide in j
modeling short of an actual dynamic test. Some sort of statistical model-

ing is often needed to establish the probable range of the upper and lower

bounds of the frequencies, modal slopes, and deflections.

Much work has recently been done in testing and analyzing missile joint

configurations to determine their stiffness characteristics in bending and

shear. There is still a lack, however, of simple analytical tools to

determine these characteristics for joints connecting materials of dif- I
ferent thicknesses and elastic properties, taking into account the number
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of fasteners, spacing, and preload. In addition, there is a need to

predict the torsional stiffness characteristics.

The limitations in unsteady aerodynamic representations for missile

bodies will be discussed later as it relates to the analysis of servo-

control instabilities and static aeroelastic effects.

Autopilot/Movable Control Surfaces

Movable control surfaces and their actuator/control systems are the

major source of aeroservoelastic instabilities encountered in advanced

missile design. When a flutter problem is encountered with a control sur-

face, it is almost invariably the result of starting with a flutter prone

design (i.e., an adverse mass/stiffness/area distribution) dictated by

other design considerations. Control surface design features which often

create problems include:

1 1. Planforms with sweepback to minimize hinge moment variations

with Mach number and/or a forward pitch axis for stable hinge 4_

moments. The resulting configurations have inherently strong

elastic and inertial coupling between bending and torsion

modes.

2. Structural compliance and nonlinearities associated with

folding-hinge requirements. If the structural nonlinearity

has a hardening spring characteristic with increasing ampli-

tude (due to inadequate preload or free-play at mechanical

interfaces), this condition may lead to limit cycle flutter

and structural fatigue problems, particularly under captive

flight conditions. If structural nonlinearities with a

softening spring characteristic are present, estimates of

control surface frequencies based on low amplitude laboratory
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test behavior may be unrealistically high and result in grossly

unconservative flutter speed predictions.

3. Planforms attached to forward mounted wings. Not only are

the wing and control surface coupled elastically, inertially,

and aerodynamically, but the control surface often has strong

bending/torsion coupling due to a forward hinge position.

This condition may lead to structural fatigue problems under

captive flight conditions, and flutter during free flight

conditions.

Actuator/control/system design features which may create instability

include:

1. Pitch-free control surface operation (no mechanical constraint)

during the initial flight phase to enhance vehicle stability.

This requiremnt may result in bending/pitch mode frequency

ratios both above and below 1.0-a difficult dual flutter .1

stability condition to achieve.

2. Design with large amplitude and other parameter-dependent

variations in effective mechanical impedance. This character-

istic leads to difficulties in developing an adequate struc-

tural dynamic model for control studies.

3. Designs with control system response frequencies extending I

into the spectrum of structural frequencies. For these designs

the stability analyses of the motion must include aeroelastic

coupling. -.

4. Systems with torque-balance coptrol. Such systems may need

to provide large viscous damping in the torsion mode to

compensate for a possible lack of stiffness available to

suppress flutter.
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5. Design in which sibtle hardware production changes may cause

significant variations in control system st. ffness and damping.

Control surfaces and autopilots having the above design features tend to

have small stability margins. Under these conditions, the limitations in

aeroelastic analysis tools are more likely to result in unconservative pre-

dictions leading eventually to instability during flight test.

As in the case of lifting surfaces acting alone, the major limi-

tation in control surface dynamic modeling is in simulating the structural

compliance and non' ineaeities associated with surface attachment, includ-

ing folding-hinge designs. There are limitations also in dynamic modeling

actuator/contro. systems to properly account for their amplitude and -

frequency dependent characteristics. The models are often more accurate

at low frequencies than at high frequencies. Their nonlinearities may be

of sufficient magnitude to cast doubt on the use of linearized models for

aeroservoelastic stability studies.

The limitations in the unsteady aerodynamic representations for

control surfaces is similar to that stated for fixed lifting surfaces.

There are limitations in the aerodynamic representations at reduced-fre-

quencies likely to cause servocontrol instability. Since aft-mo.nted con-

' trol surfaces operate in a more turbulent flow region than do fixed lift-

ing surfaces, unsteady aerodynamic representations for control surfaces

are less reliable than for fixed lifting surfaces.

The need to investigate autopilot/aeroelastic mode coupling insta-

J* bility has increased in recent years as control reaction times have decreased

and system response frequencies have extended into the range of structural

frequencies. The investigations seek to determine if the flexible modes

and their associated aerodynamic forces can destablize a system whose low

frequency rigid-body representation may be stable.
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When the encice is to use some sort of control system filtering I

(notch or otherwise), then reasonably accu'ate estimates of the system

modes and frequencies are required. It should be noted here that, although

filters can be used to decouple and stabilize a system, they have little

if any effect on the structural response. Hence, vibration environments

will remain which may cause serious damage to guidance and other components.

Here the limitations in modeling the body and the aerodynamic surfaces can

have serious consequences.

When autopilot/aeroelastic mode coupling instability is suspected, and

structural and/or actuator/control system nonlinearities are known to be,

dynamic testing of the complete missile should be conducted over the entire

operational load range. In many cases, with presently available test methods,

this is difficult to accomplish and better test approaches need to be

developed. The proper simulation of aerodynamic forces and moments is par-
• ,, ticularly dif!1cult, .

Tests to evaluate autopilot/aeroelastic mode coupling often show: I

a) A substantial portion of the vibratory input energy is trans-

ferred to other than the input plane.

b) Rather subtle changes in the location of sensing elements

such as gyros and accelerometers can produce significant . 0
changes in gain.

c) The autopilot energy and damping is not consistent from unit

to unit. I

To properly account for such effects in analysis requires an adequately

detailed simulation of the control system considering the nonlinear char- I ,
acteristics aihd the significant feedback paths. The limitations in

modeling the actuator/control system and the airframe lead to difficulties

correlating wich and confirming the interpretation of the test results. Zr
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Topics Needing Further Development

The preceding material has indicated the limitations in current

aeroelastic analysis capability as it relates to specific hardware irems. :

These limitations will now be brought together and grouped by technical

f In structuraldnamics the major limitation is in wodeling the stff-

ness and damping of body joints, wing attachments, and control surface

! hinges. Of these, the development of simple methods to anal',ze body joints

and wing attachments is most needed.

The major limitation in unsteady aerodynamics is in the representation

i of the aerodynamic loads at the reduced-frequencLs likely to cause auto-

'ppilot/acroelastic mode coupling. There are also limitations in the aero-1' i: dynamic representations for the £ovaiuation of static aeroelastic effects.

These limitations will now be discussed in more detail.

For missile autopilot/aeroelastic mode coupling studies in which the

flexible inode s of the missile are an important consideration, it is neces-

sary Lo know in detail the changes in aerodynamic load over the missile.

I. This is in contrast to missile autopilor !;tability studies in which the

" missile is treated as a rigid body !n flight, for which it suffices to know

the changes in resultant forces and moments, and to represent the aerodynamic

loads by stability derivatives.

In expanding the rigid body studies to include the flexible mode3 of

the missile, the concept of aerodynamic derivatives is often taken over and

aerodynamic terms are generated for the flexible and rigid body motions of

the missile. When this is dc.ne, aerodynamic force and moment resultants,

rather than distributed aerodynamic loads, are used to compute the gener- z
alized forces for the elastic modes.

302
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Two sources of error In the stability results are thus present. First,

extending the use of aerodynamic derivatives to unsteady motions is theo-

retically in error since the derivatives are functions of frequency. Second,

the generalized forces for the missile modes are not based on the distributed

aerodynamic loads. The more accurate approach is to use unsteady aerodynamic

forces and to investigate autopilot/aeroelastic mode coupling by considering

the frequency dependent generalized forces. Unfortunately, however, accurate

unsteady aerodynamic forces for a complete missile are not readily obtained

from existing computer programs for transonic and supersonic cases.

One finds, for example, that theoretical estimates of the resultant

aerodynamic forces and moments for rigid control surface modes are, for low

reduced frequencies, less accurate than those predicted by aerodynamic

derivatives. This indicates the need for refining the unsteady force pre-

dictions, possibly through the use of empirical factors, to match the aero-

dynamic derivative results which have a greater measure of experimental

verification.

Improved aerodynamic representations are also needed for evaluating

static aeroelastic effects. This class of aeroelastic problems involves

only the interaction of aerodynamic forces and structural deformation with-

out significant contribution from inertial forces.

For certain types of tactical missile airframes -- generally of high

fineness ratio, comparatively flexible, and which operate at high dynamic

pressure -- static aeroelastic effects may have a first order influence on

vehicle flight stability and control. The acroelastic effects may reflect

a change in stability derivatives which in a practical sense is a more

important consideration than divergence since the issile may become unstable

and essentially un'controllable.
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Total lift and moment contributions of various tactical missile

components are generally well known. However, reliable pressure distribution

data, chordwise and spanwise, and body carryover lift, are often a great

deal more uncertain with configurations in which body lift plays a signif-

icant role and the lifting surfaces are of very low aspect ratio.

Uncertainties in estimating static aeroelastic effects, consequently, may

be directly traceable to uncertainties in three dimensional airload dis-

tribution.

.1 As regards wind tunnel testing for missile static aeroelastic behavior,

this is frequently difficult "full scale" because of limited dynamic pres-

sure capabilities. In this case, modal deflection characteristics must be

exaggerated considerably to achieve the same effect at low dynamic pressures.

Improvements are needed in wind tunnel test methods to establish three-

dimensional airload distributions for tactical missile components.

The major limitation in thermoelasticity is simulating by test the

transient heating of aerodynamic surfaces as occurs during free-flight.

Good experimental methods are needed to measure the transient mode shapes,
j I

frequencies, and damping.

In servoelasticity, limitations exist in modeling the amplitude and

frequency-dependent characteristics of actuator/control systems. Improve-

ments are needed in simulating aerodynamic forces and moments during

autopilot/aeroelastic mode coupling tests.

Specific Recommendations

The purpose of reviewing the limitations in current aeroelastic analysis

tools was to focus on the technical areas in need of further development

so that recommendations could be made concerning the promotion and direction

of research in this field. Before making these recommendations, however,
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it should be noted that cven with the limitations stated, there are steps.1
the aeroelastician can take at this time to minimize aeroelastic problems

I and these steps are quite straight-forward. For example:

a) The aeroelastician should identify aeroservoelastic and flutter-

prone design features early, and help identify design alternatives.

b) An adequately detailed simulation of the aeroelastic system should

be constructed considering all potentially significant coupling

mechanisms, nonlinear characteristics, and operations conditions.

c) Early dynamic tests should be conducted on hardware, and later

dynamic tests (including wind tunnel or sled tests) should be

#1 made as needed to correlate with and correct the analytical -

simulation. Tests should be performed over the operational load

range.

d) Using the updated analytical simulation, upper and lower bounds

of the parameters should be established and used in the analysis

along with their probability of occurrence. Statistical modeling

shouid be used in evaluating the aeroelastic stability of the

system

The effort spent following these steps needs, of course, to be related

to the particular design under consideration and the seriousness of the

adverse flutter predictions.

The following items are specifically recommended for emphasis based on

current needs as described in the preceeding discussion.

1. The continuation of the development of simple methods to analyze

the stiffness characteristics of missile joints and attachment

of aerodynamic surfaces.

2. The development of improved analytical and wind-tunnel techniques

for establishing quasi-steady and low reduced-frequency airload, l '

distributions on missiles.
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coupling tests to achieve response levels comparable to flight

A [conditions.

4. The continuation of the development of analytical methods to

perform aeroelastic analyses taking into account autopilot/

aeroelastic mode coupling.

WHERE ARE WE IN STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The field of structural analysis is very broad. It includes everything

from simple static problems to shock response of complex structures, from

linear elasticity to complicated nonlinear effects. Even restricting the

field to the area of aeroballistics removes very little. Reference (1)

is a recent source for the state of the art of structural analysis methods

and contains 1105 pages. Obviously, time and resources does not permit

a complete survey of the field in this paper. Instead, the field has been

broken down into a number of smaller areas. Each of these is commented on

according to experience and needs of analysts as well as reference material.

' ' Recommendations are then given indicating the areas where more research work ;

is needed, particularly for aeroballistics structures.

Classification of Structural Analysis Problems

In order to properly assess the state of the art to structural analysis,

Table 1 has been prepared. The breakdown in this table is not unique, and

there may be some areas which are omitted and some areas of overlap between

categories. The table does illustrate the broad nature of the field of

structural. analysis and serves as a basis for discussion.
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PROBLEMS

TYPE OF STRUCTURE (GEOMETRY)
Lumped parameter

Frames and trusses
Plane (Two dimensional)

Plane stress
Plane strain

Axisymmetric solids
Symmetrical loading
Nonsymmetrical loading

Shells
Shell of revolution
Symmetrical loading
Nonysmmetrical loading

Arbitrary shells
Thick
Thin
Stiffened

Solid bodies (Three dimensional)
General (Combinations of the above)

STATIC OR DYNAMIC
Static -
Equilibrium
Buckling

Dynamic
Transient
Vibrations (Normal modes)
Wave propagation
Shock response
Aeroelasticity
Random vibrations

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Elastic

Isotropic
Anisotropic

Plastic
Creep
Viscoelastic
Temperature dependent
Composite materials
Fracture

LINEARITY
Linear
Nonlinear
Geometrical (Large deflection, small strains)
Large strain
Material nonlinearities
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The different areas are discussed individually in the following.

Some which are of little interest in the field of aeroballistics are omitted.

There is, of course, a difference between the state-of-the-art in general

9and the capability in a certain area at a given installation. Even though

an analyst is familiar with the state-of-the-art, he may not have a com-

puter program on hand which contains the latest methods. For example, the

widely used program NASTRAN is behind the state-of-the-art in many areas

but it is still the best tool available to many people. The development of

the finite-element method is probably the most important advance in struc-

tural mechanics in recent years.

Plane Structures

Many structural problems can be approximated by plane-stress or plane-

strain conditions. The solution of plane-stress or -strain problems by the

finite element method is routine for linear elasticity. Methods are also

available for material nonlinearity, such as plasticity, but are not widely '

used and require more research. Probably the best method for plane problems

is to use isoparametric elements with consistent stresses.

Axisymmetric Bodies

Many finite element programs which can solve plane problems can also

solve axisymmetric bodies under symmetric loading, hence the preceding

paragraph on plane problems also applies in this instance. In the case of

nonsymmetrical loading the analyst can either expand the load into a Fourier

series or treat the problem as a solid body. For the type of loads which

can be expanded into a Fourier series of a few terms, this procedure works

quite well. Treating the solid or revolution as a general solid is, of

course, much more expensive.
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Shells

Shell structures are widely used, resulting in much interest in

their analysis. The topic of shell analysis is in itself a very broad

subject. Reference (2) is a survey of shell structure computer programs.

Much research has been done in the analysis of shell problems with both

finite-difference and finite-element methods being used for their solution.

In particular, many different shell finite-elements have been developed.

An important subclass of shell structures into which many shell

structures fall, is shells of revolution. Three methods have been used

successfully in the analysis of shells of revolution:

1. Finite-differences - "

2. Finite-elements

V 3. Forward integration

Each method has its pros and cons, but the method of forward integration

is probably the best. Linear and nonlinear as well as static and dynamic

analyses are possible with all methods. More work is needed in the non-

linear solutions in order to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the

solution.

Arbitrary shell configurations have been solved by three methods:

1. Finite-differences

2. Finite-elements

3. Integral equations

Of these, the finite-element method is the most attractive since it is

easiest to model an arbitrary geometry by this method. The earliest shell

elements were simply flat triangular and quadrilateral elements, but they

were found to have mathematical convergence difficulties. This led to the

development of curved elements, but it is not an easy task to develop curved
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shell elements which satisfy the conditions of convergence. Many curved

shell elements have been developed, but the ideal element has not been

invented yet (and may never be). One class of shell structure which

appears in aero-structures is interescting shells. At present there is

no advanced shell element which is useful for this type structure.

There is also renewed intertst in the use of the method of finite-

differences to solve arbitrary shells. New approaches are being taken that

show some promise. Some of these actually combine the methods of finite-

elements and finite-differences.

vi Solid Bodies

Before the development of the isoparametric elements, analysis of

three-dimensional bGdies often required many extra nodes not needed for

accuracy just to model the shape of the body. This led to long computer

running times. The curved isoparametric element has made the modeling

of complex shapes much easier and more economical (at the expense of more

computation effort) in the calculation of the element stiffness matrix.

In solid bodies the number of unknowns as well as the amount of input data

becomes quite large. Thus the limiting factor appears to be computing time,

although efforts are being made to improve the efficiency of three-

dimensional calculations. Some sort of graphic preprocessor or data gen-

erator becomes a necessity for three-dimensional analysis in order to

generate and check the data, since errors in input can be difficult to

detect and can be costly if not found.

Static Problems

Linear static problems are, of course, the simplest. Once this case

is solved, the extension to nonlinear effects can be carried out according

310
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to appropriate theory. The areas of plasticity and geometrical nonline-

arities are, of course, complex and undergoing constant research.

Dynamic Problems

There are a variety of methods available for dynamic work. The choice

depends on the characteristics of the problem. One area in which further

work is needed is the area of high frequency (above 1 KHz).

Material Properties

Once beyond the limits of linear elasticity, the field of structural

analysis seems almost boundless. There are many possibilities -- plasticity,

creep, viscoelasticity, etc., to name but a few. There are many methods of .-

representing plastic deformation of materials; some are simple mathematically

and some are complex. The analyst must choose a method which represents j

most clearly the actual material behavior. The problem here is that seldom

is there sufficient material data to make an intelligent choice. However, "4 .

numerical methods have permitted significant advances to be made in the

analysis of nonlinear structures.

Linearity

There has been much work done in the pase few years on geometrical

nonlinearities. Usually, different methods do not get the same result for

for the same problem since each may be based on different assumptions.

There is a great amount of capability in current computer programs, but

no best method for all types of problems has developed. Since nonlinear

problems sometimes take a long time to run, more efficient numerical methods

are needed in order tu reduce computing costs.

Conclusions

It has been imr ssible to cover every facet of structural analysis in
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this survey. An attempt has been made to cover each main area, and those

which most need further work have been pointed out. The field of linear

elastic analysis is the most highly'developed, although some of its areas

(such as shells) need further research. The field of dynamics is well

covered although further research is needed, particularly with regard to

high frequency response. The area of plasticity, creep, etc., is very

active, and much work remains to be done. This also applies to the field

of geometrical nonlinearity.

It can be concluded after reading Reference 1 that much capability

exists in the area of structural analysis, and that a broad range of pro-

blems can be solved. The large general purpose computer programs are

usually not up to date in the state-of-the-art, but can solve a wide

variety of problems; whereas smaller special purpose programs sometimes

contain very advanced methods. Of course, one u thL biggest problems is

matching the problem with the capability to solve it. Even if the capa-

bility to solve a problem exists, it may be unknown or inaccessable to those

responsible for solving it.

Recommendations

Although there are some areas in structural analysis in which the

- analyst may easily so]lve nearly any problem, there are no areas in which :

no future research is needed. In the field of aeroballistics, the fol-

L lowing have been identified as needing further work:

1. Better dynamic analysis methods for predicting response

in the 1 KHz to 10 KHz range. Present methods are good

only up to about 1 KHz.
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2. Better characterization of ninlinear material properties.

As stated in.Reference 3:

"To a large extent, the technology of the numerical "r

methods has exceeded the abi.lity to characterize

materials. In additjin, the material models in many

cases do not capture the basic behavior of the material"
ij 

Reference 4 plays the same tune: 4

"The level of structural analysis capability that has

been achieved has outstripped our ability to describe

accurately complex material behavior such as cyclic,

time, and temperature dependent plasticity". -

Also the NAAC Aeroelasticity and Structures Panel in the years

1971 and 1972 noted the lack of material design data at high tem-

peratures for short durations. Reference 5 also points this fact ij
out:

"The field of creep analysis is dominated by high

temperature analysis of components for nuclear steam

supply systems".

A'!

Thus we see the need for materials research to support the struc-

tural analysis capability that already exists. In particular,

work is needed in high temperatures for short time durations such

as exist in high performance missile trajectories.

3. Further research work is needed in analysis of complex shell struc-

tures such as appear in missile structures. In particular there is

a need for a doubly curved shell element for arbitrary geometry

which satisfies necessary consistency conditions and yet is not

ro complex as to be uneconomical for all but very simple problems

(Reference 2).
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ABSTRACT

An industry survey has been conducted to assess the status of advanced

technology in the field of materialss and fabrication techniques for use in

Navy tactical missiles ranging in speed from subsonic to hypersonic. The

survey addresses a broad spectrum of structural materials with special ,i

emphasis on the advanced composite materials presently under development.

In this paper the findings of the survey are reported and projections are

made regarding the application of new technology to the structures of the

Navy's advanced tactical missiles. The results of the survey indicate that

present emphasis is on cost reduction with secondary consideration given to

weight reduction and resulting performance gains. However, examples are

cited where even the most expensive materials are cost effective because

of their increased performance.

INTRODUCTION

During 1974 a series of studies were conducted at the Johns Hopkins

University, Applied Physics Laboratory with the objective of learning how

to increase the defensive and offensive capability of the Navy's surface

fleet during the 1980's. This program of study was called Project 80. N

As part of this study, an industry survey was conducted to assess the

current status and the projections for advanced technology in the field

of materials and fabrication techniques f'.r Navy surface-launched tactical

* This information was derived from a Project 80 survey supported by thex

NAVSEASYSCOK under Contract N00017-72C-4401.
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missiles. For this technical review, visits were made to eight aero-

space companies, one rocket motor company, three research facilities,

I Iand four technical conferences as noted ir, Table I.
The significant findings of the survey are covered in this paper.

Although the survey specifically addressed surface-launched missile

technology, the findings should have application to air and sub-surface

launched missiles. The survey clearly revealed that cost is of major

concern, 'hat composi.e materials offer the most promise of significant

breakthroughs in missile structural design, and that little or no work

is going on that has application to the critical structural problems

associated with hypersonic airbreathing tactical missiles.

:1 REVIEW OF STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS

The Navy's tactical missiles that are currently operational or in

engineering development are listed in Fig. 1. There are two airbreather 4

rmissiles in this group: the subsonic Harpoon which is powered by a turbo-

jet engine, and the Mach 2.0 - 2.5 Tales which is powered by a subsonic

burning ratjet. The remaining missiles are rocket propelled and have

average speeds no greater than about Mach 2.5, but may reach peak speeds

as high as Mach 3.8. The flight environments for these missiles are

relatively mild and structural integrity problems are usually isolated

to a few specific areas. The significant design challenges are associated

with weight and cost reduction.

Improvements in performance and firepower will be required in future

Navy tactical missiles if they are to be capable of intercepting the

threats postulated for the 1980's. Cruise speeds as high as Mach 6.0

at sea level and Mach 8.0 at altitudes of 80,000 to 100,000 feet can be

expected of supersonic combustion ramjet (SCRAM) missiles. A major
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Table 1

Sources of Information on Advanced Structural Materials

Source Location

Areospace Companies:

Boeing Aerospace Co. Seattle, Washington
General Dynamics Ft. Worth, Texas
General Dynamics San Diego, California
Hughes Aircraft Co. Los Angles, California
LTV Aerospace Ft. Worth, Texas
Martin-Marietta Orlando, Florida
Mc Donnell Douglas Astronautics Co. St. Louis, Missouri
Northrop Aircraft Los Angeles, California

Rocket Motor Companies:

Hercules Inc. Ridgeley, West Virginia

Research Laboratories:

Battelle Memorial Institute Columbus, Ohio
U.S. Air Force Flight Wright-Patterson Air Force

Dynamics Laboratory Base, Ohio
U.S. Air Force Materials Wright-Patterson Air Force

Laboratory Base, Ohio

Technical Conferences:

DOD Structures Technology Columbus, Ohio (April 2-4, 1974)
Conference

ASTM Composite Reliability Las Vegas, Nevada
Conlerence (April 15 16, 1974)

AIAA Structures, Structural Las Vegas, Nevada
Dynamics and Materials (April 17-19, 1974)! Conference

SAMPE Meeting Los Angeles, California
(April 22-25, 1974) J
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Missile Category Missile Name

Surface-to-Surface Harpoon Standard Arm
Standard Active

Surface-to-Air Standard Missile MR Tartar
Standard Missile ER Talos
Terrier Sea Sparrow

Air-to-Surface Bullpup Standard Arm
.4 Condor Shrike

Walleye Harm
Harpoon

Air-to-Air Phoenix Sidewinder
Sparrow Agile

Surface-to-Subsurface Asroc

Fig. 1 Current Navy Surface and Air Launched Tactical Missiles
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and peak pressures of 2000 psi exist in an oxidizing, high-shear-flow

atmosphere. Another major problem area will be the leading edges of

air inlets and aerodynamic surfaces where sharp, distortion-free

I structures at temperatures to 4000OF are required. Sensor window

materials will need to be developed to withstand the hypersonic themnal

and rain erosion environment without structural failure or excessive

electrical losses.

Maneuverability will influence the capability to intercept targets,

and intercept maneuvers as high as 40 g's are not an unreasonable

expectation. All-weather capability and multi-mode guidance requirements

will also dictate structural requirements.

Improvements in structural design efficiency will also be required.

Since many of the advanced system concepts will require tube or box

I. ilaunchers for high firepower, volumetrically efficient means of folding

the aerodynamic surfaces will be required. The missile design must also

I, consider the missile's vulnerability to hostile environments, such as

radar detection and nuclear and laser effects. Steps must be taken to

reduce the radar signature and the vulnerability to nuclear and laser

j" environments. For improved performance or size reduction, lightweight

construction is a necessity.

V STATUS OF ADVANCED METALLIC MATERIALS

Relatively few significant developments In metals have been made

1 during the past 10 or 15 years for tactical missile structures. The

development of aluminum and magnesium alloys have been static and little

change is expected in the future. Some improvements have been made in

the use of steels, particularly maraging steels and these could result

in improved motor cases.
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The use of titanium in aircraft structures is increasing primarily

because a number of fabrication problems have been solved. Several new

alloys such as Ti-ll (Ti-6AI-2Sn-l.5Zr-I.OMo-0.35Bi-0.lSi) and Ti-6A1-2Sn-

4Zr-2Mo have improved temperature capabilities and show promise of use to

1300 to 14000 F.

The new developments in superalloys and refractory metals for tactical

missile airframes have been few. Candidate alloys are still the nickel

base Inconels, nickel base Rene 41, and cobalt base L-605. These alloys

should be suitable for temperatures up to 1600 to 20000 F. A group of

dispersion - strengthened alloys were developed that showed promise for

use at temperatures up to 2400OF but these alloys are not commercially "

available. The most promising refractory metals remain the columbium and

tantalum alloys for use in the 3000 to 4000°F temperature range. The need

for protective coatings, high cost, and poor strength to weight ratio

continue to be pacing items limiting the use of refractory metals. Molybdenum

alloys appear to be receiving little consideration, mainly due to the lack

of a satisfactory coating. Fabricating costs for refractory alloys are

about l those of superalloys, and raw material costs are about 1/3 of the

total hardware cost.

Although emphasis is on cost reduction, the lowest cost material may

not be the most cost effective when the overall system requirements are

considered. An example is in the design of the Advanced Terminal Inter-

ceptor (ATI), a high performance successor to SPRINT. The ATI has pro-

jected loads of 400g longitudinal and 600g lateral. With this maneuver

requirement, a high stiffness to density material is required. Parametric

tradeoff studies have indicated that beryllium is the most cost effective

material followed by high modulus graphite. The weight and dollar savings

result from decreased booster requirements.
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STATUS OF ADVANCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS

The single most significant development in structures technology within

the past ten years is the progress made in the field of advanced composite

materials. Structural composites consist of high-strength fibers held

together by a matrix material. The fibers may be continuous and selectively

oriented as to direction, chopped and randomly oriented, or fabricated into

a cloth material by weaving or braiding. The fibers carry the major loads

through the material while the matrix carries the shear forces and loads the

fibers. The matrix material usually has the lower temperature limit and

therefore sets the temperature limit for the composite.

Composite materials are usually described by giving the fiber material

first, followed by the matrix material. Figure 2 indicates the status of

the various composites which are discussed below. Both cost and weight

savings are projected through their use. Some improvements have been

largely due to fabrication techniques rather than material properties.

Many of the developments have been for aircraft, strategic missile, and

space shuttle applications and there has been limited application of com-

posite materials to tactical missile design.

Glass/Epoxy and Glass/Phenolic

Glass cloth and chopped glass fiber composites have been in existence

for many years but have seen limited application to missile and aircraft

structures. Missile applications have generally been limited to radomes

for low-speed missiles and ablative-type thermal insulation for higher-

speed missiles. An exception to this is the molded glass-reinforced phenolic

tails of the SRAM missile. Also, molded chopped-glass has been considered

for the Maverick missile airframe and for Harpoon aerodynamic surfaces.

Maverick is a 12-inch diameter air-to-ground missile with a speed of

Mach 1.2. The existing structure is aluminum. However, in the late 1960's
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eight molded chopped-glass/epoxy airframes were built and tested and it was

j. found that the composite design was both lighter and cheaper than the

aluminum structure. Each airframe consisted of four identical parts which

were bonded together as shown in Fig. 3. The final assembly contains rings

and longitudinal stiffeners which were molded along with the skin. The

assembly can be drilled and attached to the remaining structure by con-

ventional methods. A 33% weight saving and a 35% cost saving (4000 units)

were indicated. The molded design was not committed to production, however,

since there was insufficient information on variations in material allow-

ables and insufficient experieace to anticipate production problems.

The newest of the surface-launched tactical missiles is the subsonic,

turbojet-powered Harpoon. Solid aluminum castings are used for the control

rfins and an aluminum honeycomb assembly is used for the wing. Molded

chopped glass/epoxy composites show promise of weight and cost savings for

both of these aerodynamic surfaces, but this material is not presently the

baseline configuration (Figure 4).

Glass/epoxy composites are also used extensively in RPV structuresI
where radar transparency and lr.4 signature are required. In most cases

the matrix binder has been a phenolic or epoxy resin. Molded chopped-glass/

epoxy shows excellent potential for reducing cost. The resulting properties

1are similar to aluminum and magnesium castings.

One development that has iseen widespread application in strategic

missiles is filament winding of E-glass and S-glass/epoxy rocket motor

cases. Most of the large strategic-missile motor cases have been fabricated

by this technique and both weight and cost savings have been reported.

J Current cost of the material is $8 per pound. One current tactical missile

application is the Army's SPRINT. Both rocket motors of the Sprint Missile
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Exploded View of Quadrant Concept Bonded Quadrant Assembly

'N'07

Molded-in Ribs, Bosses, etc. (l orIetcl
Self-indexing

(U) Fig. 3 Molded Chopped-Glass Maverick Airframe

..........

Skin Bondline
(FM-10OO Adhesive)

B-B Integral Skin/Core

Material: US Polymeric EM-7302 (1/2 Chopped Fiberglas Epoxy)

(U) Fig. 4 Molded Harpoon Wing ConceptI
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are wound S-glass/epoxy; however, co date there has been little application

of filament winding to Navy tactical missile motor cases.

Boron/Epoxy

i One of the first "advanced" composites is Boron/Epoxy (B/Ep). The B/Ep

composite has been extensively investigated by the military services and

industry and a number of B/Ep structural components have been tested on

aircraft including the F-14 and F-15. B/Ep has demonstrated lower cost as

well as lower weight over the alternate metal structure. In these aircraft

B/Ep cannot compete with the cost of aluminum, but was 4% less than the

cost of titanium components. One reason is the amount of scrappage with

j each material. In the case of titanium, five pounds of material results

in one pound of structure; for B/Ep the ratio is 1.2 to 1. Although the

costs of boron filaments and B/Ep prepreg have decreased from $350 per pound

to $175 per pound, there is little prospect of further cost reductions, and

it is more likely costs may increase.

Boron/Aluminum

. Boron/Aluminum (B/Al) composites are also being investigated, primarily

for applications at temperatures to 800OF where weight savings are of prime

importance. B/Al structures are being considered for the space shuttle

where the present value of space shuttle weight is approximately $30K per

pound. Spars and panels have been built and tested at room temperature and

600'F. B/Al structures are likely to cost about twice as much as conventional

metal structures, but weight savings of about 22% are possible. B/Al is

not likely to be cost effective in tactical missile structures.

Boron/Titanium

Borotu/Titanium (B/Ti) composites have characteristics similar to B/Al

but are capable of withstanding temperatures up to about 1400 0F. This material
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is not as advanced in development as B1Al. It is also a high-cost corn-

posite and is not likely to find application in tactical missile structures.

Boron/Polyimide

The polyimide resins permit the use of boron composite components at

temperatures up to about 600*F. Limited test data indicates that they may

be used at surface exposure temperatures of 1000°F for 5 minutes or less

and exposure temperatures up to 2000°F for 2 minutes or less. In the latter

two cases a sacrificial layer at the surface acts as an insulating layer 41

without mechanical strength and the load is carried by the self-insulated

low-temperature sublayer. Tests on other high-temperature polymer resins,

PPQ (polyphenylquinoxaline), or PIQ (polyimidazoquiiazolines) developed by j

Whittaker will permit structural temperatures up to about 700°F and surface

exposure temperatures up to 4000 to 5000°F for a few minutes with no visible

change in the surface appearance.

Kevlar 49/Epoxy

Kevlar 49 is an organic synthetic macerial develope" by DuPont and is

available in fiber rovings and a wide variety of woven fabrics. This

material offers a significant improvement in weight, strength, and stiffness

over glass fiber products and is currently being used in large rocket motors.

12 Because of its low density and excellent strength and stiffness, its weight

efficiency in these applications is greater than S-glass/Ep on the basis

of both strength and strain limit. A number of other Kevlar 49/epoxy

applications are being investigated. The C4 Trident motor cases will be

filament wound with Kevlar 49/Ep. One tactical application is in the

rocket motor case, nozzle, and launch tubes of the Advanced LAW (light

Anti-Tank Weapon). Kevlar 49 was chosen because LAW is a man-carried

weapon and has a severe weight limitation. The current cost of this
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material is about $20 per pound and its predicted 1980 cost is $7 per

pound.

Graphite/Epoxy

Gr/Ep structures are currently being extensively tested on military

and comercial aircraft. One example is the Northrop YF-17 lightweight

fighter (Fig. 5). The prototype aircraft contains 900 lbs. of Graphite/

Epoxy material which replaces 1200 lbs. of alm_inum structure. The graphite

is used in 64 different elements iniciding leading edge extensions, trailing

edge flaps, speed brake panel, leading edge and ruddeis from the vertical tails,

and various doors and access panels. Northrop plans to use more graphie on

a production version of the YF-17. Two prototype YF-17's have been built in

the production shop to demonstrate that production workers can work with the

composites.

For missile applications, filament wound motor cases have been constructed

from G?/Ep. Currently these are slightly less efficient than S-glass/Ep and

Kevlar-49/Ep when strength is the designing criterion but are more efficient

[{i when strain or case stiffnes s n the critical consideration. 40 ro

hereIn 1969, graphite filaments and Gr/Ep prepreg cost about $400 per pound

whereas prices of $40 per pound are being quoted today and prices of $5 per

pound are being forecast for the future. At about $20 per pound. Gr/Ep I
becomes cost competitive with aluminum.

Graphite/Aluminum

is A promising metal matrix composite for use in tactical missile structures

is Graphite/Aluminum (Gr/Al). This material is in the early exploratory

development phase. It should cost less tha.. B/Al and shows promise oi be-

coming less expensive than Gr/Ep in that the transverse strength of the matrix

material will make it unnecessary to use expensive multi-dimensional layups.

Joints could be simpler, and existing tooling and fabricating methods for
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metal structures would still be applicable.

Graphite /Polyimide

As with boron filaments, the use of polyimide resins should permit the

use of graphite composite components up to about 600*F, and possibly up to

2000F for exposures of less than 2 minutes. In the latter case, a sacrificial

layer at the surface acts as an insulating layer without mechanical strength

" and the load is carried by self-insulated low-temperature sublayer. Polyimide

composites have greater porosity than epoxy composites, are more difficult

to process, and are more brittle. Polyimide composites require a 500-600F

autoclave for processing, which is a rare item in the industry.

Carbon/Carbon

Carbon/Carbon composites offer potential for very high temperature

applications. Work on 1his material is in an advanced development state and

is directed toward reentrv vehicle nosecone and nozzle applications. The

material shows very good erosion characteristics. Low erosion rates are

significant in maintaining high chamber pressures in solid propellant rocket

motors. This material may have application to the inlet leading edges of

supersonic combustion ramjet missiles (SCRAM).

Other Composites

The-moplastic resins as opposed to thermosetting resins are also

receiving attention, Typical thermoplastic resin matrices are Polysulfone,

Fiberite 1322A, and Fiberite 1334A. Epoxy is the most commonly used thermo-

setting resin matrix. The thermoplastics show promise of having higher

strength and stiffness values at elevated temperature. Also thermoplastic

construction eliminates the autoclave operation and may reduce cost con-

siderably. NAVAIR is supporting work on thermoplastic composites.

Another area being investigated is the molding of components from 1/4

inch diameter graphite/nylon pellets. The resulting material has the
• i 329
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strength, stiffness, and weight characteristics of magnesium. Precision

molding of the pellets has been tried with excellent results. The lubricating

characteristics of the graphite permit easy removal from the mold.

DEVELOPMENTS IN hEUMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Recent developments in low-density external insulation systems for

tactical missiles have been few. Candidate materials are still cork and 41

the silicone rubbers. Low-density insulators have been developed for the

space shuttle, but these have little application to small tactical missiles.

However, improvements have been achieved in the bonding adhesives.

Improvements have been made in the more dense ablative insulation

materials such as the graphite and resin composites. Reliability has been

increased and costs have been reduced. However, these materials will have

C, limited application to tactical missiles.

*For combustor liners of supersonic ramjet missiles, the silicone

rubber, DC 93-104, develiped by Dow Corning is most attractive. For the

combustor liners of hypersonic ramjet missiles, the most promising system

to date is a vacuum-codeposited, 30% silicone carbide-pyrolytic graphite

coating on a graphite substrate. j

Developments in protective coatings for refractory metals for use on

hypersonic airbreathing missiles have been relatively few in recent years.

One of the most promising systems for sharp leading edge (0.03 inch radii)

structures is a hafnia-coated tantalum (T222) alloy. Silicone carbide

appears attractive as an oxidation protective coating for the carbon leading

edges of the space shuttle; however, this would not be sufficiently bcable

for hypersonic missile leading edges.

DEVELOPMENTS IN METHODS OF FABRICATION

Manufacturing costs of a structure are closely related to its parts

count, as assembly costs are high for built-up structures. A.sembly costs
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are being reduced by replacing complex built-up assemblies with castings.

The reduced parts count of cocured composite structures is one of the

main reasons that predictions are being made that composite structures will

be cheaper than conventionally constructed metal structures.

Some interesting developments are taking place in two-dimensional

braiding and three-dimensional weaving of composite materials. The braiding

technique has application to nose cones, shell structures, ducts, etc., and

can also be used to fabricate sheet material. Braided structures are

relatively inexpensive and the braiding can accommodate cutouts better than

filament windings. Three-dimensional woven composites have increased inter-S

laminate shear strength, and experimental reentry vehicle nose cones and

thrust chambers have been fabricated using 3D woven graphite.

Molding of low-strength composites shows promise of sizable cost

reductions. Reductions of about 74% have been reported for chopped glass/

epoxy aerodynamic surfaces. The molding of graphite/nylon pellets into

intricate shapes has also been investigated and the results are very en-

couraging.

Hydrostatic extrusion of composite materials is being investigated

and looks promising. Gr/Al composites have been extruded into thin-wall

rods and other shapes may be hydrostatically extruded. With this process

structural stiffeners could be extruded and then bonded in place.

Adhesive bonding of structural parts has been limited, but increased

use of structural adhesives is forecast. A technique called Weldbond is

also an attractive method of joining. This technique is a combination of

spot welding and adhesive bonding and aircraft parts fabricated by thin

method have shown increased strength over welded or bonded joints, reduced

costs, and reduced sealing problems in tankage.
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Increased use is being made of computers in design and manufacturing.

Also, extensive use is made of tape-controlled machines for contour milling.

The use of high-viscosity chemicals coupled with shot peening after chemical

milling has resulted in thin-walled high strength castings of low cost. In

the Harpoon program, a savings of 10% in weight and a cost savings of $5 to

$35 per pound of weight saved is predicted for chemical milliug of aluminum

castings.

Computer-aided design and manufacturing of forging dies has also been

developed. This technique should also be applicable to designing casting

molds and extrusion dies and would reduce manufacturing costs. I
Hot isostatic processing is being used for diffusion bonding, powder

metal compaction, and healing defects in metals. The process extends auto-

clave operations to the 15,000 psi and 3000'F range. The process has been

used to produce powdered metal parts of S-i00 beryllium, Ti-6AI-4V, and A-

286 with properties equal to or greater than those of wrought materials.

Material scrappage is greatly reduced since the parts require little or no

machining after the forming operation.

A manufacturing technique that looks attractive for motor cases and

inlet ducts is the strip laminate process developed by Imperial Metals

Industry of England for the Troy motor case for the Rapier missile. In

this process, adhesive-coated thin-strip metal is lathe wrapped on a

cylindrical mandrel. Ctring is accomplished by passing steam through the

mandrel. Head cap and nozzle are adhesively bonded to the strip-wound

tube. The process, which is being further developed in this country, has

demonstrated hoop strengths greater than 300 ksi with low-cost steels, low

tooling and manufacturing costs, and excellent dimensional control.
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PROJECTION OF THE 1980's

Emphasis will be given to reducing costs with secondary consideration

given to weight. However, for high performance missiles, the lowest cost

system may be designed using very expensive but very light materials.

The increasing cost of energy will affect the relative costs of materials,

favoring those materials which do not require large amounts of energy for

production.

Composites will receive wider acceptance in missile structural com-

ponents. Cost and weight savings will be realized through their use. This

I is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6 for four components studied by the

Navy. Here both cost and weight reductions are indicated. Projections on

the relative weights and cost of various structural material systems are

shown in Figures 7 and 8. From these data it is apparent that both cost

and weight will be widely scattered and savings will be dependent upon

structural applications.

Graphite/Epoxy and Graphite/Aluminum will see widespread application

in both primary and secondary missile structures for use up to 600 to 800*F

(Mach 3 at sea level). Boron composites will see little application because

of cost. Molded chopped fiber composites will see increased applications in

airframes and aerodynamic surfaces where there is no requirement for long-

term high-temperature capability. In structures such as wings and tails,

molded composites may be used for short times at temperatures exceeding the

accepted allowables, relying on the transient thermal gradient to insure

structural integrity.

For applications at temperatures of 800 to 1400°F ( M4.0 at sea level),

titanium alloys will be used. Experience in fabrication of titanium aircraft

i [parts and the introduction of new alloys have increased the use of titanium
and decreased its cost. 33333
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For missiles operating in the temperature range of 1800 to 2000OF

(M4.5 - 4.75 at sea level) nickel and cobalt ba-d alloys will continue

to be used.

Refractory metals, carbon composites, and thermal protection systems

will be required for the airframes of hypersonic airbreathing missiles.

At Mach 6.0 sea level cruise conditions, temperatures will reach abot

35000F. For this environment tantalum and columbium alloys are attractive.

Relatively few new developments have been made with these alloys but some

new protective coatings have been developed.

The efficiency of metal structures will also improve. New extrusion,

bonding and joining techniques will result in reduced cost and weight. 44

Design for reduced radar signatures and reduced vulnerability to A

nuclear and laser radiation environments will become increasingly important

in future missile design. Materials and techniques capable of attenuating

these signatures and withstanding hostile radiation environments will be

required.

AA
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ABSTRACT

The problems of static and dynamic aeroelastic stability are considered for

the case of tactical missile fins or wings in the range of hypersonic velocity.

The reduction of structural stiffness due to thermal stresses and the reduction I
in material properties at eleiated temperature are accounted for in the analysis.

Since temperatures vary with time, the aeroelastic problem cannot be formulated

in terms of current flight conditions. The classical linearized procedures for

divergence on flutter analysis can still be formulated at any given point

along the trajectory. These procedures are here evaluated with respect to

efficiency and accuracy in comparison to direct integration of the quasistatic

or dynamic equilibrium equations. Numerical results are obtained by use of a .
computer program package (here called STAGS-MOFA). Previously existing individual.

programs were modified as necessary and combined so that thermal, aerodynamic

and elastic analyses can be obtained in the same runstream. Based on the numerical

results, a procedure is recommended which is believed to represent the current

state of the art.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the features that distinguishes the aeroelastic behavior

of lifting surfaces at subsonic and low supersonic speeds is that iso-

thermal, linear theories generally suffice to define both structural and

aerodynamic behavior. There ar exceptions such as the nonlinear flow

behavior at transonic speeds and nonlinearities caused by separated flow

at all speeds. In most cases, however, the equations can be linearized

making it possible to conduct the different phases of aeroelastic analyses

independently. Since in the linearization process the effects of prestress

and if small geometric imperfections are ignored, both strength and stiff-

ness are invariant with time. This leads to a rather simple definition

of critical loading conditions by means of the dynamic pressure and the
J.

velocity normal load factor. Response to gusts and turbulence can be

considered separately. Above all, it is the removal of time as a variable

in the definition of the aeroelastic environment which results in a greatly

simplified analysis.

Once the flight regime is extended to high supersonic speeds, aero-

dynamic heating must be included and the analysis becomes more complicated.

The temperatures vary with time and since thermal stresses change the structural

stiffness, the aeroelastic problem cannot be formulated in terms of the current

flight condition even if it were possible to assume linearity in structural

behavior. The classic aeroelastic triangle of interacting Inertial, Elastic

and Aerodynamic forces used by Collar (Ref. 1) becomes the aeroelastic
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rectangle shown by Rogers (Ref. 2)

In the mid-fifties numerous studies were initiated on the influence of

aerodynamic heating on aeroelastic behavior in the low supersonic speed

range. The thermal, aerodynamic, or structural effects of the problem

were usually considered separately. Only a few investigations were devoted

to their interactions. A wide ranging study on static phenomena at Bell

Aircraft took full advantage of the digital computer capability existing

at that time (Refs. 3-7). With the aid of an early model digital computez,

significant progress was also made at M.I.T. toward the understanding of

the nonline.ar effects of thermally induced stresses (Refs. 8-10). In

addition to these and other similar studies with very limited distribution,

numerous closed form solutions have been published. They are all based on

simplifying assumptions such as infinite aspect ratio, zero chordwise

flexibility, and idealized boundary conditions. Such solutions are satis-

factory for demonstration of certain phenomena but their usefulness for

analysis of practical flight structures is limited.

During the late fifties and early sixties, the Bell Aerospace Corporation,

under Air Force Systems Command sponsorship, produced a series of reports on

static aero-thermoelastic phenomena at hypersonic speeds (Refs. 11-13). In

Ref. 13, geometrically nonlinear structural behavior and thermal stresses are

accounted for. Various inviscid aerodynamic theories are presented in simple

form, such as tangent wedge, modified Newtonian, shock expansion and blast wave

theories. Simple means to correct for leading edge sweep, nose bluntness and

boundary layer effects are prcided. I
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One of the earlier studies of flutter of isothermal chordwise rigid

sections in linearized supersonic flow was that by Garrick and Rubinow

Ref. 14 who developed the framework upon which many succeeding authors

built. In 1956 (Ref. 15) Piston Theory was shown to reduce

the complexity of many aerodynamic calculations associated with aeroelasticity

and to make possible the routine inclusion of the effects of airfoil thick- , .

ness and initial angle of attack. In succeeding parameter studies (Ref's

16 and 17) these effects were shown to reduce the flutter speed for the

parameter ranges studied. These studies also demonstrated the marked

. influence struct-'ral parameters had on the flutter characteristics and that

there is a danger in drawing conclusions of wide applicability from studies

V of simple models.

14 In one of the first studies to include thermal effects on the flutter

speed Broadbent (Ref. 18) considered a rectangular wing with a 2% thickness/

chord ratio biconvex section. He found that flutter does not occur if the wing

is chordwise rigid, but that a finite flutter speed is obtained .-f the change

in chamber induced by thermal effects is included. This verift s results

I. obtained by Mansfield (Ref. 19) regarding the anticlastic bending that affects

the streamwise slopes which govern the aerodnamic coupling terms. Using

second order Piston Theory Harder et al (Ref. 20) considered a specific unswept,

.ibuilt up wing. They demonstraGed various influences of thermal stress,

but at that time computer technology had not reached a stage which would allow

- a generally applicable methodology to be developed. In Section V of Ref. 21

SZartarian and Hsu considered the effect of aerodynamic nonlinearities and
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particularly initial ang)e of attack on the flutter of a typical section

1and showod It to be destabilizing.

The importance of the nonlinear effects of thernml stress and airfoil

thickness were highlighted in Ref. 22 which showed good correlation with

wind tunnel tests if the higher onler aerodynamic terms were includod.

Omission of such terms is shown to lead to serious errors at Mach Number

in excess of 3. Experiments reported in Ref. 23 showed aerodynamic heating

produced a reduction in flutter velocity of as mcih as one Uhird.

i th'ee NASA reports, Refs. 24, 25 and 26 attention is devoted mainly to

J,3om-rcdynamic aspects of supersonic flutter of room temperature structures.

Thay demonstrate the difficulty in drawing generally valid conclusions

about optimum (-r eien "best" methods of flutter analysis. These reports

, tlemonstrate that it is not alwaiys true tiat aerodynaic effects of thickness

are destabilizing. They also demonstrate the influence of modes beyond the

firsL torsional and bending modos and effectd of differences in the treatiei t

of the wing tip regions. Ref. 27 is bosed upon a study of single planform

wiUh 700 leadLng edge sweep whose thickness and frequency ratios were varied

and Tested over a Mach Nwber range from 5 to 8. As the stiffne-9 properties

of importance were controlled by springs mounted away from the airstream

aerodynamic heating effects were practically precluded. The flutter analysis

which utilized a direct analog computer model of a two degree of freedom

a (pitching and roling) system indicated superiority of modified shock expansion

theory relativo to Piston Theory. Since angles of attack up to 250 were

considered the "Iiypersonic Similarit- Parameter" Mrreached values as high

as 4.0 while the range of applicaoility of Piston Theory is restricted to
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vaJ.u-s cf arity cr less. Here again initial angle of attack was found to

be s Light), destabilizing. As is well known the reduced frequencies of

flut.er at hypi..onic speeds are small, usually less than 0.1. Taking

advaitage of this fact Goetz (ref. 28) demonstrates the use of statically

meas Lred F. rodynamic parameter- in two degrees of freedom flutter analyses

of c ordise rigid sections. An informative and useful review of masr of

the mportant aspects of the overall problem, which also draws attentionV I
to ne.eded improvements in given in Ref. 29.

It is desirable to develop an aeroelastic ai.nlysis capability for the

hypersonic range that includes all important nonlinear effects. Experience

indi< ates that below hypersonic speeds mechanically induced stress can be

neglEctud in aeroelastic analyses, as the geometric changes are small for

fligit velocities significantly below those that cause aeroelastic instability.

.qis nak,.s the structural and aeroelastic analyses relatively independznt ,i

each other, contrary to what is the case at hypersonic speeds.

Probably the most important of the interactions that can be neglected

only at subsonic and low supersonic speeds arises from the nonlinear phenomena

coupling structural deformation and aero-thermodynamic behavior. For exanple,

in a symmetric airfoil section th. inplane stresses do not produce any o,

of-plane distortions, and hence no change in distribution of aerodynamic

press res, until thermal buckling or aeroelastic instability is encountered

In practical applications a number of complicatiuns arise. Symmetrio profiles

with imperfections as well. as nonsymmetric, cambered or deli'erately warpe2,
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sections experience thermally induced lateral deformations which cause

the lift distribution to vary with time. The fact that any plate-like

wing subjected to bending ll e hibit chordwise curvature due to the r
Poisson effect also contributes to thermoelastic ccupl .ng, not pre,-,.nt in

linear theory.

Since in the hypersonic domain larger deformations must be allowed,

the nonlinear interdependence between deformation, aerodynamic fo.,cJ, and

~temperatures becomes continually stronger as the Mach number is In,;rc-ased.

Consequently, it is necessary that a computer code for evaluation of aero-

] elastic stability integrates the thermal, aerodynamic and structural analyses.

Here such a program for the analysis of a lifting surface on a tactical

missile is presented. The computer program is built around the STAGS code

(Ref. 30), which includes geometrically nonlinear structural effects. A A

modified STAGS code constitutes the heart of the analysis, with the other
computer program attached to it. In the following a description is given of

the adaptation of STAGS for aeroelastic analysis. Based on these results,

a procedure for aeroelastic analysis of hypersonic tactical missile is form-

ulated, which is believed to be the best possible within the current state of

the art. Recommendations are made for further improvement of this analytic

capability.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The thermoelastic analysis in the computer program is carried out by

use of a combination of the STAGS program for elastic analysis and the

program for determination of the temperature history in the structure.

These two codes are briefly described in the following. Numerical results

were obtained in order that it be verified that the codes are suitable

for the particular purpose of aeroelastic analysis of tactical missiles.

Some of these results are also presented in this section.

2.1 The STAGS Code

STAGS is intended for analysis of shell or plate type structures.

The structure to be considered may consist of up to 30 different shell

branches, each treated by use of finite difference discretization. In

addition, th3 structure may include some finite elements: an elastic

bar, a shear panel, a beam, and a nonlinear triangular plate element.

The computer code is discussed in more detail in Ref. 30. Only a brief

description of the code is presented here.

The analysis in STAGS is based on a finite difference energy method.

That is, the total potential energy is expressed in terms of the displacement

components at a number of node points and the applied mechanical or thermal

loads. This is possible after derivatives occurring in the expression

for the strain energy have been substituted by their finite different

equivalents and the energy has been numer.cally integrated over the entire

structure. The totai p-tential energy is minimized with respect to the
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degrees of freedom of the system

ii.! oMaxi W/ax (U-0) ()
1 1-

Here U is the strain energy and Q the work done by external (or

thermal) forces and the Xi represent the displacement unknowns. The

minimization leads to a set of equations of the form

K(X) [F) (2)

where K is a nonlinear algebraic operator (of the third order,. The

force vector F includes thermal and mechanical loads and also strains

caused by inelastic deformation. The equilibrium equations for a system

in motion are obtained through the addition of the effects of inertia and 1 A
damping.

V £MJ[XI + [D]tX) + K(X) [F) (3) *

Options are given in the program that allow for omiss!-n or inclusion of

the dynamic terms. The perturbation technique is used to formulate the

eigenvalue problems for bifurcation buckling and small amplitude vibrations.

Consequently, the code can be used for:

o Linear stress analysis

o Geometrically nonlinear elastic stress analysis I
o Inelastic stress analysis, geometrically linear or nonlinear

o Bifurcation buckling analysis with linear or geometrically
nonlinear prestress (elastic)

o Small vibration analysis with prestress based on linear or
geometrically nonlinear analysis (elastic)
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o Transient response analysis, linear or geometrically non-
linear, elastic or inelastic.

Any combination of point forces, line loads and distributed surface

tractions can be applied. Loading by specification of displacements or

thermal gradients (through the shell wall and over the shell surface) is 21

also permitted. Any configuration of boundary conditions or other

displacement constraints can be included in the analysis.

In the nonlinear static and in the transient analysis a restart

capability is available. Intermediate data can be saved on tape or file

so that the analysis may be continued later. The input data is automatically

checked for certain errors or inconsistencies. If so desired, the user

-can suppress execution of the program and thus obtain a check on the input.

The output from such a preliminary run may include a graphic presentation

of the shell geometry with a display of the grid lines. The results of a

STAGS run can be transferred to tape or disk file that can be used as input

for a post-processor. Graphic displays of results are obtained from the

post-processor. These include contour- or cross-plots of displacement:,

stress resultants and stresses. Displacement histories can be plotted in

the case of transient or nonlinear static analysis.

Input for the STAGS analysis can be in two different forms, regular

data cards and user written subroutines. The latter type of input may

sometimes be more demanding of the user. However, it makes possible the

definition of input parameters such as loads, temperatures, etc. by
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functional relationships. This tends to increase the generality of the

computer code and also, in many cases provides for a more compact input '' i

deck with less time required for input preparation. User written sub-

routines can be used for

o Initial imperfections -

o Loads

o Load factor history (for transient analysis) "

o Shell wall properties and temperatures

o Reference surface geometry

o Grid generation

o Boundary conditions and other constraints

o Stiffener geometry and temperature

o External damping

Efficient execution of large problems generally requires an increase

in the size of the computer central core memory available to the program.

The choice of core size is governed by a user written routine.
IV

The shell configuration is described by use of a reference surface.

The shell itself can be offset from this reference surface by a small

amount that day vary over the surface. The location of any point on the

reference surface can be uniquely defined by use of a set of two independent

parameters, X, Y. The geometry of the surface is given after a functional

relationship that has been established that defines the coordinates in a

Cartesian system x, y, z as functions of the values of these two parameters.

X %(X, Y), y y(X, Y), z= x(X, Y)()
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The parameters X and Y defining the position of a point on the surface

eare referred to as surface coordinates. For shell geometries not included

as standards in STAGS the user must define the relation given in Eqt. 4

: Jin a user written subroutine.

Stiffeners are defined as structural elements that are attached to

the shell surface and have such properties that effects of cross section

warping or deformation can be neglected. Stiffeners can either be considered

as discrete, in which case they are defined one by one, or their contribution

) 4 to the shell wall stiffness can be "smeared" over the shell surface.

> jSmeared stiffeners are used for convenience (to reduce the number of data
cards) or in order to suppress the local deformation between the stiffeners.

UI" Inelastic analysis can only be used with an initially isotropic
Smaterial. It cannot be used with material properties that vary with the

surface coordinates. The yield stress must be independent of temperature.

Bifurcation buckling and small vibration analyses may not include plasticity.

i, 2.2 The TRR-lD Program

For computation of temperatures in the shell the code TRR-1D developed

by Compton and Schultz in Ref. 31 computes the transient thermal response

of a body subject to arbitrary aerodynamic heating. The shell or olate

under consideration is divided into a number of layers. The different layers

I .can be of any different materials. Temperature variant thermal properties

can be included for all layers. The inside surface of the geometry is assumed

to be adiabatic, and the exterior surface is subjected to time-variant

aerodynamic heating. Heat conduction into the body is one-dimensional,

I UI
and radiation from the surface to the surroundings can be taken
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into account. The finite difference equations are derived by conventional

energy balance considerations for each node using backward

differences. The temperature response is determined by a tri-diagonal f
4;.I matrix solution at each time step.

The calculation of the aerodynamic heat transfer coefficient is performed

at each time step based on upda 'd fluid properties.

A summary of the aerothermodynamic techniques used is:

1. Stagnation point - Faye-Riddell method with calorically-
Iimperfect gas properties L,

2. Flat plate - Blasius method for lamina- flow and the Spalding-
Chi method for turbulent flow r

3. Conical flow - Flat-plate methods modified for conical flow
as given by Van Driest in Ref. 32. [

Transition from laminar to turbulent flow is assumed to occur

instantaneously at a length Reynold's number of 500,000. No effort is made

to compute a transition zone or to compute a virtual origin for the turbulent

boundary layer. The resulting inaccuracies and the early transitions are

on the conservative side.

2.3 Numerical Results

2.3.1 Comparison to Previously Obtained R. lts

An important function of STAGS in the aeroelasbic analysis is to

44-, determine modes and frequencies of small vibration. The Papab:illty to

perform such analyses was recently included and therefore STAGS results

were obtained and compared with results from FLUENC, which is a sub-

program of the MOFA system of computer programs of Ref. 33. The' trend of the
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results indicate that with sufficiently small grid size in both programs the

nodes and frequencies from the two programs would be identical.

Sor minimum drag many plate-like wing structures subjected to hypersonic

flow are designed so that they are very 'hin at the leading and trailing

edges such as the parabolic and diamond shaped profiles. This results in

temperature distributions with markedly higher temperatures at the edges

and a mininum at midchord. The thermal expansion results in that case in

3i spanwise compression at the edges and tension in the cooler midsection.

Such temperature distributions can have a profound effect on the aeroelastic

behavior of the wing. Consequently, the effect has been considered in several

papers such as the well known analysis of Ref. 34. In the following we will

compare results obtained from STAGS to the closed form solutions of Ref. 34

for constant thickness plates. However, a temperature distribution is used

that is typical of a wing with a diamond shaped profile.

With the temperature distribution discussed above, compress'vs stresses

at the edges are increasing with the temperature. At some temperature

level thermal buckling will occur. According to Ref. 34 the critical value

of the difference between edge and midchord temperature is

Acrit = 18.5 D (9+1) +3) (5)"rt Ea ta2

For quadratic chordwise temperature variation, with a minimum at midchord,

2. In that case, a square aluminum plate with a 20 in. side and 0.5 in.]0
- thickness will buckle at ATcrit = 153°F . With a discretized analytical

I }model, as in the STAGS code, t!he results are accurate only if a sufficiently

fine grid spacing :.s used. Therefore, for comparison with the analytical

results, STAGS results were obtained for various grid sizes. With a
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relatively coarse grid spacing, 2.0 in., the critical temperature difference

00
is 118 F, far below the analytical results, 153°F. As the grid is

refined, values of ATcrit closer to the value of Ref.34 are obtained. Thus,

with a grid spacing of 1.0 in., AT crit = 142 F.

With a sufficiently fine grid the STAGS results should be more

accurate than those ofRef. 34. The reason for this is that Eq. (5) is

based on the assumption that in the buckling mode the chord r ns straight.

The STAGS results show some chordwise bending in the buckling mode. If

essentially the same restriction is introduced in STAGS (by increasing the

chordwise bending stiffness by a factor of 104) AT increases to 147°F.crit 4

Thus, the validity of the STAGS code may be considered verified for this

type of application. A model with coarse grid spacing, 2.0 in., is

somewhat inaccurate, but 3till reflects correctly the basic structural I
behavior. In the interest of computer economy, additional results were

obtained with this grid size.

The temperature field under consideration here is symmetric about the

midplane of the pla,e. Consequently for a perfectly flat plate there will

be no out-of-plane deformation in the prebuckling stage, AT < ATcrit

Above the critical temperature this equilibrium configuration becomes

unstable. With the temperature difference increasing above 6Tcrit , a

new deformation mode gradually develops. This mode is essentially repre-

sented y pure twisting of the wing. The wing tip twist increases gradually

4.n the post critical range.

The value of the twist at the wing tip is shown as a function of the j

temperature in Fig. 1. The temperature difference is normalized with
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respect to ATcrit , so that thermal buckling occurs at X = 1.0. The

I
twist parameter 0 is def ined in Ref.34. The results f or the perf ectly

flat plate, as obtained in Ref.X3are shown by the curve marked 0 =

If :ie plate contains an imperfection in shape that is not orthogonal

to the buckling mode, no equilibrium can exist without lateral displacements.

By use of a nonlinear analysis it is possible to determine the growth of this

lateral displacement with increasing values of X An initial imperfection

in the form of a uniform twist of the wing was introduced in Ref. 34. The

amplitude of the twisting mode was then determined as a function of X .

Results were obtained for different values of the initial twist as shown in

- Fig. 1.

For two values of the initial twist, 0. = 0.05 and 0.20 results were

cbtained by use of STAGS and are also shown in Fig. 1. At any finite

value of X the STAGS results indicate a lower value of the twist. It

should be noted that the curves with STAGS results are normalized with

, respect to a lower value of ATrit, 118
0F. STAGS results normalized

with respect to the critical load of Ref. 34 153 0F, would indicate higher

values of the twist in comparison to results from Pef.34, reflecting the

fact that the discrete model is weaker due to the coarse spacing and also

due to the inclusion of chordwise bending.

The variation of the torsional stiffness of the lifting surface with

temperature and initial twist was also discussed Ref. 34. STAGS results-
for the torsional stiffness are compared to those from Ref.3 in Figure 2.

The agreement between results from the two methods provides additional
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verification of the STAGS code. For a perfect plate the torsional stiffness

(or the square of the corresponding vibration frequency) decreases linearly

with increasing temperature, so that it becomes equal to zero at X= 1.0.

The imperfect plate retains a finite stiffness. The explanation of the

fact that the imperfect shell retains a finite stiffness at X = 1.0 is i

that the edges are stretching as the wing twists. This reduces the

temperature induced spanwise compressive stress.

The ratio between the fundamental bending and torsional frequencies is

one of the important parameters in flutter analysis. This ratio can

readily be obtained from the results of the stiffness calculations with

STAGS discussed above. Results are presented in Figure 3. As is to be

expected, the frequency ratio changes markedly with the temperature and

its behavior is strongly dependent on the initial imperfection amplitude.

For a perfectly flat plate the frequency ratio becomes infinite at = 1.0

because the frequency of the torsional mode vanishes.

Lifting Surf&ces with Diamond Shaped Profile

It was demcnstrated above how the thermal stresses induced by aero-

dynamic heating eramatically reduce the torsional stiffness of the lifting

surface. The example di'cussed illustrates a basic trend, although it is

somewhat less than reali.,tic, since a plate of uniform thickness is used

in the elastic analysis with a temperature d..stribution typical of a

surface with a diamond profile.

In other attempts at analysis, such as Refs. 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40,

the variable thickness was accounted for in the elastic analysis. These
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publications consider the effect on the torsional stiffness of spanwise

thermal stresses in wings of rectangular planform. The wing, treated

as a simple beam, is clamped at the root chord and generally considered

to have an infinite aspect ratio. Singer (Ref. 40) is among those who

introduces an approximate correction for finite aspect ratio.

Material prcperty degradation with the temperature is another

" complication that cannot easily be accounted for in the analytic solutions.

Only through use of numeric solution procedure is it possible to obtain

reasonably accurate results. Still the analytic solutions are useful since

they give an indication of what trends -.-o expect in & computer solution

of the governing partial differential equations.

With thin leading and trailing edges on the lifting surface it appears

necessary also to consider local deformation modes. Mansfield (Ref. 41)

presents a closed form solution for the thermal buckling of a lifting

surface with a sharp leading edge. The critical load in that case depends

T.1 only on the temperature gradient at the edge, the thermal expansion

coefficient a, and the wedge angle P . With a quadratic chordwise

temperature (symmetric) the critical temperature at the sharp edge is

I'A 3 p2-
Acrit 5 a(l+v) (6)

This simple closed form solution cannot take into account the effects of

property degradation, nose bluntness, finite aspect ratio, or boundary

.. conditions at the root. Neither is it possible to evaluate wing behavior

as the critical temperature is exceeded. Nevertheless, the formula should

be useful for a first estimate.
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The STAGS program with the thermal analyzer of Ref. 31 was used in

a study of the behavior of rectangular wings with diamond shaped cross- j

section under hypersonic flight conditions. The cross-section of the wing

is shown in Fig. 4. The edges are somewhat blunted so that the thickness

varies from 0.05 in. at the leading and trailing edges to 0.45 in. at

midchord. Comparison with the analytical solutions above should be somewhat

cleaner if in STAGS (as in the analytical solution) the spatial temperature J
distribution is held constant in time. The temperature distribution shown

in Fig. 4 is typical for results obtained. In a STAGS analysis the four

lowest vibration frequencies and corresponding modes were determined for

different values of the amplitude of this distribution. The results are

shown in Fig. 4 both for a wing clamped along the entire length of the root

chord and one in which the displacements are constrained only at the node

points 7,8,9 (see Fig. 4).

For the wing with complete root chord constraint the trends of the

lowest frequencies agrees with that of the analytic solutions at the

lower edge temperatures. The torsional stiffness, represented by the square

of the frequency of the second mode, decreases linearly with the temperature.

&bEtrapolation of the results obtained indicate that the stiffness would

vanish at a temperature of about 1200 F. Analytic solutions,

:1 valid only for longer wings, indicate a critical temperature of only 760 F.

The lowest frequency, corresponding to the first bending mode, is less

sensitive to the temperature. The elementary beam theory does not predict

any influence of thermal stress on the bending stiffness. However, higher

order theories, such as those by Mansfield (Ref. 38) or Kochanski and
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Argyris (Ref. 3'7) show the same trend as the STAGS solution.

The frequencies of the wing with only partialroot chord constraint

shows very little dependence on the temperature, Thid result certainly

is to be expected since the thermal stresses at thp leading and trailing 4

! .edges will be less significant if points on the root chord are free to

move in the spanwise direction, Thermal stresses computed for the
irectangular win are shown for three different boundary conditions in Fig. 5.

The results in Fig. 4 also indicate the reduction in stiffness that is due

to material property degradaticn. Since the thicker midsection of the

1. wing stays relatively cool, the reduction is moderate.

I iThe frequencies of the third and fourth modes are also shown in Fig. I

as functions of temperature. These are local deformation modes with

I , considerable chordwise bending. They appear to correspond to the leading

edge buckling modes. We expect one of these frequencies to approach zero

when the temperature reaches that for leading edge buckling. We notice

that the frequencies for the wing with clamped root chord drop sharply,

while the frequencies for the wing with partially supported root chord are

- relatively insensitive to the temperatures.

S . It is clear that the finite difference grid used is too coarse to give

a good estimate of the critical load when the buckling mode is localized.

With a 1.0 in. chordwise grid spacing the critical temperature (bifurcation

1' buckling) is found to be 570 0F. However, examination of the buckling mode

indicates that a much finer grid is needed. A grid with a variable spacing

as shown in Fig. 6 was introduced and with this grid the critical leading

edge temperature was found to be 370 0F. The corresponding buckling mode
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is also shown in Fig. 6. Beyond the 5th row, 0.75 in. from the leading

edge, the lateral displacements are very small. According to Fkj. (6)

'1with P = 0.08, and a sharp edge, the critical temperature is 230°F.

The behavior of the plate in the postcritical temperature range was

also determined. The nonlinear analysis does not distinguish between

stable and unstable equilibrium configurations. Therefore, if buckled

configurations are to be computed, it is necessary to introduce a small

disturbance as a trigger. In this case a couple of lateral loads of one

pound each and with opposite direction were applied at the leading edge

near the root chord (rows 3 and 4). It is found that the amplitude of the

buckle grows gradually with the temperature, so that the deformation still

is very moderate at temperatures well beyond the critical. Modulus

degradation with the temperatur5 does not have a detrimental effect. In

fact, with property degradation the increase in the buckle amplitude is

somewhat retarded. This must be due to the fact that a reduced shear

modulus allows the leading edge to expand more freely in comparison to

the cooler material in the interior. It is noticed also that the pro-

gressing leading edge buckling has little effect on the overall stirfness

of the wing.

Rather similar trends are evidenced by the tapered cliDed delta

wing whose lower frequency behavior as a function of the same chordwise

uniform temperature distribution is shown in Figure 7. However we

note this wing shows less sensitivity to thermal effects and with the 13

chordwise and 9 spanwise i odes there was no evidence of leading edge
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buckling. Obviously the higher temperature results are of academic interest

only because of their proximity to the material melting point.

In order to verify that STAGS and TRR1D work properly in combination

other cases were executed in which the spatial temperature distribution

was allowed to vary with time as indicated bi h, results from TRR1D. It

was observed that in that case convergence in .. i, -jiution of the nonlinear

equations (in STAGS) was considerably slower. This is tentatively

attributed to the fact that the presently used extrapolated initial

estimates are not suitable unless the temperatures vary proportionally

with the aerodynamic pressure. It should be possible to remedy this

i" - situation. '

It may be observed also that the temperatures corresponding to

leading edge buckling and, to a lesser degree, the degradation of the J

torsional stiffness are determined in a conservative way by the STAGS-TRR1D

combination. The reason for this is that heat transfer in the chordwise

direction hus been neglected. A two-dimensional thermal analysis would

certainly produce more favorable results.

'r "Finally, the results obtained with wings with different support at

the root chord indicate that deformation of the missile body may have a

substantial effect on the stiffness of a heated wing and consequently

on its aeroelastic performance.
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AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS

3.1 AMi~oah

Over the past decade many studies have been made of the aeroelastic

,ianiFior of a wide range of vehicle configurations operating at hypersonic

speed. Some of these are referred to in the Introduction which gives a

brief summary of the state of the art in the field. Here an aeroelastic

analysis system is presented for lifting surfaces on tactical missiles.

Previously existing codes for aerodynamic, thermal, and elastic analysis

have been utilized as much as possible, with modifications as necessary

The system of computer codes is intended to provide a method for solving a1 wide range of hypersonic aeroelastic problems for lifting surfaces in the

Mach number range of roughly 3 to 6.and small angles of attacK.

The equations governing a vehicle under flight conditions can, after

%: reduction to a finite number of degrees of freedom, be written in the form

[M)] U]+ [Di +P +K(u)+Q (u) = (7)

Here the vector u represents the "discretized" displacement field, [M] and

CD) represent mass and structural damping matrices. The vector (F] rc:presents

forces on the structure computed without consideration of structural deformation,

but including thermal effects. The operations P and Q operate on nonlinear

functions of u and i, denoted by (u) and (ii) respectively to determine the

components of aerodynamic forces caused by structural deformation. The operator

A[K] determines the internal forces in terms of the displacement unknowns. In
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the linear case it corresponds to the stiffness matrix. The components

I of ' generally vary with time. Under stationary flight conditions,

temperatures will still vary until thermal equilibrium is obtained.

A straight forward numerical integration of Eq. (7) over the trajectory,

or a pertinent part of it, is in principle feasible. Such a solution

would yield the answers to all questions about structural integrity, including

possible aeroelastic instability. However, the time period over which the

T integration must be carried out is large (by orders of magnitude) in comparison

to the period of free vibrations of a typical wing. Therefore, the procedure

will in general not be economically feasible, and even in the presence of

our days' high-speed digital computers, the classical methods of aeroelastic

analysis survive as viable options.

The force vector F is generally a function that varies slowly with

timethat is in comparison to the displacement velocity corresponding to

free structural vibration. Consequently unless a vibration is excited the

first three terms in equation (7) can be discarded, leaving us with the

equation:

K(u) + Q (u) [F) (8)

Here K and Q are nonlinear algebraic operators, containing terms of first

through third degree in u. The application of these operators to a function

I results in a vector with the number of elements N equal to that of the load

vector (F) . Consequently we can write

Ki(u) + q Qi (u) Fi i 1,N (9)
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For reasons that will be clear from the subsequent discussion, we

~ imake tha substitution

(a fu + ru) (10)

in which we assume that hI3 represenits an equilibtium configuration and
that ull 0

thatfu~jis so small that all terms of higher than the first order in

f 1 J ma1y be discarded.

After substitution of Eq (10) into Eq. (8) we can subtract the equation:

K (u ) + qQ (11) -(11

Then Eq. (8) takes the form

KL (u1  q Q [u 1 J= 0 (12)

The elements of the matrices Kand Qare in general functions of the

Oipacmn vectorII

That isI

lij (Ki/b X) at u- u0 (3
and

ij (6Qi/.bXj) at U= U 0

DeL +K q 0u14

then Eq. (13) has nonzero solutions. That is, u =uo represents a multiple

solution to thle nonlinear Eq (8), indicating that the fundamental branch in the
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displacement/velocity diagram of that point is intersected by a branch

representing secondary equilibrium.

If [F) 0 (no thermal effects) and [hl 0 (symmebric wing

profile and zero angle of attack) then [ K =K I, Ol Q11 and Eq. (13)

represents the classical formulation of the divergence problem (static

aeroelasticity). With a symmetric wing profile, thermal effects cause

only in-plane displ&t.zment components. The eigenvector obtained from Eq. (14)

contains normal displacement components. In that case the solution still

represents a bifurcation in the equilibriwm path. The matrix [K] represents

the linear stiffness matrix for the prestressed structure. That is, it

includes the effects of thermal stresses on the stiffness properties.

If the fundamental solution of Eq. (8) [u) = [n)contains normal

displacement components, the vanishing of the determinant (Eq. 14) generally

represents a vertical tangent in a displacement/velocity or dislacement/

dynamic pressure diagram rather than a bifurcation point. In that case the

eigenvalue approach to the divergence problem is not a rigorous solution. It

is possible to linearize Eq. (8) for computation of uo but the solution then

obtained from Eq. (14)) represents a more or less unconservaGive estimate of

the critical velocity. The problem of static aeroelastic stability then can

be approached either through solution of the eigenvalue problem defined by

Eq. (14) or, in the more general case, through direct solution of the nonlinear

Eq. (8).

Dynamic aeroelastic instability is said to occur if the flight

conditions are such that the amplitude of a small vibration will increase
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with time. Solution to that problem, of course, requires that the "dynamic" 
terms in Eq. (7) are retained. The structural damping is often discarded

since its magnitude is not well known and its exclusion results in only

slightly conservative results.

The time step in the integration of Eq. (7) must be relatively small

in comparison to the period for important vibration modes. Since the dura-

4 tion of a maneuver presumably is very large in comparison to a vibration period

the direct approach is economically and numerically impractical. Somewhat

better efficiency may be achieved if the quasi-static solution first is

obtained from Eq. (8). The analysis can be restarted with excitation

of small vibrations at appropriately selected points along the trajectory.

The trajectory is safe i the vibration amplitude is decaying at all points.

A linearization of the dynamic aeroelasticity analysis allowing for

, thermal and aerodynamic prestress effects can also be achieved. Such a procedure

is described in the following. In the equation

(15)IV
MfU) + K(u) + Q(u) = (F)

is substituted

FU) fu0) +a fuj) sin wt (16)

where fuc) represents the quasi-static solution and a, rui] and w represent

amplitude, deformation pattern (eigenvector), and frequency of the i-th vibra-

tion mode. It is assumed that ai is so small that terms of higher order in

ai can be discarded. After subtraction of the terms
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representing quasi-static equilibrium we obtain again a homogeneous

I equation system. Frequencies and modes of free vibration [u i can be

determined as eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Frequencies and generalized masses corresponding to the few modes

needed for aeroelastic analyses can be determined at appropriately chosen

points along the trajectory. These results can be used in a classical

flutter analysis. We refer to this procedure as linear dynamic aeroelasticity

analysis, in which the first step is to compute the normal modes of the

prestressed structure.

The information obtained from the linear eigensolution to extract the

flutter speed is somewhat limited since it does not indicate the rate of

growth of the vibration amplitude. However, it does not seem likely that

a vehicle can be subjected to supercritical condition for a significant

time interval without structural failure. "

It is true also that the linearization of the analysia precludes effects

of stiffening of the structure with finite deformation. For the cantilevered

plates considered here such stiffening is insignificant within the range of

tolerable deformation. It appears thus that the linear dynamic aeroelasticity

analysis is quite satisfactory for the present purpose.

All options discussed above have been retained as capabilities in

the computer program for aeroelastic analysis, STAGS-MOFA. In the case of

linear divergence analysis the problem defined by Eq. (14) is not solved

directly. The nonconservative nature of the aerodynamic matrices results in

a matrix that is not symmetric. Eigenvalue routines for such problems are not
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available for problems of the size that may be required for accurate

analysis of lifting surfaces. Therefore, the static aeroelastic analysis

(as well as the dynamic) was based on the modal approach. In Eqs. (8)

nonlinear terms are discarded. Linearized equations gives quasi-static

solutions that are used as prestress in the free vibration analysis as

described. The vibration modes and frequencies are used in a modal analysis

of linear divergence.

The building blocks for the aeroelastic analysis then are

TRRID for thermal analysis

STAGS for elastic analysis

FLAM for computation of aerodynamic forces -.

MODIV for linear static aeroelastic analysis

MOFA for linear dynamic aeroelastic analysis

The manner in which those programs work together is indicated by the

Flow Chart in Figure 8. Auxiliary storage is used for intermodiate results,

I- such as temperatures from TRR1D. However, by proper choice of control cards

it is possible to exercise the program in sequence during the same computer

run.

The temperatures are first computed in TRRiD at a number of time steps

along the trajectory. The results are stored in a file and accessible so

that the temperature distribution at any fixed value of the time can be obtained

by interpolation. Subsequently the values of the aerodynamic force matrices are

determined in FLAM. The information is available to STAGS as needed during
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nonlinear quasi-static or possibly a complete nonlinear transient analysis.

The quasi-static analysis gives the solution to the nonlinear divergence

Aproblem as well as a complete picture of stresses and strains in the

structure duringthe trajectory.

For linear static aeroelasticity analysis the user will ask STAGS

for a linear analysis. Modes and frequencies will be computed and stored

so that for each preselected time step a computed critical velocity can be

Iobtained by use of the MODIV program. The trajectory is safe if the computed critical

velocity at all points exceeds the actual velocity.

Unless a STAGS analysis consists of direct integration of the nonlinear

form of Eq. (7), a separate dynamic aeroelastic analysis is also needed. For

this purpose the user can select to obtain either a linear or a nonlinear

quasi-static solution. If the user chooses the option of nonlinear dynamic

aeroelasticity analysis the transient analysis will be restarted at preselected

steps with excitation of the vibration modes. If he choses linear dynamic

[ aeroelasticity analysis modes and frequencies will be stored on file and

utilized by MDFA in a classical flutter analysis. If the computed flutter

velocity exceeds the actual velocity at all time steps, the trajectory is safe. 4

[ The MWFA (Modal Flutter Analysis) Program (Ref. 33) was developed at

Hughes Aircraft specifically to handle the flutter of tactical missile lifting

surfaces, including interference effects between fore and aft surfaces at sub-

ji sonic, transonic and low supersonic speeds. An isothermal, unprestressed

structure is assumed throughout and a completely linear analysis. Aerodynamic

thickness effects are neglected by the use of "Pach Box" theory at supersonic
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Ispeeds. The flutter speed is extracted in the time honored manner by the

solution of the complex eigenmatrix for a series of values of the reduced

frequencies and plotting the structural damping agaii.st free stream velocity.

Necessary modifications were introduced in the %DFA program so that

it could be used i conjunction with STAGS for hypersonic flutter analysis. )

The Generalized Aerodynamic Forces used in the MOFA program for hypersonic

flutter analys , are baseO or n rilinear Piston Theory and on The modes of

the prestressed stc,,.

Aerdvn&,xc Fori.:j5'
.1

A.. )' resent .",,,.y represents a step tovards the development of a

comp:o e and int.-ro-ed system fcr analysis of the aeroelastic behavior of

S-. ght vehicles w" th tL>' if' ing surfaces (wings and fins) operating in the

I e:.e' .vx. rwci e regiae. ior simplification of the aerodynamics, the analysis

is limited to small angles of attack. Thus if fin strip aerodynamics only

is considered the basic theory is essentially available. The moderate body

o.,' fusei ge nu..- tii . ::Less usually neceesary in a hypersonic missile design

generates a nonuiiiform flow field over the fins. Analytic means have been

developed to acccunt for the effect of missile body (Ref. 42). The capability

is presently limited to hemispherical nose tips. The nonuniform dynamic

pressure distribution generated over the fins by such a nose tip can be computed

and is included in the program discussed here. Li

i 8,\

g ,1
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With the exception of this effect of nose bluntness, a significant

U simplification is introduced in hypersonic theory by the fact that the

pressure at a point is a function of the local slope at that point only.

This reduces the aerodynamic calculations to consideration of chordwise strips.

It was shown in Ref. 42 for the very small angle of attack considered in

the present study Third Order Piston Theory will provide a simple means for

.4 ' calculation of the aerodynamic influence coefficients with sufficient accuracy.

The geometry of a typical two-dimensional strip will be discussed with

reference to Fig. 9 !.n which the important variables are illustrated and the

j, I derivation follows Ref. 43 very closely. It is noted that the slope at any

point is the sum of five components; namely, the initial angle of attack of

the airfoil, camber, control surface increment, a component due to thickness,

7. distribution and one induced by deformation. Since the study presently

excludes possible change in attitude of the vehicle, the first four components

can be determined at the start of the analysis. All changes of slope occurring

during an analysis are due to structural deformation. With the usual sign

convention the different expressions for upper and lower surface slopes are:

6u uR- +f

Here 6 and 6 are upper and lower surface slopes with respect to the

wind velocity. 6uR and 6..R are the rigid body slopes relative to the

reference surface, a' is the initial angle of attach of the reference surface, j
and 6f is the change of slope arising because of structural deformation.

The pressure difference normal to a lifting surface is

(.. C=(18p
q pt pu)

I
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in which the pressure coefficient C is expressed in terms of the total

slope, at a point as

pw 26 + M+1
= q 2 2 6

CP + + 2 + (19)

On substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) and distinguishing between upper

and lower surface slopes one obtains

Mp u. ) + ( +1) (62 - 2) + _+, M(6 3 6) (20)

Inserting Eq. (17) into Eq. (20) and expressing the result in ascending

I powers of the slope (t + 6 )gives

Q+ Q( + ) + Q (0 +6)2 + + 3 (21)
q 0 f 2 f + f

in which the are the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficients (A.I.C.) as

function of the total surface slope

00IR 6 )+ 2 (8R U8R) 6 0 R +6R

p.' 4u 2_ oo8+ Y+1 UR (22)

Q 1) M (8 2R + 6

Q3  (,y +1)M1/3

Charts of these coefficients are given in Ref. 43 for many profiles. Expanding

Eq. (21) to obtain an expression for the lifting pressure in terms of the

perturbation or flexibility components of the streemwise surface slope gives

2 _(23)Qo + Q + Q 6 +Q

in which the AJIC.s are functions of the rigid body surface slopes are
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2 3
So Q1  a+Q2  + Q3

Q = Q+2Q2  +3 2

L A J A

The Q are discussed in some detail and given graphically as well as for

zero angle of attack in Ref. 43, showing that a significant increase in

complexity results when a nonsymmetric section or nonzero initial angle

of attack is considered. For the symmetric section at zero angle of

attack, 6 =- R' so Q0 Q2 0 and Q is small and""uR 3 R

A " can be discarded, so the aerodynamic formulation reduces to a linear one.

In what has been said up to now, no distinction has been made between

dynamic (unsteady) and static behavior. All inviscid pressures are known in

terms of the local slope and the distinction between the two lies in a

different interpretation of "slope". For static flow, the chordwise slope

- fis simply that due to static structural flexibility.

aw (24)
f ax

where w represents lateral displacement and the x the distance along

the chord. Lateral motion introduces an additional component equal to the

U I lateral velocity divided by the freestream velocity, so the total slope

becomes

+W + aw (25)
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Aerodynamic forces for the quasistatic analysis are obtained directly

from the above formulation. Generalized aerodynamic forces for the flutter

analysis are computed by use of procedures discussed for example 
in Ref. 42.

A computer program ICAIA has been derived in which aerodynamic

influence coefficients and generalized aerodynamic forces are determined

for use in the STAGS and MOFA programs. The programs include the chord-

wise thickness variation of wedge, diamond and parabolic sections, and it j
is very easy to modify a subroutine PR0FIL to account for any other thickness

distribution. " :cn nuiuvr is assumed to be sufficiently high so the

correction foi .,epback (Ref. 42) is small enough to be neglected.

g i

4 .1
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Numerical Results

Linear Static Aeroelasticity

Some results. from a classical divergence analysis were obtained by

use of STAGS and MODIV in combination. With the prestress from a linear

analysis STAGS computes vibration modes for use in MODIV.

The dynamic pressure as a function of the distance from the root chord

was determined by use of the method discussed in Ref. 43. The pressure

distributions for two wing configurations, 42.0 inches behind the nose ofIJ
the missile body, are shown in Fig. 10. The distributions correspond to

missile bodies with a spherical nose. Results are shown for one body with .4

a 2.0 inch and one with a 6.0 inch diameter. In all cases the effect of

the body reduces considerably the dynamic pressure over a large portion of

the wing. The presence of the missile body, then should result in an

increase of the free stream dynamic pressure of which aeroelastic instability

occurs.

The results presented in Table 1 apply to a rectangular wing with a

10.0 in chord and 8.0 in span. The cross-section of the wing is "diamond

shaped" as shown in Fig. 4. In Table la are shown the results for a wing

that has only partial support along the root chord, i.e. all displacements

are constrained at nodes 7, 8, 9 but the other nodes are free kSee Fig. 4).

LIt is seen that the critical velocity increases, as expected, when the

effect of the missile body is taken into account. The slight decrease in

critical velocity with the angle of attack is due to the change in the

generalized aerodynamic forces.
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If the same wing is clamped along the entire root chord the critical

free sieam pressure increases dramatically, as can be seen from Table lb.

Again the presence of the missile body results in an increase of the

critical pressure. Most of the results presented in Table lb include

the effect of aerodynamic heating. They correspond to a parabolic

temperature distribution with 450 o F at the leading and trailing edges and

0 F at mid chord.

I] -
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TABLE 1
"i iLINEAR DIVERGENCE RESULTS

RECTANGULAR PLANFORM WING IO.IN. CHORD, 8.IN.SPAN. 4.5% T/C DIAMOND SECTION

! A) 3 NODE ROOT SUPPORT. ROOM TEMPERATURE.

BODY ANGLE OF ATTACH (DEG) DIVERGENCE DYNAMIC PRESSURE (LBS/IN2 )
NONE 0. l10.

2. 404.

4. 391.

6. 370.

46 IN. DA 0. 566.

2. 553.

" L4. 510.4'6. 447.

B) SAME WING BUT CLAMPED ALONG THE ROOT..

BODY ANGLE OF ATTACH (DEG) L.E.&T.E. TEMP. i DIVERGENCE DYNAMIC
(DEG. F.) ! PRESSURE (LBS/IN2 )

NONE 0. 0. 2400. 1

6 N. DIA. 0. 0. 3550.

" ; N O N E 0 .
NON 0.450. 2200.

2. 2180.

4. 2150.

6 IN. DA. 6. 2670. '
' {2. 2620. "

i "4. ,•2490. "4

V 6. 2260.
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N'tonlinear Static Aeroelasticity

It was indicated above that the linear static aeroelastic

analysis presents a rigorous solution only if no component of the

~divergence mode (eigenfunction) is contained in the precritical deforma- . !

tion pattern. This generally is the case only if the precritical mode

is free from lateral displacement, that is, if the wing profile is

symmetric and the angle of attack is zero. If a component of the divergence

mode is present at subcritical velocity, then this component will grow non-

linearly from the outset. Rigorously correct deformations and stresses in

the structure can only be determined from the nonlinear quasistatic solution.

Tb traditional linear solution is adequate for small dynamic pressures but

becomes progressively less credible as dynamic pressure increases.

V The shortcomings of the linear static aeroelastic analysis was first noted

by Padlog, Donato, and Batt (Ref. 13). With a simple but still representative

model of a wing susceptible to divergence, it is shown that the classical

linear analysis may give nonconservative results. The reason for this is

that the nonlinear contribution to the aerodynamic forces is such that the

twisting moment grows with the angle of twist at a rate that exceeds the

linear rate. Consequently, the curve representing the secondary equilibrium

form bends back from the maximum at the critical dynamic pressure. The

equilibrium on this secondary path is unstable so the situation is analogous

to the well known and much discussed problem with imperfection sensitivity 2

in elastic stability analysis. Of course, the nonlinear structural terms

should also be accounted for. If the structure were stiffening under

* .i
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increasing deformation, the situation could be reversed, resulting in

a stable secondary equilibrium path. However, at moderate deformation

st'uctural nonlinearities are insignificant for the cantilever pla te.

The results of Ref. 13 for nonlinear aerodynamics, but linear

structural behavior are indicated in Fig. 11. The lateral displacement

at the tip of the leading edge is shown as a function of aerodynamic

pressure. If some disturbance is present that will cause a lateral

displacement, this displacement will grow at an accelerated rate, until

at some point the slope of the curve is infinite. At that point the

equilibrium becomes unstable and the existance of a vertical slope may be

considered to be a nonlinear divergence condition. The aerodynamic pressure

corresponding to aeroelastic instability is below that determined by the

linear theory and decreases with the size of the disturbance.

It should be noted that the point of vertical tangent may correspond

to very large deformations. Excessive stresses may confine flight to a

narrower range. Therefore, it seems that in the majority of applications it

is necessary to carry out a nonlinear analysis. In addition to the need to

assess structural integrity, there is a need to consider the effects of wing

deformation on flight mechanics. In particular the aerodynamic stability

derivatives are affected by such deformations. This subject was also studied

in Ref. 14 where it is demonstrated that relatively small aerodynamic non-

linearities can sometimes produce dramatic changes in the stability derivatives

at high values of the dynamic pressure.
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For code verification as well as illustration of the relationship

between linear and nonlinear statie aeroelastic analysis, STAGS was applied

in a study of a wing with rectangular planform and diamond shaped profile

as shown in Fig. 4. The same finite difference grid was used and the

wing was attached only at the grid points 7, 8, and 9. No thermal or

missile body aerodynamic effects were included.

The linear divergence velocity was determined by use of MODIV,

and the critical dynamic pressure so computed is shown in Fig. 12.

STAGS was used in the nonlinear analysis. The perturbation causing

lateral displacements was introduced in the form of a small lateral force at

the tip of the leading edge or by flight with a nonzero angle of attack.

Three values of this force imperfections were considered as shown in the

figure. For these three cases the angle of attack was zero. In a fourth

case no imperfections were introduced, but the initial angle of attack was

2.0 degrees.

The stiffness properties of aluminum was used in the analysis. Even

for a high performance alloy, the stresses will be well into the inelastic

range when the wing tip displacement reaches a value of 0.5 in. Consequently,

at flight with an initial angle of attack of 2.0 degrees the critical dynamic

pressure is no more than one-third of that computed from the linear theory.

It may be observed here that the effect of the missile body is to reduce

the dynamic pressure on a large part of the wing. For a given maneuver this

may have to be compensated for by an Increase in the angle of attack. In view

JI
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of the reduction of critical free stream velocity with increasing angle of

attach the presence of the missile body may on the balance have an unfavorable

effect on the static aeroelastic stability. IN

Dynamic Aeroelasticity

The flutter speed was computed for a number of cases by use of the M

STAGS-MOFA combination. The flutter analysis in MOFA was based on the three

lowest frequencies and corresponding modes, as computed by use of STAGS. As

a first example the rectangular wing with a 10.0 in chord and 8.0 in. span

(See Fig. 4) was considered. The wing was clamped along the entire root chord.

It was assumed to have its leading edge 42.0 aft of the missile body rose tip.

The flight was assumed to be at 10000 ft. altitude and at a Mach Number of 5.0.

Results are shown in Table 2. As in the static case critical velocities are

seen to increase significantly due to the missile body effect and to decrease

slowly with increasing angle of attack. To assess the importance of thickness

on the aerodynamic forces and the resulting flutter condition it was computed

using the "Mach Box" Theory of Ref. 33 and yielded a flutter dynamic pressure

of 1600 lbs/in2 , markedly unconservature relative to the destabilizing

influence of thickness is consistent with the vast majority of available

literature, such as Refs. 24, 25, 26 and 27. q

Table 3 shows some results fcz a clipped delta wing. Plan form and cross-

section of the wing are shown in Fig. 7. The results shown in Table 3a do not

include effects of aerodynamic heating. The effects of the missile body and

1 of angle of attack are the same similar to those for the rectangular wing. The

slight decrease in flutter speed with angle of attack agrees with Refs. 17, 22,

28 and 29.
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Table 3b shows results corresponding to a parabolic temperature

distribution with 600°F at leading and trailing edges and with O°F at

r-idchord.

The body effect is greater for the thermally stressed clipped delta

wing that it is in isothermal conditions. This is due to the fact that at 4

4high temperatures the structural stiffnesses are being reduced, tending to

4 amplify the relative importance of the aerodynamic terms which are temperature

invariant. Thus we have reason to believe that in general, the hotter the

structure the more important do the aerodynamic ter..is become. As was discussed

! i above, solution of the nonlinear equation of motion incluiling displacement

dependent aerodynamic loads would yield a complete solution to th aeroelastic

problem. While the flutter analysis only indicates the velocity at which a

small vibration will grow with time, the integration of Eq. 1 will also show the

4, rate of growth of the oscillation. It may show, for example, that a maneuver

that includes a short time at a speed slightly above the flutter velocity still

is safe.

Therefore, data may be saved from a quasistatic analysis and STAGS can be

restarted at some points along the trajectory with dynamic terms included and

with excitation of a small amplitude vibration. To demonstrate such a solution

the rectangular wing (Fig. 4) was selected. At room temperature, no body effect

and a zero angle of attack the aerodynamic pressure corresoonding to flutter

computed by the MOFA program is 900. psi. (gf of 155000. in./sec.). The STAGS

analysis was restarted with a vibration excited by a load of 0.1 lbs. instantaneously "
4!

applied at the tip of the leading edge. Restart was initiated at flight velocities

corresponding to .77, .90 and 1.03 times the eigen-solution flutter speed. Fig. 13 I
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shows for these three cases how the lateral displacement at the tip of

the leading edge v'aries with time when structural damping is neglected.

There is clear evidence of instability as the flight velocit-y changes from

0.90 to 1.03 times Vf., suggesting good correlation between the frequency

and time domain methods of computing flutter speed. At 0.90 Vf the

oscillation is virtually neutrally damped, but at 0.77 Vf a slight dynamic

instability is evident over the first three cycles. This anomaly remains to

• Vbe resolved by further use of the program.

: I381
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I Table 2

BINARY FLUTTER RESULTS-RECTANGULAR PLANFORM WING

10. IN. CHORD, 8. IN SPAN,4.5% T/C DIAMOND SECTION. ROOM TEMPERATURE.

CLAMPED ROOT, MACH NO.5'.O AT 10,000 FT ALTITUDE
WING L.E. AT 42.0 IN. AFT OF BODY NOSE

BODY ANGLE OF ATTACK( DEG.) FLUTTER DYNAMIC PRESSURE(LBS/IN2)

NONE 0. 900.

2.804.80
6.70
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Table 3.

BINARY FLUTTER RESULTS-CLIPPED DELTA PLANFORM WING

1O.IN. ROOT CHORD,2.51N.TIP CHORD,8.OIN.SPAN, 4.5% T/C DIAMOND SECTION
MACH NO. 5.0 AT 10,000 FT ALTITUDE,

WING L.E.AT ROOT CHORD AT 42.0 IN.AFT OF BODY NOSE

a) ROOM TEMPERATURE

BODY ANGLE OF ATTACK(DEG) FLUTTER DYNAMIC PRESSURE(LBS/IN

NONE o. 1900. IN)

2. I 1880.

4. i 1840.
V 6. 1810.

6. IN. DIA. 0. 2840.
2. 2730.

4. 2530.

6. 2340.

b) LEADING AND TRAILING EDGES AT 600. DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

BODY ANGLE OF ATTACK(DOG) FLUTTER DYNAMIC PRESSURE(LBS/IN2 )

NONE 0. 1020.

2. 980.

4. 9310.
6. 850.

6.IN.DIA. 0. 1720.

2. 1620.
4. 1500.

6. 1300.
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RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE

It is not claimed that the wcrk presented in the preceding sections

provides a completely satisfactory solution of the problem of aeroelastic

stability of lifting surfaces in hypersonic flight. However, it is

believed to advance the state of the art in such analysis. The computer

program developed, although somewhat limited, is useful for practical

analysis. The code contains many optionm with respect to the choice of

strategy in the aeroelastic analysis. These are all left open to tho

'4 user, but an effort is made in this section to make recommendation for

the choice of strategy. The recommendations are based on the Experience

aceaired during limited application of the code.

It has long been realized that for thin lifting surfaces, a rigorous

definition of stresses and deformations can be obtained only if such

nonlinear effects are included as deformation dependent loads. It has

been suown also that nonlinearities in the aerodynamic formulation are

important within a practical range of flight lirameters. In a linear

e!alyr.is, the term Q(u) (Eq.8 ) degenerates into -Qo' h%.

It is sometimes assumed that an analysis based on such a linearization

gives a good estimate of deformations and stresses as long as the flight

velocity is somewhat below the classial divergence velocity. For the

lifting surfaces and flight conditions typical for hypersonic tactical 2

missiles this does not appear to be the case.

,g Y' 384!* vC~
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Therefore, unless special circumstances dictate differently, it is

necessary to obtain the nonlinear quasistatic solution (Eq. 8 ). In

that case there is no need to obtain a solution to the linear static

elasticity problem. Divergence will be indicated by rapidly increasing

wing tip deflection.

The nonlinear transient analysis is somewhat more accurate than the

linearized flutter analysis since it retains a much larger number of degrees

of freedom. In addition, it provides some additional information, such

as the rate of growth of the vibration modes in the post critical condition.

For a structure that stiffens with increasing deformation the linearized

analysis may be unduly conservative. However, these objections appear to

be slight in comparison to the computational advantages that are offered

by the linearized flutter analysis.

The linearized dynamic aeroelasticity analysis is executed by MOFA

and based on frequencies and virtual masses computed by STAGS and generalized

aerodynamic forces computed by FLAM. It is clear, that within the range

of flight parameters of interest, thermal effects are important. It is

not clear whether or not the computed flutter speed is sensitive to the

changes in the aerodynamic forces caused by structural deformation ur to

aerodynamic and geometric nonlinearities. However, in general, it is

necessary to obtain the nonlinear quasistatic solution (nonlinear divergence).

In that case vibration modes are, of course, obtained for use in the flutter

analysis at the time when this solution is established. In fact then the

whole aeroelastic problem can be 'olved in one computer run.
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Whether or not geometrically nonlinear terms in the prestress .1
analysis need be retained is not clear at this point. Such terms can

easily be suppressed by use of the standard input cards in STAGS.

Suppression of these terms may lead to better convergence with little

sacrifice in accuracy. The most important effect of structural non-
linearity is presumably in the coupling between inplane stress (thermal)

and torsional stiffness of the plate.

The capability to evaluate the linear divergence speed may be useful

as a first estimate. Some idea of when divergence is going to occur is

needed for selection of the time steps at which vibration analysis is to

be carried out. The nonlinear flutter option can be used after a pre-

liminary linear flutter analysis. A restart with excitation of small

vibrations can be executed at a time step just below that indicated as the

flutter speed.

The problem of leading or trailing edge buckling deserves some .J

consideration. Presently it seems that the best recommendation is that it

be treated with benign neglect. Buckling caused by controlled displace-

ment, as is the case if stresses are thermally induced, is generally a

stable phenomenon. The gradually increasing amplitude of the buckle

relieves the compressive stress. It was observed above that the development

of leading edge buckling had little effect on the basic stiffness of the

plate. It seems likely that this behavior is typical and that the observa-

tion can be extended to similar configurations.

Two different procedures for assessing thermal buckling effects are

* possible. One is to introduce a small perturbation. In that case the
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quasistatic solution corresponds to stable equilibrium for all levels

of the temperature. In some temperature range the lowest vibration modes

will include the very localized modes corresponding to leading edge

buckling. In view of the results discussed above, it is not likely that

the presence of these modes will significantly affect the flutter velocity.

If no perturbation is introduced to trigger thermal buckling, con-

vergence will be considerably easier. In that case the quasistatic

solution obtained beyond the point of thermal buckling will represent

unstable equilibrium. The coefficient matrix used in the vibration

analysis has at least one negative root and corresponding eigenvalue is

negative. Such solutions to the vibration analysis are ignored in the

aeroelastic analysis. If, as expected, leading edge buckling has little

effect on the flutter characteristics, the two approaches should lead

to approximately the same results.

I.
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CONCLUS IONS V

A study of the aero-thermo-elastic characteristics of a tactical missile i :

operating at near zero angle of attack in the mach number range 3 : M 6 1

has produced the following results.

o An integrated digital program has been developed for the static and

dynamic linear and non-linear aeroelastic response of sharp edged I
j aerodynamically heated, cantilevered lifting surfaces representative

-A of a wide range of tactical missile wings and fins. The program

utilizes a one-dimensional "through the thickness" flat plate solution

for computation of the structural temperature effects, third order

piston theory aerodynamics modified to account for the nonugiform flow

generated by a hemispherically blunted missile body, and the STAGS

nonlinear finite difference program for the structural (response)

calculations,

o In general it is found to be desirable to run a full non-linear quasi- 1.

static analysis for each trajectory till its completion or the onset

of divergence. Flutter analyses, linear or ncn-linear, should be

performed only at discrete times within each trajectory selected by the

analyst using the appropriate prestress conditions from the quasi-static

solution. The non-linear flutter solution provides a direct numerical 1:
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solution of the coupled nonlinear equations but is in its

I. Upresent form markedly less efficient than the eigenvalue solution

obtained through standard type linear flutter analyses.

The following results from the analyses on which the integrated computer

program is based may be worth mentioning.

So Missile nose bluntness generates large spanwise dynamic pressure gradients

over the fins, with the valu) at the root chord being almost half the

freestream value in the cases studied. This results in the missile

j body exercising a powerful influence over the free stream dynamic

pressures at which aeroelastic instabilities occur.

o Thermal-structural analyses conducted to compare with existing (closed

form) solutions show excellent agreement where such could be expected

and the numerical results follow well known established trends where

the problems become too complex for closed form solutions.

Typical results illustrate the thermally induced stiffness changes in j
1 wings and demonstrate the importance of boundary conditions, temperature

sensitive elastic moduli, initial imperfections, planform and thickness

variations, as well as the aerodynamic influence of the missile body.
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NOMENCLATURE

A surface area of particle

b particle width

C drag coefficient
D

E internal energy of particle I
K kinetic energy of particle

Y, particle height

z o initial particle height, width, or length

m particle mass
p

m target mass removed by the impact
t

p pressure

R radius of curvature of the flowing shocked layer

" S axial component of stress

t time

V speed of particle front

VL lateral velocity of particle edge

V speed of the particle's mass center
cm

V* characteristic velocity of the target

y penetration depth

axial component of stretching tensor

Pp density of particle

Pt density of target

ai strength of target normal to surface

a2 strength of target parallel to surface -i

Fy yield strength

incidence angle along surface of shocked layer
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A REVIEW OF THE INTEGRAL THEORY OF IMPACT

Ai by

%,1 Thomas B. McDonough

An approximate theory for impact cratering by high

speed particles is presented with a comparison of observed

and predicted trenCds. The goal of the theory is to provide

a simple, economical, and rational approach with which

observed experimental trends can be understood. Although

the theory is quite simple, it provides considerable in-

sight into the impact phenomenon. The theory retains easy

visibility to the primary causes of impact response in terms

of materials properties or impact conditions. It is based

on global conservation laws and heuristic arguments.

i Starting from the simplest form, the formulation has been

modified step by step, adding further complexities only as

required to bring the predictions into better agreement

with experimental observations.

Some interesting applications of the theory are

presented. For example, the theory accounts for the "state"

of the impacting particle during the cratering process. A

comparison of predictions with experimental data illustrates

-i the importance of this effect. Furthermore, hard particles

are predicted to bound the penetration depth for all normal

impacts; the test data show this same behavior when plotted

in terms c.f the appropriate dimensionless parameter. There-
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fore, the simple hard particle theory may be useful for

', I design purposes. Another interesting consequence of the

theory is that the impact strength of the target cat, be

determined directly from hard particle impact data. Such

Tvalues correlate linearly with Brinell Hardness for lead,
copper, and steel targets. The results of recent applica-

jtions of the theory to a btudy of normal impact of ice and

water particles are presented. Experimental and flight

environments and the effect of a shock layer are ncluded

A rin the study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been developed at A.R.A.P. a new

analytical approach to the calculation of particle impact.

This new approach was developed to provide a simple rational

approach to the problem of terminal ballistics - one which

is capable of giving insight into the impact process. Hope-

fully, this simple approach will complement the use of'

experiments and multielement computational codes.

The simplified theory is still under development at

A.R.A.P. Its realization has followed a step-by-step

-1 procedure and has followed heuristic arguments. The theory

bears a relationship to an exact solution similar to that

borne by momentum integral methods for calculating shear

layers to a complete solution.

In the following the present state of' the theory is

summarized and two applications are presented.

4

I I
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2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THEORY

-Tue new analytic approach is a simple integral method

that brings out the physics of the phenomena being studied.

Several trends, which have been observed experimentally,

have been explained by this approach. An impacting particle

is characterized by a single cell representation, but

straining of the particle is permitted consistent with an

assumed internal velocity field. Using this approximate

mode for deformation, the global conservat.loi equ:it.lors at'o

derived exactly and studied numerically. The theory is a

simple one and further complexities are added only as

deemed necessary by the particular phenomena under study

at the time.

To begin, we characterize the particle as a rectangular

1 parallelpiped of square planform. For normal impact, we

assume the particle deforms but that it remains a rectangular

parallelpiped. Target penetration by "our particle" is

idealized by Figure 1; the height and width of the particle

are denoted by k and b , the mass-center velocity by

V ,and t;he penetration depth by y . It is convenient
cm

to draw a "free-body" diagram of the particle - illustrated

by Figure 2. The only external forces acting on the body

are the contact stresses acting at the contact surface

between the particle and the target. In Figure 2, the

contact stresses are represented by the total force acting

_-_409 j
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Deforming particle model

cM(t) YMt "

Target surface

Figure I

Free-body diagram of particle

%'1'

DRAG

Figure 2
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on the particle - denoted "Drag."

We make one more assumption before representing

conservation laws; we neglect the compressibility of the

particle. The global form of the conservation laws for

the particle is given exactly by the following equations

(for mass, linear momentum, and energy):

9b = constant

dVc

m m -Drag
p dt

dK + dE - (1)
d dt DragxV 1

where mp is the particle mass, K and E are the kinetic

and internal energy of the particle, and 11 is the

penetration vel6city - i.e.,
'4

V1  dt (2)

To complete the system of equations, we must relate K and

E to kinematic variables and specify the drag force. For

the former, we specify more about the mode of deformation

of the particle. The simplest assumption we can make is to

assume the material velocity varies linearly with position

' in the particle. If we define a coordinate system ,n

centered instantaneously at the mass center and denote the

material velocity by V , V , then the deformation mode

a may be represented as follows:
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I v ~ 1 db
x b/2 2 dt

=V + 2 V- (3)

.14-12

with a similar distribution (similar to V for the thirda

direction. This situation is illustrated by Figure 3. If'

we substitute the above into the definition of kinetic
energy, i.e.,

K f 'vl. P (V~ + V +V2 )dv()]

and integrate over the particle volume, the following expres-

sion is derived:

1 V + ,db\ + V 2]

2 p cm 2 dt/ em)j

These two terms represent the kinetic energy associated

with the mass center motion and the relative kinetic energy,

respectively. This expression can be recast into a more

convenient form. Since our particle is homogeneous, the

mass center coincides with the geometric center at all times.

Therefore, we have
~1 dk

V- - 2d (6)

From (1) we derive the following:

de dt

Substituting (6) and (7) into (5), we derive the recast form

for K: 2

K = 1 MV 2 +1 m + l ) (8)
2 pm 2  L 2  3
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Now consider the internal energy. We assume two modes

}of storage. The first is a density proportional to the mass

of material and the other, which is the surface energy, is

1. proportional to the surface area. Also, since we do not

allow energy transfer by heat in our model, the only source

of internal energy is the stress power. Consistent with our

kinematic model, the stretching is isochoric; therefore, the

dissipation is independent of pressure. Because the shear

stress depends only on the stretching at any point within the

particle and the stretching is uniform within the particle,

the shear stress is uniform within the particle. If we

replace the density term by the stress power consistent with

our model, the internal energy can be written as follows:

dE _ 3 Si X Vol. + y XdArea (9)
dt dt

4 where S and are the axial components of the stress

and stretching tensors and y is the surface energy. After

expanding the geometry terms in terms of dimensions of the

2 cube, (9) becomes

dE 3d 2Fd' -+ 4y b +) d + b (10)
SbtlYLt d)t. dtj

where the axial component of the stretching tensor was

computed from (3) and (6); i.e.,

VL -Vcm
k 2 2
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Finally, we address the constitutive relations, which are

'I specified by defining the relations between S and c .

Any model of behavior can be treated, but, because of their

general usefulness, four models have been used:

Hydrodynamic Model

S = 0(12)

Newtonian Fluid Model

S = 2 (13)

Rigid Plastic Model

S a for < 0 (14)

Rigid Model

0Ni = 0(15)

The resistive force is taken proportional to the

momentum change in the target material:

Drag =() b2  (16)

2 t

As long as the (Newtonian) pressure is greater than the

2
target material strength, i.e., (ptV i > ai), the particle

penetration will continue. Eventually, as the particle slows4.
down, the strength will not be exceeded and penetration

ceases. A characteristic velocity is defined for the target

material (V*), which is equivalent to its impact strength (a1 ):

V l(17)
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In the model, particle penetration is permitted until the

velocity (V1 ) reduces to the characteristic velocity. At

this point, the penetration ceases.

The next step is to predict the volume or mass removed

from the target. For this we visualize the flow of target

material around the particle as illustrated by Figure 4.

"1 The layer thickness (b/4) follows from mass conservation.

The two layers (particle and disturbed target) flowing

outward carry significant momentum. This flow is turned up-

ward by the pressure difference across the double layer. The

pressure from below is taken equal to the Newtonian pressure

while that from above is zero. We evaluate the curvature (R)

from the following equation of motion:

2 c 2  f 2
LP P V Cos dz (18)

tIL

b

If we assume the lateral velocity is constant through the

thickness of each layer independently, the integral has the

following approximate solution:IR LR LIRPv2 : ( 2  b 2b
- dz p (V In +lnVI

R- -

(19)
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Cavity formation

VI

b/4b/

b/4 A Disturbed target

I Figure 4
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This is substituted into Equation (18) and the result is

rearranged and nondimensionalized:

1 2 \

cos + in b + (20)

where the following was used:

2

- - 1 12(21)
"2 PptL
Pt Vt

This is the case because both Vp and Vt vary linearly

with distance from the center. In the above expression the

values at the edge of the particle are used. Equation (20)

is the final form of the equation which must be solved for

the curvature R The shape of the cavity that is created

by the flow at a typical instant during the penetration is

illustrated by Figure 5a. The final shape of the cavity is

illustrated by Figure 5b; as sug gested by the figure, it is

determined by superposing all cf the shapes computed at many

time steps during the penetration.

Figure 5a shows a cavity with vertically straight sides.

This is caused by the transverse strength of the target

material. To analyze this we assume the flow will be turned

up at an angle e by a rigid wall and illustrate the situation

by Figure 6. The Newtonian pressure in the flowing layer

(produced by the momentum flux from the undisturbed region)

418
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Cavity shape
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Final
(a) (shapeb)

Figure 5

. " Flow interaction with rigid wall .
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I I I
ii

ndisturbed target

i Figure 6
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at the angle 6 is

P - 2 cos2  (22)

To turn the flow vertical requires a pressure increase

equal to the horizontal momentum flux of both layers:

Zi (6>2 + ( bv2Vt b)t cos2 € (23)

Therefore, the wall must sustain a pressure of

.2
1p(1+)Pt+W (p cos2P=P + AP k= 1i 2 "+1(

1 o t p

(24)

or it cannot turn the flow. If we equate this pressure to

the transverse strength of the target (02) , we can solve

for 8l - the angle at which the flow will be turned:

cosi P: 1/2 Cos /2 (25) 1

where

_F4__ 
(Lb) ( E2

(= + 1 +__ (26)

This discussion completes the summary of the theory.

During its development it was found informative and con-

venient to work in terms of dimensionless parameters. Those -

420
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that are pertinent to the reported results are defined by

t the nomenclature given at the beginning of this paper.

~A
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3. ILLUSTRATIVE PREDICTIONS AND CORRELATIONS
WITH EXPERIMENTS

Al
I%

The solution for the penetration of a strong (non-

deforming) particle lends itself conveniently to the

4 evaluation of the characteristic properties. For this

case

k= b Z (27)
o

(6) gives

V1 =Vm (28)

2 2Vand (1) reduces to

9, ._ +D 2( (29)
p0 dt 2 Pt (2

Using (2) this equation may be arranged as follows

dV CD Pt 1 14
v - ~ dy (30)1Va  2 p k

p 0

which in turn yields the following solution: - I

Smax. ) (31)

In this equation the barred terms are dimensionless para-

meters defined in the Nomenclature, V1 o is the initial

particle velocity (i.e., when y = o) , and V is the

A - characteristic velocity of the target below which the

particle cannot penetrate. If the dimer.sionless penetra-

tion for hard particle test data is plotted on semilogarithmic

graph paper versus the dimensional velocity, both the drag

422
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zoefficient and the characteristic velocity are easily

evaluated. A straight line should fit tht., data whose

slope determines the drag coefficent and whose inter-

cept determines the characteristic vtulocity. flow well

4. the straight line fits the test data, for the velocity

range where the particle remains intact, is a measure ofI

the accuracy of this theory.

Published impact data, which Include both hard and

i ~ ~~~dl'orlmlng partttel.c., and 11 rmi-etlg of' lmllnct, voloolty I'm* :

fixed target, are scarce. I)rtunat eCy :-, da.t.. we. I
summarized by Hermamn and Jones for steel, copper, and

lead targets impacted by several different particles.

Tungsten Carbide (WC) particles provide the hard particle I
data required for, the present theory. The WC penetration

fot, each of the targets Is plotted, at discussed above, on

Figures 7, 8, and 9. The straight lines were drawn by eye

through the data, and the target properties were deduced.

The range of impact velocity over which the brittle WC

oarticles survive intact is clearly deftned by a drastic

change in penetration. The stralght Iine fit* are sur-

prisingly good.

Armcd with the characteristic properties of the three

targets, we can pr-edict the peneration; k-) for' t;trength-

less particles and compare with the test. data. These

compav'isons are shown for three particles for each target

by FIgurtz 10, 11, and le2. The WC particle test data should

• [ 423
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be compared to the hard particle theory at small impact

velocities and to the strengthless theory only at large

impact velocities. The excellent correlation of this

simple theory with test data suggests that the theory

contains the physical parameters which are essential to

this phenomenon.

The correlations with the lead data are obviously the j
worst. Apparently, there aie forms of energy dissipation

which are important for lead. The next step in the develop-

ment of this simple integral theory is to study mechanical

energy dissipation. The basis for introduci.ng these

effects is in the term dE/dt .

J

4 3
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4. THE EFFECT OF FILM ENCAPSULATION

ON THE IMPACT PROPERTIES OF WATER DROPLETS

Another example of the utility of this theory is

borrowed from work performed for the NOL-NSWC. 31 There

is interest in heat shield erosion due to the impact of

suspended water droplets in the atmosphere during flight

of reentry vehicles. It's important to know the conditions

when a droplet impacts the surface of the heat shield -

both for understanding flight performance and for develop-

ing ground test simulation. The aerodynamic shock layer

surrounding a vehizle accelerates and deforms a water

droplet which are both important to the impact. Ground

test facilities don't reproduce all aspects of flight

different are always suspect.

To test particles in the NOL Ballistic Range, they are

C . encapsulated in a parylene film. The film is very thin so

that its strength is very small; but, compared to the

viscosity and surface tension of water, the stiffness of

the film may not be negligible. An ice particle is dif-

ferent. Because it has strength, even an unencapsulated

particle will not deform (but it will accelerate) while

traversing the air shock layer.

At impact the parylene strvngth is negligible because

the pressure gene, ted by the impact of the particle and

* target is large. With the above rationale in mind, the
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behavior of particles traversing the air ahock layer is

studied. The test simulation is measured by how well the ,J

state of an encapsulated particle simulates that of an un-

encapsulated particle at the time of impact with the target. '

Computations were made both with and without the

parylene film for the entire range of test conditions. A

summary of these conditions is given in Table 1. The A

computations were based on a target with a nose radius

of 0.375 inches. The water and ice particles were

spherical and the particle diameter varied from 0.2 to j
1.0 mm. The parylene film had a thickness of 2.2p. All

combinations of the two initial velocities (10 and 15 Kft/ -1

sec) and two range pressures (0.1 and 1.0 atm) were in- I
vestigated for each particle. The ambient temperature was

assumed to be 70 F. These combinations of range pressure

and temperature yield an air density which corresponds to

sea level for the high pressure tests and approximately

60 Kft for the low pressure tests.

In addition to the existing data, new test conditions

selected to extend the data base to more blunt targets were ,

considered. In order to assist the planning for these tests,

a second series of computations was performed. The environ-

mental parameters defining the proposed tests are also summar-

ized in Table 1. For these tests, the target nose radius

(2.0 inches) was largev and the particles (0.05 to 0.2 mm)
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Table 1.

TEST CONDITIONS FOR WATER 8 ICE
IMPACTS INTO GRAPHITE

Value of parameter
Parameter Existing Extension to

NOL Data Base NOL Data Base

Nose radius (inches) 0.375 2.0

Particle diameter (mm) 0.2,0.5,1.0 0.05,0.1,0.2

Parylene C film
thickness (microns) 2.2 0.5,2.2 K"

Particle velocity
(K ft/sec) 10,15 15

Range pressure (atm) 0.1,1.0 0.1, 1.0

43
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were smaller than for the existing data base. In addition

to the nominal parylene thickness of 2.2p, a second film

thickness of 0.5p was investigated. In this series, only

one particle velocity (15 Kft/sec) was considered for each

of the two values of range pressure. e

Because of the high strain rates associated with the

impact process, the parylenE film will break immediately

upon impacting the target. Hence, the film can only "

influence the impact process by altering either the shape

or velocity of the particle prior to impact, i.e., in the

snock layer ahead of the target.

In effect, the encapsulated particle impacts a layer

of high pressure air prior to reaching the target. This

shock layer imposes a drag force on the particle. The

magnitude of the force depends on the density of the air

in the shock layer, as well as the velocity and shape of the

particle. The total deceleration depends on the time

integral of the drag force which clearly depends on the

thickness of the shock layer (i.e., the shock standoff

distance).

The particle is also deformed while traversing the

shock layer. Usually, the axial dimension is decreased

rwhile the lateral dimensions are increased. Particle

deformation not only depends on shock density and standoff

distance, but also on the ability of the particle to resist

434
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deformation (i.e., the particle inertia, viscosity and

surface tension).

The shock standoff distance was computed using data

supplied by the NOL. Figure 13 shows shock standoff 4

distance normalized by target diameter as a function of

velocity and pressure. Data are included from many low ,

pressure tests. Note that the highest pressure for which

data are shown correspcnds to 0.026 atm (20 mm Hg), well

below the lowest pressure (0.1 atm) considered in this

V° study. It should also be noted that for a given velocity,

the standoff distance clearly tends toward the equilibrium

chemistry limit as the pressure increases. As a result of

I these observations, it was assumed that the shock standoff

4 distance for a given velocity and pressure is given by the

7- equilibrium chemistry curves. 4

Table 2 summarizes the shock standoff distance for each

combination of pressure and particle velocity. The stand-

off distance decreases with increasing velocity and with

decreasing pressure. The most extreme casLs differ by ,

approximately 30%.

Table 3 summarizes the density ratio across the normal

shock at the nose tip. Data are given for both the ideal

gas assumption and real gas data correlations. For this

ideal gas, the density ratio is in'iependent of pressure and

a weak function of velocity for the hypersonic velocities
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Table 2.

*SHCKWAVE STANDOFF DISTANCE NORMALIZED
BY TARGET DIAMETER (A/U)

Pressure Velocity /
(Atm) (Kft/sec) _________

1.0 10 0.052

1.0 15 0.042

I0.1 10 0.050

0.1 15 0.040

Table 3.

DENSITY RATIO ACROSS NORMAL SHOCK
(FOR AIR)

Pressure Velocity Density ratio
(A tm) (Kft/sei Ideal gas JReal gas

1.0 15 5.84 9.40

0.1 15 5.84 10.0

1.0 10 5.64 7.7

0.1 '05.64 8.1
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being considered. Based on "real gab' correlations, the

density ratio is a stronger function of the velocity and,

in addition, a small pressure or "altitude" dependence is

indicated. In all cases, the density ratio for the real

gas is larger than for th, ideal gas.

Particle Properties - Water and Ice

Table 4 lists the pertinent physical properties for

the water and ice particles. The constitutive equations

for the water particle are based on the viscous model

which was described earlier. Each of the properties for

water is for standard conditions of temperature and

pressure. For purposes of this analysis, the temperature

dependence of each property was ignored and the value was

held constant for each computation.

-I I The ice particle was assumed to be rigid prior to

impact. Thus, the only effect of the shock layer on the

ice particle which was considered was particle deceleration

due to drag.

TABLE 4
WATER AND ICE PROPERTIES

Value for

PROPERTY
ICE WATER

3Density (ibm/ft3  56.0 62.4

Specific Heat (btu/lbm-deg) 0.49 1.0

-* Viscosity (lbf-sec/ft2) Rigid 2x10 5

Surface Tension (lbf/ft) Rigid 5x10 3
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Particle Properties - Parylene Theoretical ModelI, A thin encapsulating coating of parylene tends to con-
strain the deformation of a particle. In the integral

theory we represent this effect as a surface effect. The

only modification to the governing equations is an addi--

tional contribution to the internal energy production (R) .

Therefore, only equations (9) and (10) are changed - by

adding the effect formulated here.

It is assumed that the stress and straining of the

parylene is two-dimensional (in the plane of the membrane)

and is uniform over the surface of the particle. Also, it i
is assumed the membrane deformation can adjust quickly so

that the stres;; is isotropic, in the plane. Two "ideal

models" of stress-strain behavior are formulated to represent

the behavior of parylene. Parylene behavior and properties

used in this analysis are based on verbal and written com-

munications with Dr. W.F. Beach and Mr. W. Jayne of the

Union Carbide Corporation.

IARigid-Plastic Model

Uniaxial test data indicate a yield strength of approxi-

mately 7,000 psi, ultimate strain of approximately 300 and

an initial Young's modulus of approximately 400,000 psi. For

such beha Jor most of the deformation and energy absorption

is associated w:ith the plastic flow; wre ill represent It as

rigid-plastic behavlo-.
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Assuming the material obeys the Mises yield criterion,

first we compute the critical value of the second invariant

of the stress tensor J ' For uniaxial tension
2

2
2 - , (32)

therefore, using a yield strength of 7,000 psi gives

JC R = 1.63 x 107 (psi) 2

Now compute J2 for the parylene in terms of the isotropic

stress a in the plane of the membrane - assuming the

stress in the thickness direction is zero.

1. =1 - a)2 + (a - 0)2 + (0 - O)2

2

3 (33)

Therefore, the yield strength in biaxial tension is equal

numerically to the uniaxial yield strength.

The rate at which energy is dissipated by plastic flow

is + > 0L
p = 11 22 22 > 0 (3)1)

where "1" and 11211 are perpendicular directions in the

membrane. For our model

a-a 1 1  22  (35)

- i I = ( 3 6 )
11 22

Therefore,

f, = 2a (37)

and S > 0 if > 0

S < 0 if < 0 (38)
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The volume of the membrane is hA , where h is the

Imembrane thickness and A is the surface area of the

particle. Multiplying the plastic working by the volume

gives the total contribution to the internal energy

production.

AE = 2haA (39)

From the kinematics of isotropic straining of an area

E A (4o)
-2A

Therefore, the internal energy production may be written

AE = (ha)A (41)

This looks much like "free surface energy" with an effective

surface tension of ho An important difference though is

that for plastic behavior the energy is dissipated

irreversibly.

(ha)A > 0 (42)

Based on the data, a value of 7000 psi has been used for o

in the studies.

Elastic Model

At high strain rates, measurements indicate brittle

behavior of parylene. Apparently, brittle fracture precedes

plastic flow at high strain rate. To represent this behavior,

the parylene is characterized as purely elastic using the

measured value of Young's modulus. The formulation is based

on representations developed for rubbery materials (see

Frederickson [4] for more details).
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In general, the formulation is written as follows:

S p6 + 2 a- B - 2 W B-1  (43)

where S is the stress tensor

p is the pressure

6 is the unit tensor

W is the strain energy function

1151213 are the invariants of B

B is the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor.

This formulation is more general than the available test
data can specify. A simple and special version of the

above is the following neo-Hookean theory [5]:

S = -p6 + pB (44)

subject to tr B = 0 (45)

* which can be evaluated on the hasis of a single modulus. The

strain energy function is

W 1 I(I 1 - 3) (46)

To match the small strain measurements U is taken equal to

the initial shear modulus. For rubbery material,
E
3 (47)

Therefore, for parylene

6
= .133 x 10 psi

Now apply this theory - particularly the strain energy functio-
to our particle model. Consider the stretch (X) as isotropic

in the plane of the membrane and evaluate B in terms of it:
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2

Bl B2 2  A -- (48)

Therefore, 1

I, 2X2 1(9

~J
and the strain energy function becomes

f 1 AW - 3 (50)

If we denote the "stress-free" state of the membrane as

having area A and thickness h then0 0
2  A (51-- (51)

0

Volume h A (52)

Using these expressions we derive the following equation for

the total strain energy in the membrane.

hoAoW h 0o0 2(A + I (53)0 0 2 hA A (j 0

If we differentiate (53) with respect to time, we obtain the

term we are seeking - the internal energy production:

- 0 [ A/Ao3)] (54)

Of course, elastic behavior is totally reversible which

is very different from plastic behavior. The elastic model

causes the particle shape to oscillate in many of the cases

studied. The difference between the two models is illustrated

by Figure 14, which presents predictions for water encapsulated

particles. The particle width (b) is plotted against the
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penetration depth (y) during a penetration. The parylene

film was not permitted to rupture during this penetration.

The elastic rebound is obvious and occurred similarly in

the other calculations.

is Under the condi tons of high strain rate the ultimate

elongation of the material is not well known; therefore, it

is convenient to consider a reasonable range - say, 0 to 80%.

In our calculations the strain is not predicted, so it is

ccnvenient to convert from ultimate strain to a critical

value for one of the-geometric parameters. Consistent with

our particle model, Figure 15 represents a critical value

for the particle width.

Small Nose Radius Target -Predictions
In this section, the effect of the parylene film on the

existing NOL data base for the small nose radius target is

described. It was previously noted that the parylene influ-

ences the impact process only while the particle is in the

shock layer. Therefore, it is important to examine tne

effect of each of the test parameters on the particle condi-

tions at impact. In addition to particle encapsulation, the

effects of particle size, initial velocity and range pressure

are also presented.

Although the particle experiences both deformation and

deceleration while traversing the shock layer, the results

4 1 indicate that the former effect is considerably larger than
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the latter effect for the relatively thin shock layers

associated with this target. Hence, emphasis will be

placed on particle deformation (i.e., the lateral elonga-

tion of the particle) and only brief mention will be made

of particle deceleration through the shock layer.

Figure 16 shows the deformation history of two

different diameter particles. The ordinate the figure

represents the lateral dimension of the partici, and the I
abscissa is the depth of penetration through the shock

layer (with the zero value at the shock front). The bars

over each symbol denote nondimensional quantities. In7this case, lengths were normalized by the initial width of
the particle.*

Both curves are drawn for an initial particle diameter

of 0.2 mm. The solid curve is based on real gas shock

layer properties; the dasheo curve is based on the ideal

gas approxmation. It is evident that the larger particle

deformation occurs for the real gas model. This is a result

of the larger density in the shock layer for the real gas

(see Table 3).

Superimposed on each curve are circular data symbols.

These symbols portray the deformation history of a larger

*Because the A.R.A.P. model is two-dimensional, the spherical

particle was initially transformed to a cubic particle of
equivalent volume. The initial width of the particle (to)
was therefore related to the particle diameter (dp) by
t 3.22 pp
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Effect of particle size on particle width
in shock layer
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Figure 16
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water particle (dp 1.0 mm). The conclusion is evident:

the rate of deformation of the particle through the shock

layer is independent of the initial size of the particle.

The size independence shows that viscosity and surface

tension have only negligible effects for these cases.

.* The deformation rates shown in the figure are applicable

to a shock layer of infinite thickness. In actuality, a

sharp discontinuity must occur at the point of impact with

- the target. The location of this point (i.e., the normalized

shock standoff distance) is denoted for each particle

diameter on the figure. It varies from y = 0.99 for the

large particle to y = 4.9 6 for the small particle. The

values of b at these y locations represent, therefore,

the relative deformation of each particle at impact. For

the large particle, the deformation at impact is less than

2%. The large particle simply did not travel enough

particle diameters to be very much affected. In contrast,

the small particle, which travels a much larger distance in

terms of prtlcle diameters, grows by 40% prior to impact.

Since the area varies as tim linear dimension squared, the

frontal area increases by approx!mately 100%.

Figure 17 shows the effect of range pressure on particle

deformation. Both the real gas and ideal gas results are

shown for each value of pressure. Much larger deformations

occur for the higher pressure because of the order-of-maj-

nitude increase of the air density in the shock layer. The
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values of y corresponding to the shock standoff distance

are summarized in the table included in the figure.

The value of b at impact as a function of particle

diameter is shown in Figure 18. The relative deformation

clearly increases as the particle diameter is decreased.

But the effect is less than 3% for the low pressure,

it' compared to 40% for the high pressure. Note also that the

effect of pressure on b is less than 1% for particle

Ldiameters in excess of 1 mm.

LFigure 19 shows the corresponding curves for the ratio
of impact velocity to initial velocity. The shock layer

I I:decreases the velocity by at most 2% for the low pressure
case and 13% for the high pressure case.

Figure 20 shows the effect of initial particle velocity

on particle deformation. Two particle velocities are shown

for both the real gas and ideal gas models. Two opposing

trends should be noted. First, particle deformation clearly

increases with increasing particle velocity for a given

depth of penetration. However, the shock standoff distance

decreases with increasing particle velocity (i.e., decreases

with Mach no.); and, in fact, the latter effect is larger

than the former for these test conditions.

F The net result of these two factors is illustrated in

Figure 21, which shows particle width at impact. It is

clear that for a given particle diameter, the deformation is
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Particle velocity at impact
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larger for the lower initial velocity. The effect is

small for the large particle but is approximately 10% 11
for the smallest particle diameter.

The impact velocity curve analogous to Figure 21 has

not been included because the effects are insignificant.

For either velocity, the data are within 1% of the high

pressure data shown in Figure 19.

Figure 22 shows the effect of the parylene film on

particle deformation. It is evident that for Y < 5 , n
the parylene film has very little effect on the shape of

the particle at impact. Although this figure refers to a

specific set of test conditions, the same result was

obtained for every combination of test conditions for this

target. The shock layer is too thin for the parylene to

appreciably influence the properties of the particle prior [
to impact. Hence, using the argument put forth at the

beginning of this section, if the parylene does not change

the particle properties prior to impact, then it has no .

effect on the impact process. Therefore, the erosion data

can be considered as representative of unencapsulated water i

particles.

Large Nose Radius Target - Predictions

In this section, the effects of the parylene film for

future test planning are considered. The conditions for

these tests were summarized in Table 1. Compared to the
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conditions used in the previous section, these tests are

for (1) smaller particles and (2) much thicker shock I

layers. Both of these conditions tend to make the presence

of the parylene film more significant.

The magnitude of the effect will be bounded by con- I

sidering the four test conditions which represent the ex-

treme values ot test pressure and particle diameter. The A.
computations were made for both real gas and ideal gas "

shock layer properties.

For each test condition, ;he particle deformation - J
represented by the width of the particle (b) - and the "I

particle velocity - represented by the front-face velocity

L) - are presented as a function of the depth of pene-

tration (y) through the shock layer. The lengths are again

normalized by the initial length of the particle. The
,

velocity is normalized by V , a velocity which is related

to ,the strength of the target. For this analysis, a value
*-}

of V 1,730 ft'sec was used.

Figures 23 and 24 show b and V1  time histories for

P 1.0 atm and d = 0.2 mm Four curves are contained I!P

in each figure; one each for water and ice and two for

encapsulated water. Figure 23 shows a very steep deformation

rate for the water particle. Assume for the moment that the

ultimate elongation of the parylene film is infinity, then

I
the elasticity of the parylene retards the steep deLormation

?T -~ 458
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rate of the water particle and eventually causes the

particle to return to its original size. Parylene, of

course, has a finite ultimate elongation which varies

somewhere between 2% and 10%. These elongations correspond

to b values of 1.2 and 1.5 , respectively. When these

deformations are exceeded, the parylene film breaks and

the particle behaves as an ordinary water particle. It is

evident from Figure 23 that the parylene film will break

before it has had a ncticeable effect on the shape of the

particle.

Figure 23 shows the corresponding time history of the

particle front-face velocity. Note the extremely rapid

deceleration of the water particle corresponding to the

4 rapid deformation rate. In particular, note that V < 1

at y = 16. A value of 1 is the point below which the

particle has insufficient energy to damage the target.

Because the impact point corresponds to y = 26.5 , it is

apparent that the water particle will not damage the target.

In contrast, the ice particle which is rigid through the

shock layer, impacts with almost 75% of its initial velocity.

If the parylene had remained intact, then it would have

impacted within a wide range of velocity depending upon the

film thickness. Although the front-face velocity shows a

large bump due to the elasticity of the parylene, the velocity
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at the center of the mass of the particle is a monotonically

uecreasing function of y - consistent with momentum con-

servation principles.

Figures 25 and 26 show similar results for a smaller

particle diameter (dp = 0.05 mm). The cases with parylene

show oscillations which are due to the elastic behavior of

the film. On the one hand, the drag force tends to deform

the particle but the elastic membrane tends to restore its

shape. For this case, the impact value of y is !06. It

is evident that the water particle will be destroyed well

before it reaches the target. Also, the parylene film will

fracture before its elasticity can restrain the deformation. ,

The results shown in Figures 23.-26 are for a range

pressure of one atmosphere. Figures 27 and 28 show the

results for a lower pressure (P = 0.1 atm) and for a particle

diameter of 0.2 mm. For this case, the changes in b and

V± through the shock layer are considerably smaller than for

the high pressure condition. The water particle will impact

the target with 93% of its initial velocity and with a width

about two times its original width. The parylene film will

break (assuming an ultimate elongation of 10%) before it has

had a noticeable effect on either the deformation or decelera--.
tion of the particle.

The results are somewhat different for the smallest

particle (dp = 0.05 mm) for the low pressure condition.
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Figures 29 and 30 show that the water particle will be de-

stroyed prior to impacting the target. However, if the

particle is encapsulated with a 2.2p film of parylene,

then the maximum elongation of the particle will be between

2% and 10%. As a result, it is possible that the film will

not break in the shock layer. If this is indeed the case,

then Figures 29 and 30 indicate that the properties of the

particl Pt itwr'ct will more closely approximate those of

I. ice th'an tnose ff water. To avoid this, a thinner parylene

film =r' be used. For example, if the film is only 0.5p

thick, then the predicted particle elongation is in excess

of 10% and the particle will not reach the target. Thus, I

one should be careful when interpreting erosion data for

1.. these test conditions.

I The parylene curves shown in Figures 23-30 used an

infinite value for the ultimate elongation of the film. It

was assumed that if the state of the particle (indicated by

b and VL) was near that of the water drop when the parylene

fractured, then the further penetration of the two would be

: similar. Some calculations were performed to verify this 4,

assumption.

" The next series of figures shows the results of these

computations. Because the results are so similar to the

corresponding data in Figures 23-30, only the deformation

.9 Idata are shown. It should be noted that these computations
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are based on the ideal gas shock layer properties. Hence,

the curves differ from their counterparts in previous figures.

However, it will be shown that the results are the same for

either model and, therefore, the results are not dependent

on the model used to compute the shock layer properties.

The test conditions for Figure 31 are P = 1.0 atm and

d 0.2 mm. The parylene breaking point for 10% elongation

is noted and the ensuing deformation is seen to closely

parallel the water curve. Note that an ultimate elongation

in excess of 80% is required before the parylene can survive .1

the shock layer. Also, if the parylene fractures, then the

particle, as for the water droplet, will reach the target A

surface with negligible velocity..j

Figure 32 is for a smaller particle (dp .05 mm)

but it shows the same result. In this case, an elongation

in excess of 25% is required for the parylene encapsulated

particle to survive the shock layer and impact the target.

The test conditions for Figure 33 are P = 0.1 atm and

dp 0.2 mm. For this case, the uncertainty in the ultimate

elongation of the parylene results in a spread of about 5%

in the width of the particle at impact.

The only test condition for which the parylene may

significantly influence the impact data is for P = 0.1 atm

P; and dp = 0.05 mm . This case is shown in Figure 34. An

H ultimate elongation of less than 5% results in particle A,

iI
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destruction prior to impact as is the case for water.

However, an elongation between 5% and 10% may be enough

to permit the particle to penetrate the shock layer. For

these conditions, the particle would be more like ice than

water.

Figure 35 suggests one method of improving the experi-

mental simulation. A reduction of the parylene thickness

to 0.5p would require the film to survive an elongation in

excess of 15% before the encapsulated particle would be

different from 'the water droplet.

Figure 36 shows a summery curve of the impact velocity k

for each of the low pressure test conditions. For particle

{ diameters in excess of 0.1 mm, the parylene encapsulated

particle differs only slightly from the water droplet. How-

ever, for particle diameters less than 0.1 mm, the particle

impact velocity is strongly dependent on the ultimate

elongation of the parylene. It is in this region that one

I" must be careful when analyzing test data, especially when

trying to simulate environmental conditions.
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VINTRODUCTION

Thermal stresses induced in seeker domes of air-launched, infrared

(IR) missiles by aerodynamic heating during high-speed flight can be

be of sufficient magnitude to cause thermostructural failures. Be-

cause the design of such domes is constrained by the limited number

of suitable materials, optical requirements, and economic considera-

tions, the thermostructural limitations often lead to launch

restrictions. Since the launch restrictions limit the operational

effectiveness of the sys-tem, it is mandatory that such restrictions

are based on the best possible estimate of the thermostructural cap-

abilities of the dome. Efforts are currently being conducted at the

Naval Weapons Center to develop improved capability for predicting

the thermostructural failure or survival of IR seeker domes. While

this paper specifically addresses IR domes, the same problems exist

with electro-optical (EO) domes and radomes.

Figure I shows the steps required in the thermostructural design

of a dome. While the tools necessary to conduct a thermal stress

analysis of a dome are available in the form of computer codes,

there are several technological deficiencies which limit the ability

to accurately predict the ultimate thermostructural survival of the

dome. The major deFiciencies, as described below, are in the areas

of material properties, boundary layer transition and failure cri-

teria.
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' TMaterial Properties. Insufficient data on the mechanical

and thermal properties of dome materials, especially at ele-

I vated temperatures, interferes with accurate prediction and

i 1' ,interpretation of dome thermal stresses.

Bounday Layer Transition. Accurate prediction of the

aerodynamic heating to the dome requires knowledge of the lo-

cation and extent of transition from a laminar to turbulent

boundary layer. While reliable predictions of this sort are

not yet possible and probably will not be in the immediate

future, criteria which are based on the best available data

are required for dome analyses.

Failure Criteria. Even if dome thermal stresses are ac-

, 'curately predicted, it is not possible to directly relote

these stresses to the probability of dome survival because of

the lack of verified failure criteria for full-scale domes.

Work is currently underway at NWC on the development of improved

boundary layer prediction techniques and development of failure cri-

teria. Programs to develop improved properties for IR dome materials

1. -are scheduled for the coming year. This paper presents descriptions

of techniques currently being used at NWC to predict thermal stresses

in domes and describes the efforts which are being conducted in the

areas of boundary layer transition and failure criteria.
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PREDICTION OF THERMAL STRESS

The thermal response of the IR domes considered in this investi- .4

gation is derived from the finite-difference techniques available j -

in the general thermal analyzer computer code, SINDA (Ref. 1).
Special-purpose subroutines have been combined with the SINDA code J

to determine the thermal response of IR domes to aerodynamic heat

transfer (Ref. 2). These subroutines utilize the method of

Andrews (Ref. 3) to compute the pressure distribution on the dome,

the method of Fay and Riddell (Ref. 4) to compute the stagnation

point aerodyndmic heat transfer, the method of Lees (Ref. 5) to

compute the laminar boundary layer aerodynamic heat transfer to

spherical portions of the dome, and integral techniques described .1

by Kays (Ref. 6) to compute the laminar boundary layer aerodynamic " 4,

heat transfer to non-spherical dome segments and the turbulent

boundary layer aerodynamic heat transfer to the dome. Boundary

layer transition is initiated at a user-specified momentum thick-

ness Reynolds number. This modified version of the SINDA computer .

code is capable of calculating the thermal response of spherically- H I
tipped cones, cylinders, and ogives at zero angle of attack. While

the analytical techniques used are basically engineering approxi-

mations, their applicability to the configurations of interest has

been verified with sophisticated boundary-layer computer codes H "

(e.g. Spalding-Patankar and Smith-Clutter).

The SINDA code is used in conjunction with an automated network
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generator which divides the dome into a specified number of nodes

and computes node volumes, areas and path lengths. Node capaci-

~ tances and conductances are computed within the SINDA code using

temperature-dependent thermal properties. An axisymmetric thermal

model is generated which includes heat transfer in the radial and

streamwise directions. Input data include trajectry information

(velocity and altitude versus time) and atmospheric conditions

I. (temperature and pressure versus altitude). The program output

I;U consists of the node coordinates and the temperature-time history

of each node.•A

Thermal stresses in IR domes are obtained from the finite-ele- 41

Tepeatr dstibtonpwthn ter oe, whc Re f.obtained

ment techniques available in the computer code, SAAS-III (Ref. 7).

~• I" Temperature distributions within the IR dome which are obtained

directly from the modified version of SINDA in the form required

by SAAS-III are used as input information to obtain the thermal

stress field in the dome as a function of time. Aerodynamic load-

ing may also be included by inputting the surface pressure distri-

bution; however, the resulting stresses are generally small, com-

pared to the thermal stresses.

As part of the effort to improve the accuracy of the predictive

techniques, studies were made of the effect of thermal and struc-

tural model grid size and internal thermal radiation.

t A parametric analysis of the effect of grid size on the
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truncation errors observed in the solutions obtained frow the corn-

billed thermal stress model was performed. Numerical errors were

estimated by increasing the number of nodes or elements in a par-

ticular model until successive solutions converged. Convergence

of thermal stress solutions was not obtained until the node thick-

ness (radial) in the dome thermal model was less than 15% of the

dome thiclkness, and the element thickness (radial) in the dome

structural model was less than 10% of the dome thickness. It was

also determined thdt the node-fineness ratio (radial thickness to

streamwise length) in the thermal model had to be less than three,

and element-fineness ratio had to be less than two in the structu-

ral model in order to obtain convergence of solutions.

Internal thermal radiation in an IR dome was simulated by the l !
differential approximation (Ref. 8) to radiant energy transfer

through an absorbing, emitting, and scattering non-gray medium.

Results obtained for free-flight conditions encountered in current ;,

IR missiles indicate that internal thermal radiation does not sig-

nificantly affect either the temperature or stress distributions

in an IR dome.
4

The thermal/structural predicti,-e techniques described above

were compared with the data from two different tests of IR domes in

order to evaluate their accuracy. Both tests were conducted at

NWC. In the first test, the temperatures along the inner wall of a

magnesium fluoride dome were measured during free-flight of a ii
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boost-glide missile following a Mach 1.8 launch at an altitude of

42,000 feet. A comparison between the predicted and measured dome

inner surface temperature response during the flight is shown in

Figure 2 for two locations on the dome: the stagnation point and

fifty degrees from the stagnation point. While there is excellent

5'1 , agreement between the measured and predicted temperature response,

it was necessary to assume that the boundary layer over the dome

was completely laminar. The results of this test are discussed

further in the following section on boundary layer transition.

The second test involved a similar magnesium fluoride dome

which was subjected to a constant radiant heat flux of 2.5

Btu/ft2-sec. This dome was instrumented with both temperature

sensors and strain gages. A comparison between the predicted and

measured dome inner surface temperature response is shown in

Figure 3. Again, excellent agreement was obtained. A comparison

1 . between predicted and measured thermal strains in the hoopwise!-i
and streamwise directions is shown in Figure 4. While good agree-

ment was obtained with the hoop strains, there is some disagreement

between the measured and predicted meridional strains. It is

material properties.
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BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

Sudden changes in aerodynamic heating can occur when the bound- k

ary layer flow over an IR dome goes through a transition from laminar

to turbulent conditions. The predicted effect of boundary layer

transition on the temperature and stress distribution in a typical IR

dome following a supersonic launch is shown in Figure 5. The in-

crease in aerodynamic heating rates and resulting thermal stresses

caused by transition can be sufficient to cause thermostructural

failure of the dome. Because of this, the design of such a dome re-

quires the capability to accurately predict the location and extent

of the boundary layer transition region. Efforts at the Naval

p Weapons Center in boundary layer transition are oriented specifically j
at developing criteria for application to domes. This is being done

by evaluating existing criteria and data which are applicable to the

dome configurations of interest, identifying data deficiencies, and,

when possible, conducting experimentb.

The problem of transition has been studied for over seventy years,

and the literature is replete with correlation techniques and data

(see Ref. 9). Much of the data, however, is incomplete, inconsistent, 1
or inadequately described. Many of the correlation techniques apply
only to the restricted set of data analyzed. In addition, in recent I

years it has been learned that ground facilities are not supplying re-

sults immnediately applicable to flight conditions. Flight data is
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difficult and expensive to obtain, and conditions cannot always be

I controlled or even determined adequately. Theoretical attempts have

.I" been mostly (not completely) confined to the linear case (such as 2
stability theory), and transition is a highly non-linear phenomenon.

Nevertheless, while it is obvious transition is a difficult prob-

lem, progress is being made. The advent of high-speed digital

computers has greatly increased the possibilities for thc analyses

that can guide and/or verify experiment. The recognition of the ef- v
d fects of flow turbulence and the acoustic environment, as well as

other problems, on the results of tests in ground facilities will

eventually lead to meaningful application to the flight regime. The

accurate prediction of transition location is still in the future, but
interim, practical engineering criteria are needed now for application

I to current design problems.

The transition criteria presently in use at the Naval Weapons

Center utilizes the comparatively simple and direct local boundary

layer parameter, momentum thickness Reynolds number (Re). The mo-

mentum thickness (0) is a measure of the decrement of momentum fMix

caused by the boundary layer and is defined as

11

Where y = direction normal to surface

U = velocity along surface

= density
(the subscript oo denotes free stream conditions)
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l' Correlations utilizing Re0 have been very popular in the litera-

ture, but Re, alone does not necessarily show good correlation. This

is demonstrated in Fig. 6 which summarizes momentum thickness Reynolds i

numbers at transition obtained from fliqht tests of vehicles with I
:;jse configurations similar to IR domes. At the present time, Re0

for transition is largely determined by intuition and past experience.

At the Naval Weapons Center, a value of Re ranging from 600 to 750eI

is chosen for free-flight predictions.

The selection of the boundary layer computation technique is im-

portant and can lead to differences in the effect of transition on II
the heat transfer coefficient distribution as shovwn in Figure 7.

The use of Re0 in the Spalding and Patankar technique (Ref. 10) is i
to indicate the start of the turbulence leading to transition. In

the Kays techique, which is used in the thermal response predic-

tions described in the previous section, Re determines the

initiation of the divergence of the heat transfer coefficient from

the laminar value. The transitional and turbulent Stanton number,

St, is determined from an equation of the form,

St =f(Re0 ) - A. 2
Re

where Re is computed from turbulent boundary layer relations. The

value of A is chosen so that the laminar and turbulent Stanton num-

-A bers are equal at the start of boundary layer transition (i.e.,

where Re 0 computed from laminar boundary layer relations is equal to

the chosen transition momentum thickness Reynolds number).
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!t It is generally accepted that roughness has a significant effect

on transition location. At the present time, roughness is not con-

sidered in the NWC transition predictions although attempts will be

made to include this effect. IR domes are polished to an optical

finish with a typical surface roughness of less than one microinch

(RMS). While this is smoother than most of the metal noses on which

' I free flight transition measurements have been made, the surface of

IR domes is degraded with time through handling and rain and dust

erosion. The resulting surfaces are usually acceptable optically

but can have significant effect on promoting early transition. Un-

fortunately, the extent of roughness is unknown in much of the

available flight test data. While nominal nose surface roughness

values are given for the data shown in Fig. 6, their accuracy and
completeness is unknown. In many cases, the flight vehicles were

exposed to conditions before launch which could have considerably

changed the nose surface.

II

!. The free flight temperature measurements on the inner wall of a

magnesium fluoride IR dome described in the previous section provid- i-

ed valuable information on the occurrence of transition on domes in

, ia typical air-launched missile environment. Four temperature sen-

sors were mounted on the inner wall of .the 2.84 inch diameter, 0.16

V inch-thick dome. The sensors were located at the stagnation point

and at 25, 50 and 68 degrees from the stagnation point, with the lat-

ter sensor near the dome shoulder. While the temperature of the
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outer surface of the dome gives a more definite indication of transi-

tion, the many problems associated with such a measurement made it

impractical. Thermal response calculations for the expected flight .41

conditions hdd shown that transition could be detected by the inner

wall temperature distribution if its effect were significant. As men-

tioned previously, the measured dome temperature response data from i I
this flight correlated best with laminar predictions. Another indi- i

cation of an all-laminar boundary layer on the dome is shown in

Fig. 8 which plots the measured streamwise temperature along the dome

and the predicted temperature distributions for both laminar and

transitional boundary layers. The data follows the predicted laminar

* distibution and dies not show the inflection in the temperature dis-

tribution .:hich ',:ould occur if transition were present to a

4, noticeable extent. The maximunm :omentum thickness Reynolds number on

:2 the dome during this flight was 440.

' FAILURE CRITERIA.o

A common method of estimating dome failure in a given stress j
field utilizes the modulus of rupture (MOR) - an ultimate tensile . "

strength that is derived from four-point loading of beams made from

small coupons of the material used to fabricate the dome. This me-

thod usually relies on a statistical mean value of the MOR and, even

though the MOR data is derived from uniaxial stresses, it is applied -J

in triaxial stress fields. Variation of MOR values that inevitably

Ii 49j
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result when testing brittle materials can be statistically described,

but the extrapolItion from uniaxial test data to triaxial stress

fields remains highly questionable. Fig. 9 shows MOR versus tempera-

ture data obtained from flexural testing of magnesium fluoride

specimens. These results typify the spread in such dati. Also shown

in Fig. 9 are the maximum -tresses and corresponding temperatures

from three tests of magnesium fluoride domes, two of which resulted

1 in dome failure iea to breakage. Note that all three tests resulted

in stresses near the lower boundary of the MOR dato band.

): i The most promising methods of estimating dome failure, from the

designer's viewpoint, rely on statistical methods such as those used

in the Weibull (Ref. 11) and Batdorf (Ref. 12) volume flaw failure

criteria and the Batdorf (Ref. 13) surface flaw failure criterion.

The volume flaw theories derive a function that specifies the proba-

bility that a flaw exists in a given volume thai: will fail at some

known stress state. The function used in these theories is. derived

Ifrom uniaxial tensile tests of the material in question. Of the two

volume flaw failure criteria, Weibull's method is more empirical in

application.

•1' Fracture mechanics analyses, performed by the Nlaval Research

4 1 Laboratory, indicate that fdilure of magnesium fluoride initiates

from surface microcracks. This information resulted in the selec-

i tion of Batdorf's surface flaw failure criterion for this
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investi(ati on. The surface flaw failure criterion is based on a

function thdi specif ies the probability that a surface flaw (micro-

crack) exists in a qiven surface that will fail at some knwn stress

state. The surface flaw function is determined from the ultimate

tensile stresses measured in an equibiaxial stress field on small

discs of the dome material. The probability of IR dome failure is
I

then determined 5y summinq the probabilities of failure of individual

finite elements at the dome surface in the SAAS-III model. The stress

state at each surface finite element is determined from the

SINDA/SAAS-II1 model of the dome.

Batdorf's surface flaw failure criterion was applied 
to the

therngal stress field predicted for the aforementioned free flight of

a maqnesium fluoride dome. The surface flaw failure criterion pre- A

dicted a maximum probability of failure for the flight of 30% at a

time-of-fliqht correspondinq to maximum dome temperature. The pre-

dicted probability of failure at the time of flight correspondinq

to maximum temperature qradient in the dome was less than 10%. The

IR dome did not fail during this free fliqht. The surface flaw fail-

ure criterion was also applied to data obtained on an IR dome that

was tested to failure in the McDonnell-Douglas hot core wind tunnel.

dome failure in this test was 90%.

Additional testing of full-scale domes is to be continued next

fiscal year in an attempt to further verify the transfer function

492
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between destructive testing of small laboratory specimens and full-
scale failures. Several magnesium fluoride domes similar to that used4

in the free flight test will be tested to destruction in the NWC

-Range hot core free jet facility. The nominal flow conditions in

the free jet tests will be a Mach number of 2.5, a total temperature

of 10000 F and a total pressure of 250 psi. Predicted temperatures

and stresses on the inner surface of the dome after three seconds' £

exposure to the free jet conditions are shown in Fig. 10 and 11, re-

spectively. The resulting dome probability of failure as determined

from the Batdorf surface flaw technique is shown in Fig. 12. The

analysis indicates a 99.4% probability of failure for the dome under

these conditions. As many domes as possible will be tested in order 41

to develop a useful, full-scale dome failure data base.

In addition to providing a data base for the evaluation of fail-

ure criteria, the free jet tests will be used in evaluating

non-destructive testing techniques. Such techniques would be valu-

able in screening domes in the lower percentile of structural

capability. Non-destructive tests under consideration include opti-

cal scattering, acoustic emission and laser interferometry. Each

dome will be subjected to the non-destructive tests prior to testinq

in the free jet facility so that attempts can later be made to cQr-

relate the dome failures with the results of the non-destructive

tests.
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SUMMARY

Efforts are being conducted at the Naval Weapons Center to improve

capabilities for predicting thermostructural survivability of IR mis-

sile domes. Ther:-, l stress prediction techniques currently in use are

described in this paper, and correlations are shown with experimental

temperature and strain data. Parametric analyses have been made to

determine thermal and stress model grid size requirements and the ef-

fect of internal radiation on dome thermal stress.

Work is being performed to improve deficiencies in the prediction

of boundary layer transition on domes. The transition criteria cur-

rently in use is a momentum thickness Reynolds number ranging from

600 to 750, depending on specific conditions. Additional correlations

are being perfor-med with the objective of developing recommended cri-

teria specifically for application to domes which are based on the

best available experimental data.

StatisLical failure criteria have been evaluated, and a surface

flaw technique has been determined to be the most appiicable for pre-

dicting the failure of magnesium fluoride domes. Tests to destruction

'KI of full-scale IR dmes in a hot gas test facility are planned to

A develop a data base for further evaluation of the failure criteria.
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FIG. 1. THERMOSTRUCTURAL DESIGN OF IR DOMES
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ABSTRACT

2
(U) This paper summarizes the results of studies conducted

in the Missile Dynamics Division of the Naval Surface Weapons

Center, White Oak Laboratory, to determine the effects of

multiple impacts on the erosion characteristics of R/V nose tips.

It includes both experimental data obtained in a number of

ballistics range tests and supporting analytical studies. The

experimental data were obtained in the White Oak Laboratory

Hyperballistics Range and Aerophysics Range. Test specimens

were launched through precision simulated rain fields and the
erosion rates determined from high resolution in-flight " '

photographs and recovered specimens.

(U) Data are shown from single impact tests into virgin

targets. They are compared with multiple impact tests where

the number of impacts are increased until the target material

is fully damaged. Details of single particle impacts are used

to predict the increased erosion rates associated with multiple

impacts. The number of impacts required to "fully damage" a

material at various velocities is determined. These results are

used to analyze typical re-entry flights through weather erosion

environments to determine where single impact and where multiple

impact data are appropriate to predict erosion response of nose

tips. Also, calculated impact craters are compared with measured

crater geometries obtained from recovered samples of impacted

materials.
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INTRODUCTION1i
(U) Performance requirements for current re-entry

vehicles have led to the selection of ablative heat shields

and nose tips. The erosion characterization of these materials,

typically, is a time-consuming and expensive process. The

initial step usually consists of relatively inexpensive

"screening type" tests of a family of materials in a single

impact facility to select the most promising members. The

most promising candidates are then tested in ground based
'; multiple impact facilities. These include ballistics ranges,

wind tunnels, whirling arms, sled tracks, etc. From these

IImultiple impact tests, modeling codes can be developed to
predict the erosion performance during a re-entry flight

through a hostile environment. Flight tests are then conducted

on material samples to test the validity of the modeling

predictions. Once confidence is obtained in the performance

of the various exterior materials, full-scale flight tests

are performed on the entire re-entry vehicle.

(U) This lengthy development process is r-quired due

!to the complicated nature of hypervelocity erosion. That is,

the erosion of re-entry materials is dependent not only on the

mass impacted but upon many other aspects of the encounter.

Parameters that apparently affect the process to some degree

include: impact velocity, particle state, particle size, cloud

density, ambient pressure, cloud material, target material,

target size, target geometry, and target state. It is the
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objective of this study to investigate the significance of

many of these parameters upon the erosion performance of a
typical nose-tip material.

(U) For most nose-tip and heat-shield materials, the

study of erosion can be divided into two regimes, the discrete

impact regime and the multiple impact regime. This is

illustrated in Figure 1.

(U) The "discrete impact regime" represents the first

portion of the flight in which the vehicle encounters an

erosion environment. It is characterized by relatively

large spacing between impacts with no interaction between

impacts. The recession rates in this regime are low because

the material is still relatively strong, being weakened only

by ablation during the earlier phase of re-entry. If the 7

erosion cloud is relatively thin, the entire surface may not

be altered by erosion. In this case, the most significant ";j
effect of the cloud may be to induce a roughness which could

seriously alter the ablation rate for the remainder of the

flight or to degrade the accuracy of the vehicle.

(U) If the cloud is sufficiently thick so that impacts -,

begin to overlap, the vehicle gets into the "multiple impact

regime" at later flight times. This regime is characterized

by interacting or overlapping of impacts and usually higher

recession rates because of weakening of the material by previous

impacts.

(U) The degree to which a surface has been altered is often

defined in terms of the "obscuration." The definitien of
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~ obscuration is shown in Figure 2. It is a measure of how

completely the impacting particles cover or shade the target

surface. Specifically, it is the ratio of the summation of 41

the cross sectional area of all the particles that have hit

the surface and normalized by the cross sectional area of the

Starget. For a uniform size of particles, the obscuration

increases directly with the number of impacts.

(U) Figure 3 shows the relation of impact regimes to

-J obscuration. The discrete impact regime occurs at lower

obscuration rates where impacts are far enough apart so that

neither crater or the damaged areas around the craters overlap.

As the obscuration increases with additional impacts, the

damaged regions start to overlap, and the process moves into

7 - the multiple impact regime. As illustrated in Figure 3, the

erosion rate for typical re-entry vehicle material is generally

much lower in the discrete impact regime as compared to the

multiple impact regime. This difference may be a factor of

ifour or more. Another concept of significance illustrated in

Figure 3 is the "critical obscuration." It is a description

"" of the number of impacts required to effectively damage the

Ii material and truly move it into the multiple impact state.

(U) Since the erosion rates can be drastically different

1 . in the various impact regimes, it is necessary to provide the

missile designer information regarding both when a vehicle

would be expected to be in each regime and what the corresponding

erosion rates are. The specific objectives of this study are

directed towards these goals. They include:
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a. Defining parameters that affect obscuration.

b. Obtaining discrete particle and multiple

particle data and relating the two.

c. Describing typical re-entry missions in terms

of obscuration regimes.

d. Incorporating these effects into a prediction

code if necessary.

Many of these objectives have been met and will be discussed

in this paper.

RANGE TESTS 4

(U) To obtain experimental erosion and obscruation data,

a series of tests were conducted in the Naval Surface Weapons

Center, White Oak Laboratory, Hyperballistics Range (HBR).

Samples of a typical carbon-carbon nose-tip material were

mounted on the forward section of the range models. The models

were accelerated to the required test velocity by the launcher.

The sabot or launch support material was separated in the

forward section of the range which was isolated from the test

section by a baffle. The test section contained both a

simulated rain environment and optical station to monitor the

erosion rate. The rain environmient was simulated by placing

water drops encapsulated in thin films and placed in a precise

array on the flight path. The delicate support films were only
0

2,000 A thick. By varying the spacing of the drops on the

film and the distance between the films, the density of the

erosion field could be controlled. The erosion rate was
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determined from high resolution laser photographs taken of

the model in flight before it entered the rain field and as

it progressed through the field. Figure 4 shows a typical

pair of photographs taken before and after encountering a

rain field.

d (U) Figure 5a shows the test results obtained on a

carbon-carbon impacting 400p diameter rain at a nominal velocity

of 11,000 fps. The plot shows the variation in mass loss

ratio, that is the mass eroded normalized by the mass impacted,

as a function of obscuration or number of impacts. In addition

to the White Oak Laboratory HBR points shown by the circles,

there is also shown a single impact mass loss ratio (plotted

at an obscuration value of zero) obtained on similar material

at the Science Applications, Inc., (SAI) impact facility. A

number of observations can be made from this figure. First of

all, it seems clear that data obtained at the higher obscurations

are well within the "multiple impact regime" described earlier.

This is characterized by th:? eventual obscuration. Secondly, the

multiple impact mass loss ratio of about 50 was twice that I
measured for the single impact or discrete impact tests. Figure

5b shows a similar series of tests through larger rain particles, I
600p in diameter. In this case, the multiple impact rate was

more like a factor of three greater than the single impact data

also obtained at SAI.

COMPARISON OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE IMPACTS

(U) In addition to measuring the critical obscuration

in the multiple impact tests in the White Oak Laboratory HBR,
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an attempt was made to predict these values based on single

impact test results. The measured crater diameter to particle

diameter ratio for the SAI single impact test was approximately
41

five. Using this information, a computer program was run

simulating multiple impacts into a carbon-carbon target at

11,000 fps, i.e., identical to the range test results shown

in Figure 5. The results of the computer simulation are shown j

in Figure 6. In the simulation, impacts were allowed to occur

at random spacing on the target surface. The impact formed

a crater five times larger than the particle diameter. Two

hundred simulated cases were run with 1,000 impacts occurring °

for each case. As the obscuration or number of impacts was I

increased, the percentage of the new impacts that were

occurring on previously cratered or "damaged" materials was

tabulated. Obviously, the more times the surface was impacted,

the greater the percentage of times a previously impacted site -

was hit. Using Figure 6 as a guide, it would be predicted that

the surface would be "effectively" cratered at an obscuration

of 0.08 to 0.1. However, the range data showed a critical

obscuration of nearly twice that value. This implies that for

carbon carbon, an area may have to be hit two or more times to

"fully" damage the material.

(U) Using the range data generated under this study and

other carbon-carbon range data obtained at the White Oak Laboratory

a definition of impact regimes as a function of obscuration and I
impact velocity was made. The results are shown in Figure 7.

For a given velocity, the mass loss ratios obtained at
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obscurations below the transition zone were near those

I measured in discrete impact facilities. At obscuration above

the transition zone, true multiple impact "plateaus" appeared

ji to exist. In the transition zone, values would fluctuate from

one extreme to the other. This curve, plus the mass loss ratios

for the regimes, is the real design data the engineer needs to

predict the erosion performance of a re-entry vehicle. Equipped

with these, he can calculate the change in obscuration as the

t vehicle flies through a design cloud of interest and apply the

correct mass loss ratio to the different regimes.

APPLICATION TO FLIGHT

(U) For many trajectory/cloud combinations, the regime

of prime importance is the multiple impact regime, and, for

practical purposes, the discrete impact regime only has a second

order effect on the total erosion recession. Figure 8 shows

the distance a re-entry vehicle would have to fly through clouds

4 -of various densities before reaching critical obscuration at a

velocity of approximately 1,500 fps. Calculations are shown

for clouds with nominal particle diameters of l00p and 500u.

(U) The width of the band represents a factor of two

uncertainties in the critical obscuration. The upper edge is

"; an assumed value of .1 and the lower edge is .05. The significant

point here is that very short flight distances are required to

1" "fully damage" the surface. For example, for a cloud density of

.5 gm/M3  a carbon-carbon nose tip would be "fully damaged" within

25 to 85 meters at a velocity of 15,000 fps.
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